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ABSTRACT 

THE ACQUISITION OF L2 SEGMENTAL CONTRASTS: 

ENGLISH SPEAKERS' PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION OF 

CZECH PALATAL STOPS 

This thesis examines English speakers' perception and production of a non-native 

segmental stop contrast in Czech: alveolar It. dl versus palatal lc. j/. Bro~n 's  ( 1997. 

1998.2000) model of L2 phoneme acquisition argues that it is the L 1 feature inventory 

(rather than individual segments) which define h e  boundaries i\ithin which novel 

phonemes are perceived. Specifically. L 1 speakers can perceive novel L2 contrasts if that 

contrast is characterised by a feature present in their L 1 grammar: conversely. if a 

particular feature is lacking in the L 1 feature inventory. then perception of the novel 

phonemic contrast should be precIuded. I argue that the contrasting feature between 

Czech alveolar It. dl and palatal lc. 3 I is [posterior]. English requires the feature 

[posterior] to contrast two fricative segments: alveolar Is. d versus alveo-palatal /J. 3. 

English speakers thus have the necessary building block for acquisition of the novel Czech 

contrast. 

..- 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis combines two broad areas of linguistic inquiry: second ianguage 

acquisition and generative phonology. The merging of two such diverse areas of linguistic 

inquiry is an attempt to address what is known generally as "Plaru's problem". or. in 

Linguistic terms. the -'poverty of the stimulus argument" (Lightfoot. 198 1 ): How are 

humans able to acquire such rich and complex systems of knowledge that do not 

accurately reflect the relatively limited input they are exposed to? This gap benveen the 

rapid acquisition of complex grammatical structures and deticient input led Chomsky to 

posit the innate mental structure known as Universal Grammar (UG). which both 

constrains cross-linguistic variation while informing the process of language acquisition. 

Recent models of generative phonology are thus models of phonological acquisition in 

that children's constructions of phonological representations are both constrained and 

guided by principles of UG. Generative phonoiogy addresses the question by dealing 

with the mend  representations of speech sounds (as opposed to the physical or 

phonetic implementation). while the area of L2 acquisition gives us language learning on 

which to test the theories. Thus. this thesis addresses two broad questions: (i). whether 

or not novel segmental contrasts in the L2 can be acquired. and (ii). how speech se-men& 

are mentally represented. 

The phonological framework of Feature Geometry theory provides a formal 

means for representing mental phonemic knowledge by assuming that (i). individual 

speech segments have internal organization composed of subsegmental features supplied 

from a finite set provided by UG. and (ii), features are organised hierarchically retlecting 

both markedness and phonological dependency. Crucially. no Ian-wge uses all the 

possible UG-provided features and no segment requires all the features of that language. 

Sound segments are thus not the primitives of language per se: rather. they m the h i  of 

hierarchicaliy organised feanues such that two segments may contrast on the basis of one 

feature alone. 

Recent research @ice & Avery, 1995) in fh Ianguage acquisition of segmental 

(sound system) structure has argued tha t  the acquisition of Ianguage-specific sound 



contrasts is a step-by-step process of feature elaboration. The precise features 

comprising a segment are acquired in a hierarchical fashion. following the relationships of 

dependency and constituency encoded in the structure. Structural elaboration can thus 

account for both variability and uniformity. Cynthia Brown (1993. 1997,2000: see also 

Brown and Matthews; 1993, 1997) takes the claims of segmental acquisition as a process 

of s t rucml  elaboration one step Further by integrating the L1 phonological system in 

both L 1 and L2 speech perception and production. As Brown's model is essentiaI to 

assumptions and experimental research in this thesis, I will take some time to explain it 

here. Based on tindings from infant speech perception showing that a decrease in 

perceptual ability to discriminate non-native sounds corresponds to an increase in 

phonological ability to discriminate native segmental contrasts. Brown proposes chat the 

link behveen phonological development and acoustic discrimination can be accounted for 

by the same mechanism. Essentially. Brown proposes that step-by-step elaboration of 

the hierarchical feature geometry in tirst language acquisition imposes a template or filter 

on the perceptual system within which the language-speciiic phonemic categories are 

perceived. It is the detection of phonemic contrasts in the input language which triggers 

the elaboration of the language-specific phonological hierarchy. The phonological 

structure then acts as intermediary between the acoustic signal and the linguistic system 

by channeling the distinct acoustic signals into phonemic categories. guided by language 

specific featuraI makeup. That is, the feature structure is used to h e 1  distinct phonetic 

variations into individual phonemic categories so that perception of non-native contrasts 

gradually declines as the novel sounds are interpreted as phonetic variants of existing 

categories. The segmental representation characterising a phonemic category will be 

activated by intra-category phonetic variants but not by inter-category variants. thereby 

assisting in speech processing by allowing noise without compromising the recoverability 

of the underlying representation. 

What of the L2 learner who arrives at the language learning task with an existing 

phonological structure from the native language? Brown argues that in L2 acquisition the 

intake to the language acquisition device is determined by the phonological structure of 

the first language. That is. the phonological structure of the L 1 acts as a sort of template 

defining the categories within which the L2 sounds are perceived. However. it is not the 



segments themselves that determine perception, but rather the segmental sub-units, or 

features, of segments that play an essential role in the acquisition of L2. Whether or not a 

L2 learner can perceive the non-native phonological contrasts is dependent on the feature 

composition of the L 1 phonology. Specifically. if a non-native segment is characterised 

by a particular feature. then the learner will be able to perceive the non-native conmts  if 

he or she manipulates the feature elsewhere in the L 1 grammar. Brown points out that an 

L2 learner's experience perceiving L 1 phonemic contrasts along an acoustic dimension 

defined by a particular underlying feature permits him or her to accurately discriminate 

any phonemic contrast differing along that same dimension. despite a lack of acoustic. 

phonetic or phonemic experience with aparricrifar non-native contrast. Perception of a 

new phonemic contrast is facilitated by the presence of the distinguishing feature 

elsewhere in the learner's L 1 inventory. Conversely. if a particular feature is lacking in 

the representation of any phonemic contrasts in the L 1 feature geometry. then perception 

ofthe novel phonemic contrast should be precluded. In this case. the filtering of the 

acoustic signal which aids in L 1 processing can negativeIy influence the perception of a 

non-native language. as intra-category variation in the L 1 may actually constitute 

phonemic contrasts (or inter-category variation) in the LZ. 

Broivn presents experimental evidence on Japanese and Mandarin Chinese 

speakers' acquisition (or non acquisition. in the case of the native Japanese subjects) of 

the English /V versus /r/ contrast in support of her hypothesis that it is the t e a m 1  rather 

than the segmental level determining whether or not L2 learners %ill be able to perceive 

and produce a novel L2 contrast. As mentioned. this work by Brown provides the 

impetus for the experimental research conducted in this thesis. However. in order to 

address the broad questions of L2 segmental representation and acquisition. one needs to 

speak to the specific. For this thesis. I investigated six native North American English 

speakers' perception and production of a non-native segmental stop contrast: Czech 

alveolar !t. dl versus palatal lc. 31. English speakers learning Czech are faced with a non- 

native phonemic contrast in that Czech contrasts ttvo coronal stop places of articulation: 

alveolar it. d/. which do occur in English. versus palatat /c, j/, which do not. In order to 

determine the likelihood of English speakers' acquisition of this novel segmental contrast 



I needed to establish the distinguishing feature characterising the contrast between these 

two pairs of stops. I argue that the contrasting feature between Czech alveolar it. d/ and 

palatal ic, j/ is the dependent feature [posterior]. Under the theory of segmental 

acquisition assumed in this thesis, if English requires the feature Iposterior] for any 

phonemic contrast. then native English speakers should be able to perceive any non- 

native contrast of this feature, including Czech alveolar It, df versus palatal ic, jt. I will 

show that English contrasts three coronal fricative places of articulation. alveolar is. z/ 

versus alveo-palatal /J, 9 versus (inter- dental lo, d/ and requires the feature Iposterior] as 

a dependent node of Coronal to contrast alveolar is. zl versus alveo-palatal IS, 9. 

Following Brown's theory. English speakers thus have the building block necessary for 

perception and eventual production of the novel Czech phonemic contrast of alveolar 

/t. dl versus palatal Ic. I/. The results of perception and production experiments support 

this hypothesis. 

The thesis is organised as tbllows. In Chapter One I outline the phonological 

assumptions held by Feature Geometry and Underspecification theories as well as the 

issue of the unmarked status of coronal segments. These theories provide the framework 

for the discussion of the acquisition of segmental phonolog by first language learners 

discussed in Chapter Two. In Chapter Three we turn to second language learners' 

acquisition of new segmental contrasts. Chapter Four sets up the Feature structures of 

Czech and English. whiIe in Chapter Five we turn to the experimental research conducted 

to test the model of L I interference in L2 phoneme acquisition assumed in this thesis. 



CHAPTER ONE 

PHONOLOGICAL THEORY 

0.0 BACKGROUND 

In this chapter I will outline the phonological frameworks of Feature Geometry 

and Underspecification theory in order to lay the foundation for the generative model of 

second language segmental acquisition I have adopted in this thesis. In Section 1. we 

look at the theoretical framework of Feature Geometry theory as a formal means of 

representing srructurai relationships between features. the sub-units comprising 

individual speech segments. In Section 2. we look at the claims of Underspecitication 

theory and the representation of redundant features. Finally. in Section 3 we discuss the 

marked status of coronal segments as well as arguments for the coronal place of 

articulation as cross-linguistically underspecitied. 

1.0 FEATURE GEOMETRY THEORY 

Seminal work in phonological theory by Jakobson. Fant. & Halle ( 1952) provided 

an influentid analysis of individual speech sounds in which individual sound segments 

(for example, the sound [b]) are claimed to be the sum of smaller sub-units. or features. 

rather than an indivisible entity. The motivation behind features stems from Prague 

School phonemic analysis. where segmental contrasts are dependent on contrast benveen 

individual features smaller than the segment (Trubetzkoy. 193911969). Tne claim that 

features. and not speech se-ments themselves. provide the basis for phonologicsl1 contrast 

is supported by arguments that each feature represents an articulatory or acoustic 

component of speech production. Thus. two speech segments may have in common all 

features but one: this differing feature is sufficient to create phonemic contrast between 

segments. 

Moreover. katures enable us to group segments into natural classes. For 

example. languages may ban all voiced consonants from the coda position: the feature 

[voice] enables us to capture this generalisation whereas an analysis based on the 



segmental level would not recognize this commonality and would result in a much 

weaker (less constrained) empirical hypothesis. 

Early feature-based phonological theories, notably Chomsky & Halle's Sound 

Pattern of English (1968) (hereafter SPE). represented features in the tbrm of an 

unordered, linear, feature matrix in which each segment was represented by either a 

positive or negative value for each (relevant) feature. For example. the representation of 

the phoneme /b/ as an unordered feature bundle would be as in ( 1 ): 

The disadvantage to this approach is that it does not capture natural relationships 

between features. SPE represented phonological processes as a series of rules operating 

when the environment corresponds to the representation. For example. the hct that 

English nasals assimilate to the pIace of articutation of the following consonant can be 

stated as the rule shown in (2) :  

However. these types of ruies describe rather than explain: the assimilation process 

characterised in (2) is equivdent to an aaiculatorily impossible process which assimilates 



three arbitrary features. 

The understanding of segmental relationships and processes was geatly advanced 

with the proposal that unordered fkature rnamces be replaced with hierarchical structures 

in the framework of Feature Geometry (CIements. 1985; Sagey, 1986: McCarthy. 1988). 

Hierarchical feature geomemes provide an advantage over linear models for several 

reasons. 

F ust. as hierarchical modeis are based on the structure of the vocal tract they are 

better able to represent the fact that specific features tend to predictably co-occur with 

other features. thereby linking the physicd phonetic implementation and the mental 

phonological representation. 

Secondly. feature geometries can capture a range of diverse phonological 

operations with a cohesive set of defiied operations such as  Spreading. Delinking and 

Fusion (Avery & Rice. 1989). Thus. hierarchical models result in a more constrained 

theory as they provide a formal means of capturing n a t d  classes of sounds via 

relationships of dependency and constituency between features. 

To faciiibte the discussion of hierarchical modeIs and to provide a framework for 

the discussion of dependency and constituency relations. 1 present the model I assume in 

this thesis in (3)'. This model is baed on Brown (2000) which I have revised by placing 

peripheral as a dependent of the Place node. with secondary Content nodes below. This 

revision is based on child acquisition data discussed in Chapter Two. 

I A precise hierarchical model and the features comprising it is still under some debate: however, the 
formal properties of various Feature geometries remain COWL The arguments presented in this thesis do 
not depend on the conrectness ofthis particular model. 



Root 

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL 

aspiration voice 

SPONTANEOUS VOICE PLACE continuant 

A 
(nasal) approximant 

peripheral (coronal) 

dorsal (labial) 

The hierarchical featwe structure in (3 )  represents the sound segment as s 

cohesive unit gathered under and structured by the Root node. There are two types of 

nodes beneath. or dependent upon. the Root: (i). Organizing nodes. and (ii), Content 

nodes (Avery & Rice. 1989). 

Organizing nodes (represented by means of all capital letters) serve to represent 

major or_panizational units based on the structure of the vocal tract as well as to define 

sets of features that pattern together with respect to phonological processes such as 

assimilation or spreading. The tbur major o~anizational units include the 

LARYNGEAL node. which describes states of the giottis (McCarthy. 1988): and the 

SUPRALARYNGEAL node. which subsumes both the PLACE node defining places of 

articulation such as labial. coronal, and dorsal. and the SPONTAVEOUS VOICE (SV) 

node which distinguishes between sounds made with a lowered velum (nasal sounds) and 

those made with the velum raised (oral. or non-nasal. sounds). 

The second classification of nodes are the Content nodes. which define action of 

the articulators and are dependent on (or constituents of) the Organizing nodes. Content 

nodes occur in pairs of which one member of each pair is the default (or unmarked) node. 



interpreted only in the absence of the other member. In (j), the features indicated 

between parentheses are the default features: they are not present in the underlying 

representation of a se-pent. rather. they are interpreted by the absence of the opposite 

feature (Brown. 1997). For example. the feature coronal under the Place node will be 

interpreted by default only if its opposite feature [peripheral] is not specified. 

Content nodes are hrther subdivided into primary and secondary nodes: primary 

Content nodes are daughters of the main articdatory nodes and correspond to broadly 

defined movements of the articulators. Secondq content nodes are dependents of the 

primary nodes and provide fine-grained micuIatory instructions. Let's look at a concrete 

example to illustrate: the Organizing node PLACE has as dependents the primary Content 

nodes coronal and peripheral to define broad articulatory gestures; these primary content 

nodes in turn have as dependents the secondary content nodes [anterior]. [distributed] and 

[round] to provide detailed. fine-gained instructions to the articulators. 

Crucially. the secondary nodes can be either redundant or distinctive in a 

language. When a feature is distinctive (that is to say. contrastive) in a particular 

language. it must be present in the s t r u c d  representation. The case of English 

fricatives is illustrative: given that EngIih has three fricatives produced at the coronal 

place of articulation. the alveolar /s/. the alveo-palatal /S/ and the (inter)dental/O/. the 

primary Content node coronal is not f i ~ c i e n t  to distinguish between them and so finer 

articulatory detail must be provided by means of the secondary content nodes. Without 

this additional. finer grained strucnual information the contrast between the 3 sounds 

would be conflated. 

Looking again at the sample segment /b/ that tve saw linearly represented in 

figure (1). under a hierarchical represenration the structure would be as in (4): 



ROOT 

I 
voice 

SUPRALARYNGEAL 

PLACE 

peripheral 

labial 

Comparing the Iinear structure in ( 1) with the hierarchical structure in (4) 

highlights another difference between these two representations: in structure ( 1 ). the 

segmental features are binary properties. where [+I indicates that a feature is present and 

[-I indicates absence of a feature. while in structure (4) the features are monovalent. or 

privative. and it is only the absence of non-relevant features that gives the appearance of 

binarity. 

Phonologists disagree whether features are best represented as binary. unary. or 

some combination ofthe two. with the most vigorous debate engendered at the level of 

the secondary Content nodes such as [anterior] and [distributed]. This is partially due to 

the fact that precisely which features are required to characterise particular sounds in 

various languages is still under debate. Phonologists working hithin a Feature Geometry 

h e w o r k  have argued for the use of privative features for some nodes. where only a 

single value (generally the marked value) is indicated. This means that generalisations 

can be made only of the class of sounds that possess the value since the group of 

segments that does not possess the feature do not together form a nstnrral class. 

Proponents of .kticulator Theory (Steriade. 1987: Clements. 1988: hchangeli. 

1988) claim that nodes corresponding to articulators such as Labial. Coronal and Dorsal 

are privative white the secondary content nodes such as [anterior] and [high] are binary: 

Avery & Rice (1989) argue that all features are monovalent. Van der Hulst (1 989) also 

argues for rnonovalency as it is more restrictive: by representing features as monovalent. 



the theory is more constrained since unary Features incorporate relationships that would 

otherwise have to be listed as default rules applying later in the derivation. However, in 

claiming that features are monovalent we cannot then utilise the positive aspects of 

binary theory by replacing a single binary feature with two privative features. That is. we 

cannot posit nvo separate unary Features [anterior] and [posterior] to replace [+anterior] 

and [-anterior]. However, as feature monovalency is a more restrictive theory. in this 

thesis I will assume that all features are monovalent and the presence of a feature in the 

representation of a sement indicates that the corresponding articulator is active: 

conversely. the absence oFa feature indicates that the articulator is not active for that 

segment. 

Another reason that the hierarchical structure of features shown in (3)  is an 

advance over linear representations is that hierarchical representations better represent 

relationships of dependency and constituency between features. at all levels of the 

structure. Current phonological theory has taken the position that phonological processes 

are more elegantly explained via the representational component than by utilising rules 

(Yip. 1988: Piggot. 1988: Xvery & Rice. 1989). Feature Geometric representations 

capture constituency relations in that Organising nodes represent articulatory movements 

and all features represented below the Orp i s ing  node are constituents of that node. 

As features capture natural classes. any process such as assimilation or spreading 

that affects a dominant node must necessarily characterise the subordinate node as well. 

For example. if a segment is specified for the feantre [posterior]. then it must necessarily 

be specified for the dominant node Coronal, The reverse. however. does not hold: if a 

segment is specified for the feature Coronal it is not also specified by defauit for the 

secondv feature [posterior]. The dependent feature [posterior] must be expIicitly 

specified for a Coronal segment to be [posterior]. It is these processes of constituency 

and dependency that assist in specifying a language-specific hierarchy so that if a 

particular process cannot be shown to characterise all dependent segments of an 

organising node. then the proposed hierarchy is incorrect. 

The claim for segments having internal. hierarchical structure. while alIowing for 

more elegant elaborations of featural processes and relationships. has also raised 

questions as to precisely which features are present in the underlying phonological 



representation. and which are absent to be added by default rule at the level of phonetic 

implementation (Steriade, 1987 Kiparsky. 1982). This brings us to the question of 

feature underspecification which I present in the following section. 

2.0 UNDERSPECIFICATION THEORY 

While theories of Feature Geometry are in agreement that individual speech 

se-ements have internal. hierarchically organised. structure. the precise representation of a 

particular segment is theory-specific. Most phonologists agree that redundant 

information need not be represented underlyingly. but can be added later in the derivation 

by rule. However. theories differ as to claims regarding the precise specification of 

redundant features which are predictable by the nature of the particular segment and are 

thus not necessary to indicate contrast. Redundancies may be either absolutes or 

determined by markedness (Ingram. 1995). Absolute redundancy can be seen in the case 

of vowels: if a vowel is specified for the fearure [thigh] it would be redundantly 

specified for the feature [-low] since no further information is gained by this 

specification. 

Redundancies can also be specified by markedness: for example. since voiceless 

nasals and liquids are cross-IinguisticalIy very rare. they are arzued to be marked in 

contrast to voiced nasals and liquids. thus. specifying liquids and nasals for the feature 

[voice] would be redundant. Crucially. as unspecified Features are not assigned a value 

they are thus absent From the phonological representation. On the basis of this claim. 

underspecification theories argue that predictable or redundant features of a language do 

not need to be specified underlyingly. rather. they can be added later at the level of 

phonetic implementation2. Only non-redundant features need be overtly specified since 

they are unpredictable and thus cannot be derived. Leaving predictable features out of 

the underlying representation has the effect of simplifying rules of assimilation. AS 

Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon ( 1989: 182) note. underspecitication is a method of 

building in a frequency bias: "The use of underspecification ~ i t h  a default feature-tilling 

The theory of predictable feature underspecification has been challenged recently in the gnentive 
h e w o r k  by constraint-based theories such as Optimality Thmry (see Prince & Smolensky. 1993). 



rule mounts to extracting the most frequent value of a feature for a given class of 

segments and building a bias into the language system to use that value of the feature 

unless it is specificaiiy contradicted by other phonological information." 

Broadly, there are three main Underspecification theories distinguished on the 

basis of the level of representation required for redundant features: Contrastive 

Specification (Steriade. 1987: elements. 1988) which requires all contrastive features. 

including redundant ones, to be overtly specified; Radical Underspecification 

(Archangeli. 1988; Paradis & Prunet. 1990, 1991) which eIiminates all redundant 

features: and Minimally Connastive Underspecification which takes the middle ground 

betwen the two earlier theories by speciQing some redundant katures while eliminating 

others on the basis of language-specific contrasts. 

While differing in the level of representation required for redundant features. all 

three frameworks share three tenets: (3, the set of possible features is constrained or 

limited by Universal Grammar. (ii). no single language e~ploits ail features (that is. each 

Language uses a subset of the set of UG constrained features). and (iii). individual speech 

segments in a particular Ianguage are a subset of all the possible features of that language 

(a subset of the subset of features). In the next section we wiIl look at each of these three 

theories in some detail. 

2.1 Contrastivr ~~rc@cntionj  

The theory of Contrastive Specification determines underlying feature 

representations based on language-specific phonemic inventories. If two segments in a 

language conuast on the basis of a given feanne. then both members ofthe contrasting 

pair must be specified for that feature with the corresponding positive or the negative 

value. If there is no segmental contrast. then specification is unnecessary. That is, if a 

particular feature is not necessary for contrast. then neither vdue is present in the 

underlying representation. 

The assumption in Contrastive Specification is that overt specification is 

necessary to distinguish between two contrastive segments. but if there is no contrast then 

3 Also known as Conuastive Underspecification 



the feature value can be supplied by default rules based on markedness considerations. 

To illustrate, Paradis and Prunet (1 99 1 : 7) present a hypothetical language which 

contrasts three stops /p, b, p/, but Lacks the voiceless velar counterpart /k/'. In this case. 

/p/ is thus specified for [-voice] and /b/ is specified for [+voice], but !g/ is not specified 

for the feature [+voice] at dl since there is no ,W in contrast Thus, Ianguage-specific 

segmental inventories provide the basis for representation of features in Contrastive 

Specification. 

2.2 Radical Undrrspec1flcation 

Radical Underspecitication takes the position of underspecifving redundant 

features a step further than does Contrastive Underspecification in claiming that most 

phonological features are redundant since they are predictabIe and can thus be specified 

according to universal markedness conditions, Radical Underspecification borrows from 

markedness theory in claiming that it is only the marked. or unpredictable. value that is 

present underlyingIy since marked features are Language-specific and cannot thus be 

predicted. Unmarked features provide the default values and thus need not be specified 

as they can be filled in by default rules in the phonetic component. Unlike Contrastive 

Underspecification which requires both values of a contrastive featwe to be represented. 

Radical Underspecification requires only a single value to be specified. Thus Radical 

Underspecification makes different cIaims for non-contrastive phonemes than does 

Contrastive Cinderspecification. Returning to the hypothetical language presented by 

Paradis and Prunet to illustrate: if a language has the three stop segments !p. b. @. but not 

iW. and we assume that the unmarked value for voicing is [voiceless]. then under Radical 

Underspecification the voiceless segment /p/ will be unspecified for the default feature 

[voice] while both /'b/ and /gf are underlyingly specified as [voice] as this vaiue is 

unpredictable. 

This e.uample is problematic: as voiceless segments are cross-linguistically unmarked. it is unclear how 
markedness considerations wouId yield voiced fgl and not voiceIess IW. 



2.3 Minintally Corrtr~~~tive ~nders~eci f i~ai ion~ 

In response to problems encountered by Radical Underspecification and 

Contrastive Specification. Avery & Rice (1989) propose a modified version of 

Underspecification theory called Minimally Contrastive Underspecification (MCU). 

which arrives at a middle ground between the two theories by borrowing key eiements 

from both. As in Contrastive Underspecification. the key to the representation of features 

in Minimally Contrastive Underspecification is based on language-specific phonemic 

inventories. Both Contrastive Underspecification and MCU claim that the structuraI 

representations of contrasting segments are specified with a particular feature when that 

feature is necessary to maintain contrast between segments. but if a feature is redundant. 

it need not be specified. Because phonemic contrasts vary From language to language. 

featuraI representations are also language-specific, As with Radical Underspecification. 

it is the marked value of a feature that is specified when needed to maintain a contrast 

between segments. 

However. Minimally Contrastive Underspecification differs from Radical 

Underspecification and Contrastive Specification in that contrasts between segments can 

trigger the specification of a node where that node would be underspecified or derived in 

Radical Underspecification. and present underlyingly in Contrastive Specification. This 

notion of node triggering is formulated in the Node Activation Condition given in (5): 

(5) Node Activation Condition WAC) 

If a secondary content node is the sole distinguishing feature benveen two 

segments. then the primary feature is activated for the segments distinguished. 

Active nodes must be present in underlying representation. 

(Avery & Rice. 1989: 183) 

The Node Activation Condition can be ilIustrated by looking at the representation of 

coronal segments. The NAC holds that if a particuIar language has only a single corona1 

place of articuIation. say the alveolar It/, then the Place feature [coronal] as the unmarked 

This theory is also known a s  Minimally Contrastive Specification 



value is undenpecified. or not represented. The single coronal segment is represented by 

a bare Place node. However. if a language has more than one sound articulated at the 

coronal place of articulation, then one of the segments must be represented by means of a 

secondary node such as [anterior] to distinguish between the two coronals. The 

representation of the secondary node [anterior] triggers the specification of the primary 

node Coronal for those segments which c o n m  on the basis of this secondary node. 

Let's look at English to illustrate. 

English has a single coronal place of articulation for stops. the alveolar It/. 

Because there is no other coronal segment in contrast. the Coronal node remains 

underspecified and it! is represented by a bare Place node. The representation of It/ is 

shown in (6 ) :  

Root 

Supralaryngeal 

PLACE 

However. EngIish has nvo tiicatives in contrast under the coronal place of 

articulation: an anterior coronal. the alveolar id: and a posterior coronal. the alveo-palatal 

I .  Representing two coronal Ericatives solely by means of the feature Coronal would 

not provide enough articulatory information to distinguish behveen them. so further 

elaboration of the coronal node is required by means of a secondary node. Under the 

Node Activation Condition. if a singe secondary content node is the distinguishing 

feature between two segments. then the primary feature is activated for these segments. 

In the case of English fricatives. the specification of the secondary content node 

[posterior] for the segment lJi triggers the specification of the dominant coronal node for 

both segments. The representations for /s/ and /I/ are shown in (7): 



Root 

PLACE 

Coronal 

Root 

PLACE 

Coronal 

Under the framework of Minimally Contrastive Cinderspecitication, then. featural 

specification is dependent on both language-specitic phonemic contrasts as zswell as 

markedness considerations. This h e w o r k  underlies Brown's theory of phoneme 

acquisition. which I have adopted in this thesis. 

In sum. Underspecification theories make claims as to which features need be 

specitled underiyingly. and which can be derived at the level of phonetic impiementation. 

In the next section. we look at arguments for the coronal piacr of articulation as the 

universally or cross-linguistically underspecified place of articulation. 

3.0 CORONAL UNDERSPECIFICATION 

Coronal segments are those sounds that are produced with the front part of the 

tongue. which encompasses the tongue tip and tongue blade. and include five primary 

places of articulation: dental. alveolar. palato-alveolar. retrofex. and palatalb (Maddieson. 

1984). Phonetically. the five places of coronal articulation are distinguished from tive 

other main places of articulation, that is. bilabial. labiodental. velar. uvular. and 

pharyngeal. which means that coronals make up half of the primary places of articulation. 

(Kenting. 1991). Ladefoged (1982) points out that the tongue tip and blade are the most 

mobile parts of the tongue. and the tongue blade is conducive to a greater variety of 

' Ladefogd Sr Maddieson (1988) include two less common coronal places. lingo labial and interdental. 



articulations than are other articulators. t will provide a more detailed description of 

alveolar and palatal sounds. the two coronal places of articulation relevant to this thesis. 

in Chapter Three. 

3.1 TItc Special Status of Coronals 

Cross-linguistically. the coronal place of articulation is claimed to be the 

unmarked or default place of articulation. based on several characteristics differentiating 

them from segments produced with the lips (labial sounds) or those produced with the 

tongue body (dorsal sounds). Stemming fiom seminal work by Kean (1975). many 

phonologists (see for example the articles in Paradis Sr Prunet. 199 1) have argued hr 

coronals as the most neutral or unmarked place of articulation based on three unique 

properties. First. coronal sounds are cross-linguistically very frequent. in that all 

languages with the possible exception of Hawaiian include at least one coronal stop in 

their inventory (Maddieson. 1987: 3 1 ). In a survey of 3 17 languages. bladdieson tbund 

that 3 16 have the coronal nasal In/ in their inventor)..: liquid sounds are coronal in the 

majority of languages: and if a language has only one fricative segment then it will be 

the coronal Is1 84% of the time. 

Secondly. coronals appear to play a unique roie in child phonology. Both coronal 

stops and fricatives (along with IabiaIs) are among the first consonants to be acquired by 

children (Stoel-Gammon. 1985: Vihman. Ferguson. & Elbert. 1986). Moreover. harmony 

processes in child acquisition also point to the special status of coronals. Consonant 

harmony involving nvo non-adjacent consonants is a common process in child language 

as shown in (8): 

(8) a. [ghk  ] 'duck' (velar harmony) 

b. [ bup I 'boot' (labial harmony) 

Stemberger & Stoel-Gammon (1989) point out that harmony processes in assimilatory 

contexts tend to reptace underspecified elements with specified ones so that children ail1 

tend to assimilate alveolars to velars and labials. but not the other way around. 



Thirdly, coronals are chc t e r i s ed  by phonological processes that do not d e c t  

other places of articulation, such as assimilation, neutralization. and transparency. 

Kiparsky (1 985) points out that coronal sounds are more likely to undergo assimilation of 

place features than are labial or velar consonants. In Catalan, for example. Kiparsky 

argues that the fact that the coronal nasal In/ in Catalan assimilates to all consonants 

whiie the labial /m/ assimilates only to labiodentals while retrotlex and velar nasals ij1. g/ 

do not assimilate at all can be accounted for by underspecifying the Place features for 

coronal. If the Coronal place is underspecified. then the assimilation of coronal nasals is 

a result of the spreading of Place features from the following consonant to the 

underspecitied coronal. 

Another process that characterises coronals is transparency, where a segment 

allows a feature to spread across it as a result of being unspecified. or transparent. 

Specified segments are opaque to spreading. .4s Paradis & Prunet (1991) point out. if 

coronaIs are underspecified for Place in the underlying representation. then transparency 

effect should single out coronals. They claim that the transparency effects found in some 

West African languages whereby vowel spreading is blocked across non-coronaI 

se-ments but not across coronals can be accounted for if it is the Place node of the vowel 

that is spread to the underspecified Place node of the Coronal. Spreading would thus be 

bIocked by non-coronal segments as they are already specified for Place. 

3.2 The Underspecification of Coronals 

Because coronal sounds appear to have a special status among segments. the 

Coronal place of articulation is argued to be. cross-linguistically, the default or 

underspecified articulator. Under Articulator Theory. Coronal is cIassified as an 

Articulator node. along with Labial and Dorsal. Nodes corresponding to articulators are 

privative so that the feature [-coronal] cannot exist. Most phonologists working within 

the Framework of feature geometry argue for [coronal] as a privative feature (Sagey. 

1986: McCarthy. 1988; Yip. 1989: Clements & Hume. 1995). By claiming koronal] as  

a unary feature, then coronal sounds are marked for the presence of this feature. while 

non-coronal sounds are not. This has the effect that non-coronals cannot be grouped 

together as a natural class as they could under a binary framework unless dominated by 



the Peripheral node grouping labials and dorsals together as a natural class. As Roca 

(1994) points out. eliminating the feature [-coronal] is desirable if we want to account for 

cases such as the well known process of n-retrotlexion in Sanskrit (Whitney. 1885; 

Odden. 19781, where the alveolar [n] surfaces as retrotlex [d if it follows a retrot1e.u [s] 

or [d without a coronal segment intervening. This process can take place at some 

distance. with as many as 4 non-coronal vowel or consonantal segments intervening 

between the trigger and the tarset. That is. rules spreading [+coronal] are blocked by 

[coronal] sounds but not by labials and velars: assimilation cannot occur across an 

opaque coronal segment. In Sanskrit. the alveolar [n] is retrotlexed to [rlj if it tbllows a 

retrotlsx [s] or [d: This is illustrated in (9): 

(9) a. ksubh - $a 'quake' 

b. ksved - ma 'lament' 

The representation of (9b) is shown in ( 10): 

[ coronal ] [ coronal [ coronal ] 

[- distributed I 

The blocking effects can be seen as a violation of the line-crossing constraint. where the 

intervening corona1 /dl blocks the spreading of the feature [coronal]. Roca argues that the 

transparency of non-coronal se-ments to the spreading of the feature [coronal] cannot be 

explained if labials and velars are specified as [-coronall, since the feature [-coronal ] 

would be on the same tier as [+coronal]. This \vould have the effect of incorrectly 

bIocking the spreading of [+coronal], as iltustrated in ( I  1): 



.A number of phonologists have arzued for underspecification of the coronal node 

as an alternative to using [-coronal] so that coronals are not specified for a Place node at 

all. while non-coronals are specified for Place: specitically. labia1 sounds such rts 

bilabials and labiodentals represent Labial as a dependent of the Place node while velar. 

uvular and phqngeal sounds are specitied for Dorsal as a dependent of the Place node. 

If there is contrast within the class of coronals. then specitication ofthe coronal node is 

subsequently triggered by the Node Activation Condition. 

Support for Underspecitication of Coronal segments for Place features is provided 

by Yip ( 199 1 ) and Paradis & Prunet ( 1989). among others. Yip argues that the 

nonoccurrence in English of word tinal and medial clusters (such as pk. kp. fk. mk) 

which contain more than one non-coronal segment can be attributed to 

Underspecitication of the Place node for Coronals. Yip formulates this insight as a 

Condition on Clusters. which states that adjacent consonants are limited to at most one 

Place specification. (Yip. 199 1 :62). This tilter blocks non adjacent coronals with more 

than one coronal because labial and velar sounds are specitied for Place. However. two- 

coronal sequences such as [st]. [It] and [nt] are allowed word finally in English because 

coronals lack specitication for Place. 

Underspecitication of the Coronal articulator node means that if a language has 

only one se-ment produced at the coronai place of articuIation. as the unmarked piace of 

articulation it need not be specified. The interpretation of the Coronal Place node is 

supplied by defauIt rules at the level of phonetic implementation. Again. this can be 



exempiified by English, which has a single stop consonant articulated at the Coronal 

place of articulation: the alveolar stop /t/. Thus, the represenration for coronal /t! has a 

bare unspecified Place node since W e r  elaboration of the coronal node is not necessary 

for contrast within the class of coronals7. This is presented in ( 12): 

Root 

I 
Root 

sv 

Root 

PLACE PLACE PLACE 

Bilabial Dorsal 

Coronal segnents are not represented for place of articulation in the underlying 

representation unless that particular language has phonemic contrast within class the of 

coronal segments. As we saw in Section 2.3 above. this is the situation we tind in the 

case of the English coronal fricatives where alveolar is/ and alveo-palatal is! contrast. 

The representations for these two coronals are repeated here as ( 12): 

PLACE 

Coronal 

Root 

PLACE 

Coronai 

[ posterior ] 

' The representation abstracts away from other nodes such as Laryngeal and Air flow. 



Under the Node .Activation Condition. the Coronal Place specification is also triggered 

because the secondary Content node [posterior] is required to distinguish between the 

segments lsi and IS/. 

In sum: in this chapter we looked at the mental representations of phonological 

segments and processes in the Frameworks of Feature Geometry and various 

Underspecitication theories. In this thesis I assume the fiametvork of Minimally 

Contrastive Underspecification. as this approach to Underspecification is dependent on 

both language-specific phonological contrasts as well as markedness considerations. 

This chapter also discussed arguments for the status of Coronal segments as the cross- 

linguistically unmarked. or default, articulator. I assume that the Coronal node is 

unspecified. tvith secondary or dependent nodes present only when more than one sound 

is contrasted at the coronal place of articulation. Discussion of the arguments and 

terminology of these two theories provided the necessary background information for the 

discussion of first language segmental acquisition in Chapter Two. as well as second 

language acquisition in Chapter Three. 



CHAPTER TWO 

FIRST LANGUAGE ACQUISITION OF SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY 

0.0 BACKGROUND 

In Chapter One. we looked at the phonological assumptions held by Feature 

Geomeuy and Underspecification theories. These phonological theories provide the 

framework for the discussion in Chapter Two on the acquisition of segmental phonology 

by tirst language learners. In turn. this chapter on first language phoneme acquisition 

provides a background to theoretical assumptions regarding second language learners' 

acquisition of new segmental contrasts to be discussed in Chapter Three. In order to 

understand what adult language learners must acquire in learning the sound system of a 

second language. it is essential to understand the developmental process that children 

undergo when acquiring the phonologicai contrasts of a tirst language. 

Chapter Two is structured as tbllows: Section 1 provides a general overvietc- of 

the complex task of tirst language acquisition as a whole. Section 2 moves from the 

general to the specitic in looking at first language acquisition of segmental structure. In 

particular. we will look at Rice & Avery's ( 1995) arguments tbr the acquisition of speech 

segments as a process of structural elaboration. as well as Cynthia Bro~n ' s  work ( 1993. 

1997.2000: also Brown and Manhews; 1993. 1997) integrating infant speech perception 

and the acquisition of phonological structures. This work in L 1 perception and 

phonological acquisition forms the basis of Brown's model of L 1 interterence in second 

language phonological acquisition presented in Chapter Three. 

1.0 FLRST LAiGUAGE ACQUISITION 

Before we turn to the acquisition of phonemes by children learning language. let 

us first take a look at child language acquisition in a more general sense. Language 

acquisition is a striking example of a conundrum that has challenged philosophers tiom 

Plato to the present: How are ~LIEEUIS able to acquire such rich and complex systems of 

knowledge, given the relatively limited and h p e n t a r y  input they are exposed to? The 



puzzle of how humans acquire h e  complex linguistic structures of language despite the 

comparatively impoverished input received has been called the 'logical problem of 

language acquisition" (Lightfoot, 198 I). 

This gap benveen the rapid acquisition of complex grammatical structure and 

deficient input has led to the positing of an innate mental structure known as Universal 

Grammar. or UG (Chomsky. I975), which at once constrains cross-linguistic variation 

while informing the process of language acquisition. Because UG is argued to be a 

module specific to language (as opposed to. say. memory) that works on linguistic input 

to produce a mental grammar. it falls within a rationalist theory of learning in which 

acquisition is a deductive process of moving tkom general. known principles to particular. 

language-speci tic grammars. 

UG offers a solution to the logical problem of language acquisition bq. postulating 

an innate set of cognitive principles and parameters. where principles are broad universal 

structures underlying all languages. and parameters are language-specific characteristics 

triggered (in the manner of an on-off switch) by the input (Chomsky. 1988). This innate 

system of linguistic universals greatIy simplifies the task of language acquisition in that 

the child comes equipped with this set of universal structures that do not therefore need to 

be overtly learned. By limiting the range of possible grammars. UG can account for the 

speed with which children acquire the complex grammatical structures of language. First 

language acquisition is thus a process of the innate. UG-provided. principles and 

parameters interacting with the language-speciiic input the child is exposed to. 

The broad ti-amework of acquisition that I will be assuming in this thesis is a 

modular model based on the notions of UG. The framework is s h o w  in Figure 2.1. with 

an explanation of the individuaI terms following: 



Figure 2.1: :Clodulur Framework of Language Acquisirion 

LT 

Perception mechanisms 

Parsing mechanisms 

In this modular fiamework. it is assumed that Universal Grammar (UG) is a 

language-specitic module that works on linguistic input to produce a mental grammar and 

provides the child with much information regarding the underlying linguistic strucrure. 

In the domain of phonology. for example. the child may not need to overtly learn that all 

sound segments require Organizing nodes such as LARYNGEAL. AIRFLOW. 

SONOR4NT VOICE and PLACE, as this information is provided innately by L'G: 

however. the child tvould have to lean which dependent features beneath the Organizing 

nodes are triggered by the linguistic input as these features vary liom language to 

language. 

INPUT is the ambient language provided by both caregivers and non-caregivers 

tiom which the child is supplied with phonological cues as to phonological constituents 

of that language. Through the inter-relationship between UG and the INPUT. the child 

arrives at a language-specific GRAMMAR. which is a mental representation of the target 

language. 

Finally. we require some sort of learning theory (LT) mediating between the 

WPUT and UG to explain the sequence of grammars that the learner goes through in the 

process of acquiring the aduIt grammar. The most commonly held view in a modular 

theory is the system of principles and parameters (Chomsky. 198 I. 1988). In this 

fiamework. input is viewed as a trigger where underspecified or default principles are 



provided innately by UG, and the marked setting of the parameters must be set on the 

basis of experience uith the target language input. Let us take a look at the acquisition of 

phonological stress to illustrate. 

Metrical stress theory argues that stress is a manifestation of vowel or syllable 

prominences that are organised into prosodic units including the foot. word. and phrase. 

These prosodic units can be assembled in a constrained number of ways on a language- 

specific basis follo~ing a set of parameters. For exampie. Dresher & Kaye ( 1990) 

proposes a series of binary parameters for metrical stress. each parameter associated with 

and triggered by a particular phonological cue. SampIe parameters are presented in ( 1 i :  

( 1) a. Feet are [BinaryNnbounded]. 

b. Feet are built from the Feft/Right]. 

c. Feet are quantity-sensitive (QS) [YesMo]. 

The general principles provided by CIG constrain the metrical structures themselves. The 

learner's task is to determine how the parameters are set in the target language based on 

the ambient input. 

Finally. the framework adopted in this thesis assumes both a Perception and a 

Parsing mechanism. As will be discussed in some deraiI in Section 2.2.1. research has 

shown that very young infants have the ability to perceive relevant aspects of speech such 

as pitch and voicing distinctions that wiIl be usefbl to them when they begin to produce 

speech. Following work in syntax (see Fodor. 1999) on the claims for an innate parser to 

assign syntactic structure to a word string. work in phonoIogy has similarly assumed a 

parsing mechanism to assign hierarchical structure to a string of sounds (see Dresher. 

1999). A common model of phonological structure assumes the hierarchical levels 

shown fi-gure 2.2 below: 



Figirre 2.2 .Clodel of Phonological Structrire 

Foot Foot level 

Syllable level 

, \met Onset 

( Nucleus Coda [ Nucleus Coda 

Moraic level 

Segment level 

[features] [features] Femunl level 

Now that we have looked at the puzzle of language acquisition in a broad sense. it 

is time to narrow our focus and turn to the area of how individual speech segments o fa  

language are acquired by cnildren. In the next section we look at the acquisition of 

hierarchical Feature Geometries as well as acquisitiona1 models that have been proposed 

by Rice & Avery ( 1995) and Brown (1997. 1999). 

2.0 ACQUISITION OF THE FEATURE GEOMETRY 

T?le phonological component of language can be subdivided into two broad 

sections: (i). segmental phonology. which is concerned with the patterns and processes of 

phonological segments such as consonants and vowels: and (ii). suprasegmental. or 

prosodic. phonology which invoIves areas at a level above the individual segment such as 



the syllable, stress assignment, and intonation. As we saw in Chapter 1, Feature 

Geometry theory provides a Framework for explanation in segmental phonolog by 

claiming that individual speech segments are composed of hierarchically structured sub- 

units called features. Within Feature Geometry theory there are two possible approaches 

to the acquisition of segmental representations: the theory of Full Specification versus 

the theory of Minimal specification1. 

Full Specification claims that UG provides a fully elaborated feature structure 

representing all possible phonological contrasts. Redundant features are pruned away 

from the structural representation on a language-specific basis as the child becomes 

aware that not all possible phonemic contrasts are present in the ambient language. [n 

this view. all children would initially have the fully elaborated feature tree shown in ( 2 ) :  

Root 

LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL 

aspiration voice 

SPONTANEOUS VOICE PLACE continuant 

n 
{ nasal) approximant A 

peripheral (coronaI) 

n 
do rsaI (labial) 

The disadvantage of the Full Specification approach. however. is its reliance on 

The theories of Full Specification and Minimal Specification are also known as the Pruning Hypothesis 
and the Building Hypothesis, respectiveiy. 



negative evidence: features are pared away only when a featural contnst is either 

redundant or not relevant to the target language, 

In contrast. the theory of Minimd Specification takes the opposing stance in 

arguing for initial minimal structure. with features added to the structure in response to 

language-specific phonemic contrasts detected in the input. Once a child can 

productively contrast a particular phoneme, the features represented are only those which 

keep a segment minimally distinct from other segments in the inventory. Featural 

representations. then. are language-specific based on contrasts in the inventory. Under 

this approach. the acquisition of segmental contrast is a process of structural elaboration 

based on relationships of node constituency and feature dependency guided by the 

structural hierarchy. Thus. the goal ofthe language learner is to expand the language- 

specific structure until all the f'eatures that are necessary to distinguish all phonemes in 

the ambient language are present. In this view. children initially have minimal structure 

(representing only the Organizin_r nodes); M e r  features are added in a step-by step 

fashion as needed in response to contrasts detected in the ambient input. The initial 

minimal structure is shown in (3) : 

Root /'-.. 
LARYNGEAL SUPRALARYNGEAL 

n 
PLACE SPONTANEOUS VOICE 

.As will be discussed in upcoming sections. recent research in segmental 

acquisition (e.g. Brown. 1993: Brown & Matthew. 1997: Rice & Avery. 1995) argues 

for minima1 specification by claiming that LI acquisition of the phonemic inventory is a 

process of structure building in response to language-specific contrasts detected in the 

input. until all (and only) those features differentiating speech segments in a particular 

language are present. Based on experimentai results. these researchers q u e  that the goal 

of the language learner is to expand the initial. UG-provided. minimal structure until d l  



the features that are necessary to distinguish all phonemes in the native language are 

present. 

As this thesis assumes structural elaboration as opposed to pruning, the folloiving 

sections are devoted to the arguments put forth by two main proponents of the structure 

building approach to segmental acquisition. 

2.1 Rice & A very (I 995) 

Recent models of generative phonology are also inherently models of 

phonological acquisition in that children's constructions of phonological representations 

are constrained and guided by principles of UG. Central to this assumption is the 

Cbntintiiiy Hvpothrsis. which claims that although children's grammars are constantly 

evolving. each developmental stage conforms to universal linguistic principles (see for 

e.g. Lust. 1994. for the Strong Continuity Hypothesis: Clahsen. Eisenbeiss. & Vainikka. 

1994: Paradis & Genesee. 1997. for the Weak Continuity Hypothesis). M i l e  a child's 

developing grammar may differ at a particular sage from [he target adult grammar. at no 

stase in the acquisition process will the *gnmmar violate UG principles. That is. the 

_garmar may diverge (in some cases. substantially) from the target adult grammar. but 

being UG constrained it could be a possible grammar for some language. 

Rice & Avery's (1995) model of phonological acquisition as segmental 

elaboration assumes continuity in arguing that each developmental stage of children's 

grammar is constrained by UG. Their model capitalises on the theoretical power of 
b 

hierarchical models in arguing that acquisition of a phonemic contrast requires acquiring 

the language-specific featural structure characterising the two phonemes. As we saw in 

Chapter 1. the possible inventory of segmental features is constrained by UG. and no 

language utilises all the possible features or feature hierarchies. using instead only a 

subset of alI the possible features. Moreover. each se-ment uses only those particular 

features required for contrast. not all features in the language-specific hierarchy. Because 

languages differ with respect to which segments are contrastive. speakers of differenr 

lan_rmages will acquire different structures, albeit constrained by Universal Grammar. 

A crucial assumption held by Rice & Avery, and one that is adopted in this thesis. 

is that the order of phonemic acquisition falls out tiom the hierarchy of features so that 



the acquisition of segmental structure occurs by a process of expansion of the language- 

specific feature hierarchy2. Thus. the acquisition of new contrasts is a process of 

structure building, or elaboration. as opposed to the pruning of redundant features from 

an initial, hlly specified representation. Moreover, elaboration of the feature tree is not a 

random process, but is instead guided by hvo principles consistent with the hierarchical 

structure. 

The first principle is the Principle of ~blinimaliry which holds that initially. the 

child has minimal featural structure. UG provides the emerging grammar with minimal 

structure which is then elaborated on a language-specific basis in response to detection or 

phonemic contrasts in the input. Crucially. this principle tbrces the assumption that 

initial phonological representations are impoverished. and chat structure is permitted only 

in response to contrasts in the inventory (Rice. 1996), It should be emphasized that 

detection of a phonemic contrast is essential: the mere presence of a contrast in the input 

is not sufficient impetus for structure building. 

The second guiding principle for segmental elaboration is the Principle oj' 

.\,lonoronicie, which holds that feature inventories are built up in a monotonic. or nep- 

by-step. fashion. New segmental structure is built in a node-by-node fashion based on 

the hierarchical relationships of constituency and dependency. .Any intermediate 

structure posited by the child between the initial minimal structure and the hlly 

elaborated target _gI.ammar will respect the hierarchicaI structure. Children therefore do 

not produce 'wild' _gl.ammars that do not conform to principles of UG. Thus. once a 

dependent feature has been acquired. it implies that the feature's superordinate node has 

already been acquired. Because a dependent feature cannot be acquired before a 

superordinate node. the implication is that children wiil be able to contrast those 

segments that have less structure before segments that are more structurally complex. 

By way of illustrating the PrincipIes of Monotonicity and Minimalie and their 

implications for lan-euage acquisition. I present Rice & Avery's f 1995) three-stage 

developmental path outlining the acquisition of Place distinctions characterising Labial. 

' See Jakobson (194 li1968) for an earlier view of lanpage acquisition as a process of increasing structure 
complexity. 



Coronal and Velar sounds. As stated by the Principle of Monotonicity, acquisition of 

segmental structure proceeds by the elaboration of a single node at a time. or 

monotonically. following the pathways dictated by the hierarchical structure. Thus. ifa 

language has only a single place of articulation. then only the dependent Place node is 

required to represent the unmarked dehd t  articdator. the coronal place of articdation. 

This is shown in (4): 

( 4  Stage I 

Root 

Place 

.4t this very early stage. the child has a single (unmarked) mental representation for frf 

without tine-pined place distinctions and can contrast a single consonant and a single 

vowel. The fact that the initial consonant produced by children is often [pj. and not [t] as 

would be expected. is argued by Rice and Avery to result from a lack of motor control 

(for example. little controt over tongue musculature) on the child's part: it is nor the result 

of initial phonological specification as a labial sound3. At this stage of acquisition. the 

phonemes /pi and /t/ would not be in contrast. although we may tind both [p] and [t] 

produced as phonetic variants of /t/. Variability is linked to minimal structure: because 

little structure is specified at this point. the result is a broad phonetic range. Regardless 

of the exact phonetic implementation. however. this initial sound is unmarked. The 

initial lack of specification results in greater variabitity so that the unmarked sound may 

be realised as several phonetic variants of the single phoneme. The crucial prediction is 

that the first contrast in place of articulation will be between a coronal and a peripheral 

Jakobson (194111968) claims thar the First consonantal sound is often Ipl in contrast with the vowel ia as 
these two sounds are "mauimally distinct". 



sound such as it! versus ipl. 

If the language contrasts more than one place of articulation, then further 

elaboration of the Place node is required by the addition of the peripheral node. At this 

second stage. the child can contrast coronal and non-coronal sounds for a nvo way PIace 

distinction, but does not yet phonologically distinguish within the class of non-coronals. 

that is. benveen labials and dorsals. That is. the child would not productiveIy contrast i p ~  

and /W. The elaborated structure for a two-way Place of articulation contrast is presented 

in figure (5): 

15) Stage N 

(coronals) 

Root 

Place 

(non-coronals) 

Root 

Supralaryngeal 

Place 

Peripheral 

.4t Stage 111 the peripheral node is expanded with the addition of the Dorsal node. 

creating a three-way place distinction with contrast between coronal and non-coronal 

(peripheral) sounds. as well as within the class of peripheral sounds (labiai versus dorsal). 

Three places of articulation for stops are now contrastive: the child is able to c o n m t  

coronal /dt versus labial /b/ as well as coronal /dl versus velar /g'. Under the principle of 

Monotonicity. the Peripheral node must be acquired before its dependent Dorsal node. 

That is. no child would have the structure represented in (6c) below without frst 

acquiring the representation in (6b). The hierarchical representation for Scage 111 is 

iilustnted in (6): 



(6)  Stage III 

a. Root 

Supralaryngeal 

Place 

b. Root 

Place 

Peripheral 

c. Root 

Supralaryngeal 

Place 

Peripheral 

.As we have seen. the theory of structural elaboration based on initial minimal 

structure can account for universal order of acquisition: it can account for the slight intrr- 

language variability commonly found in child speech as well. Cross IinguisticalIy. 

children acquire particular segments before others. yet within this order there is variation. 

Rice (1996) points out that when children do not have a productive contrast benveen tsvo 

segments. the amount of variabiliey in the production of the sounds is greater than when 

the featural contrast has been acquired. in this frame\vork. structural variation is a 

therefore a consequence of pathways within the hierarchical structure. Let's look at a 

concrete example to illustrate. 

Within the Feature Geomeuic hierarchy, the organizing Supralaryngeal node 

subsumes both the Place and the Sonorant Voice nodes: this has implications for the 

possible order of acquisition of segmental con- represented by these nodes. Once a 

child has acquired the Supralaryngeal node. he or she has freedom to elaborate benveen 

the two dependent branches of the structure. expanding either the Place node or the 

Sonorant Voice (SV) node first. Thus. one child may elaborate the Place node before the 

SV node. producing contrast between the coronal Place of articulation and peripheral (or 

non-coronal) places of articulation. Since the SV node has not yet been elaborated at this 



stage, the contrastive distinction between sonorants and obstruents is conflated. Figure 

(7) shows the representations for this initial stage with the eIaboration of Place by the 

feature Peripheral: 

(7) Stage I : =Idrlirion of-rhe Peripheral node 

(coronals) (non-coronals) 

Root Root 

Place Place 

I 
Peripheral 

Both coronal and non-coronal consonants may be realised either as oral or nasal 

sounds -- the distinction is contlated -- because the SV node distinguishing benveen these 

two groups of sounds has not yet been elaborated. Moreover. because the Peripheral 

node itself does not have additional structure, the non-corond segments are Labial by 

default. since the Labial node is interpreted by the absence of the Dorsal node. Thus. the 

child may contrast the non-coronal segments lp-b-mi with the coronal sesments it-d-n/ 

at this stage. 

A second possible pathway of acquisition for a child who has initially acquired 

the Supralaryngeal node at Stage 1 is to eIaborate the SV node before elaborating the 

Place node. This pathway would lead the child to contrast obstruents versus sonorants 

without reference to Place of articulation contrasts. Figure (8) presents Stage 1 with the 

elaboration of the SV node: 



(8) Stage 1: =Id(irion ofthe SVnode 

(obstruents) 

Root 

PIace 

(sonorants) 

Root 

SV Place 

For a child who initially elaborates the SV node before the Place node. the place of 

articulation is the default bare P [ace node. or Coronal. However. contrasts benveen 

obstruents and sonorants are maintained. As the child contrasts sonorants and obsuuenrs 

without reference to place of articulation. he or she may contrast it-d-p-bl versus !n-mi. 

In the Second stage of elaboration. the possible pathways of acquisition increase 

exponentially tiom two (elaboration of the Place node or the SV node) to four. .At this 

stage. a child who initially daborated the Place node at Stage I could could create further 

contrasts within the Place of articulation node by adding the feature Dorsal as a 

dependent of the peripheral node: 

(9 )  Stage 2: =lddition of'the Dorsal node 

Root 

Place 

Root 

Place 

Root 

Place 

Dorsal 

At this stage. the child has fully elaborated the Place nude without elaborating the SV 

node. Thus. contrasts of Place wiU be maintained without reference to distinctions 



bctueen sonorancy or obstruency so that the child hill contrast the labial (peripheral) 

sounds /pb-ml versus the coronal segments It-d-n/ versus the Dorsal sounds k-g-n/. 

Alternatively. the child who had initially elaborated the Place node in Stage 1 

could subsequently elaborate the SV node in Stage 2 to create a minimal obstruent versus 

sonorant contrast as seen in (1 0): 

110) Stage 2: -Addition of-the SY node 

Root Root Root Root 

place SV Place SV Place Place 

Peripheral Peripheral 

The child elaborating the SV node at this stage will be able to contrast sonorants versus 

obstruents within two place distinctions: coronals and non-coronals. Finer-grained 

distinctions within the Peripheral node have not yet been acquired. .At this stage. the 

child will likely contrast the coronal obstruents it-& versus the coronal sonorant In/ and 

the non-coronal sonorant /rn/ versus the non-coronal obstruent /m/. 

.At Stage 2. children who initially elaborated the SV node in Stage 1 now have 

two possible pathways. One path is to elaborate the Place node to create contrasts 

benveen coronals and non-coronals for both sonorants and obstruents. Stage 2 

representations with elaboration of Place by the feature peripheral are shown in ( I 1 ): 



Siagt! 2: .iddition of the Periphera/ node 

Root Root Root Root 

Place SV Place Place SV Place 

Peripheral Peripheral 

At the surface level. the representations shown in ( 1 1) yield the same possibilities for 

contrast as those presented in tigure (10) for a child who has first elaborated the Place 

node in Stage 1 followed by the SV node in Stage 2. Both children would also be able to 

contrast the coronal abstruents it-& versus the coronal sonorant /n/ versus the non- 

coronal sonorant /m/ versus the non-coronal obsuuent /m/. even though the path of 

acquisition to this stage ofthe SV and Place nodes is reversed. 

The fourth possible path of Stage 2 acquisition requires the addition of structure 

to the SV node by a child who had initially expanded the SV node in Stage 1. Further 

elaboration of the SV node would create a contrast within the class of sonorant sounds. 

that is. between nasal and nonnasal sonorants. Nasal sounds are represented by a bare SV 

node. while nonnasal sonorants require elaboration of the SV node by way of the Oral 

node. The representations are shown in ( 12): 

( I 2 )  Sruge 2: =Itidition of'rhe Oral node 

Root Root Root 

place SV Place SV Place 



At this stage, the child has acquired quite comp1e.u contrasts within the SV node without 

reference to Place contrasts, In order to contrast coronal and non-coronal sounds. hrther 

elaboration of the Place node is required. A child who has elaborated the SV node in 

this manner distinguishes benveen the class of obstnrents fpt-k! versus the nasal 

sonorants /m-n/ versus the oral sonorant /I/. Rice Sr .Avery point out that this siaboration 

is less common than the other three at an early stage: however. their tindings are based on 

the acquisition of English. Further cross-linguistic investigation may find that this path is 

preferred by leaners of other languages4. 

hiodels of structural elaboration can thus account tbr two types of variability: (i) .  

variabiiity resulting from a lack of phonological contrast due to the initial-state. non- 

expanded structure. and (ii). variability due to paths of acquisition inherent in the 

hierarchical structure of the feature geometry with its representations of dependence and 

=uments constituency, The claim is that by incorporating variability into the model. ar, 

against deterministic models of language acquisition are mitigated. Moreover. the model 

of phonological acquisition as a process of structural elaboration makes the crucial 

assumption that children are creators of their own. individual yet constrained gnmmars 

and not merely mini-adults with flawed _gammars. 

Because the structure building hypothesis can account for both the variability and 

uniformity found in phonological acquisition. it is the model I adopt in this thesis. 

Having looked at Rice & AWN'S arguments for segmental acquisition as a process of 

structure-building. we now turn to Brown's ( 1997: 1999) work which expands on and 

elaborates this approach by integrating the L 1 phonological system in both L 1 and LZ 

speech perception and production. 

2.2 (Brown (1 997,2000): The LI phonological system in speech perception 

We now turn to work by Cynthia Brow and John Matthew (see Brown 1993. 

1997.2000 as well as Brown & Matthews. 1997) which provides the basis for the 

Rice & Avery note that this path of elabomtion may account for the early acquisition of laterals in Quiche 
(Pye. I n p .  & List. 1987). 



research conducted in this thesis. Brown and Matthews take the claims of segmental 

acquisition as a process of structural elaboration a step firrther by incorporating the role 

olthe L 1 phonological system with the process of speech perception of both fist  and 

second language learners. In the follotving section I nil1 discuss Brown-s hypothesis as 

to the role of the language-specific phonological structure in speech perception tbr first 

language acquisition. This hypothesis provides the background for the model of L l  

phonological interference in L2 phoneme acquisition that I discuss in Chapter Three. 

2.21 infant speech perception 

In order for an infant to detect that hvo speech sounds are used contrastively. he 

or she must first be able to perceive the contrast. As Brown (2000: I-!) points out. 

"proper development of the phonological system is dependent on properties of the speech 

perception mechanism. Given the fact that a child may be born into any language 

environment. it is imperative that he or she be equipped with adequate cognitive 

machinery to perceive (or. at the very least. be predisposed to perceive) the whole m g e  

of possible phonetic contrasts". 

Seminal work by Kuhl. Werker and their respective colleagues (see tbr example 

Werker. 198 1: Werker & Tees. 1983: Tees & Werker. 1984) has been highly intluential 

in research on language-specific sound perception and the processes of phonological 

development in pre-linguistic infants. which is of interest to second language researchers 

as the construction of phonological representations is essential in both instances. Over 

the course of two decades. researchers have tested the ability of infants. children and 

adults in discriminating both native and non-native contrasts. Results show that 

discriminatory abilities vary with respect to age: infants as young as one month of age 

can etTectiveLy discriminate both native and non-native contrasts. 

Werker and Tees (1 984) found that 6-8 month old English infants were able to 

discriminate non-native contrasts between the Hindi alveolar [t] and retrotlex [t] as well 

as the Salish velar k] and uvular [qJ, but that this ability was lost by 10-1 2 months of age 

by the English speaking infants bur not by the Hindi and Salish speaking children for 

their respective languages. Using the head-turning method. researchers found that one- 

month old infants reacted to both the English phonemic contrasts as well as the non- 



native contrasts like Hindi dental /t' versus retrofle.u /ti' and Sdish glondised velar {'k',' 

versus uvular iq'!. despite having no prior contact to either Hindi or Salish. Interestingly. 

however. at approximately 7 months of age infants begin to experience a decline in their 

abilities to discriminate non-native speech sounds (Werker & LaLonde. 1988). .At around 

10 months. the infants no longer reacted to the non-native Hindi or Salish speech sounds. 

Thus. it appears that the perceptual ability to discriminate non-native sounds decremes 

with exposure to the native language. while phonological ability to discriminate 

segmental contrast improws tiom no contrasts to only native contrasts. 

However. this ability to distinguish non-native speech sounds is not lost for all 

contrasts. nor does the decline in perceptual discrimination occur at the same time for all 

contrasts. For example. Werker & Tees found that both children and adults were 

perceptually sensitive to Zulu clicks. but not to Hindi reuotlex stops. 

Brow1 ( 1993) points out that the temporally non-uniform decline in perceptual 

ability for non-native contrasts suggests that loss of perceptual sensitivity is gradual and 

systematic. and that an explanation inte-gating linguistic experience and speech 

perception is needed. To address this. Brown proposes that the decrease in ability to 

discriminate non-native sounds and the corresponding increase in ability to discriminate 

native language contrasts is linked to the same mechanism: the step-by-step elaboration 

of the segmental feature hierarchy in the L 1 which imposes a template or filter through 

which non-native segments are perceived. 

In the subsequent section we look at Brown's hypothesis as to the link between 

phonoiogical development and acoustic discrimination and its implications for tim 

language acquisition. Implications of the model for second language acquisition are 

discussed in the following chapter. 

2.2.2 Brown: The fink between pitonological devefopmetrt and acoiatic dkcrinrination 

Based on the findings from infant speech perception showing that the decrease in 

perceptual ability to discriminate non-native sounds corresponds to an increase in 

phonological ability to discriminate native segmental contrasts. Brown proposes that the 

link between phonological development and acoustic discrimination can be accounted for 



by the same mechanism. Essentially. the step-by-step elaboration of the hierarchical 

feature geometry in first language acquisition imposes a template or boundary on the 

perceptual system within which the language-specific phonemic categories are perceived. 

[n this way. the detection of phonemic contrasts in the input language uiggers the 

elaboration of the language-speci tic phonological hierarchy. This phonological structure 

thus acts as intennediq benveen the acoustic signd and the linguistic system by 

channeling the distinct acoustic signals into phonemic categories. 

This filtering of the acoustic signal can help account for the well documented 

phenomenon of categorical speech perception, which is an all-or-none. or discontinuous. 

phenomenon (as opposed to the gradations found in continuous perception) in which 

sounds differing acoustically are mapped onto the same category. Thus. speakers o l a  

particular language are better able to distinguish henvrrn members of dikterent phonemic 

categories than rvirhin a single phonemic category (Pisoni. 1973: Repp. 1984). Supported 

by work done by Werker & Logan ( 1985) who found that some non-native contrasts may 

be perceived at either the auditory. phonetic or phonemic level depending on the length 

of the interval between stimuli. Brown's model proposes three different Irvrts of 

processing: the auditor): level. the phonetic level. and the phonemic level. suggesting that 

at some level of processing even non-native contrasts remain distinct to the hearer. In 

this way. perceptual reorganization accounts for loss of ability to discriminate non-native 

contrasts. 

Figure 2.3 presents Brom's mechanism illustrating how the elaborated. 

language-speci fic phonological structure acts to channel distinct acoustic signals into 

phonemic categories: 



Figure 2.3 .Clrdiution of 'speech perception by phonologicul strrtcrurr 

Place 

!I/ it/ coronal phunoiogical dorsal --------- 

/ 
retrotlex open 

1 
I 
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j phonemic categories 
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phonetic categories 
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The model shows how the sounds It]. [t] and [k]. [q] will be represented for a 

language with the corresponding phonemes. At the phonetic level. the sipals for 

alveolar [ t )  and the retrotlex [t] remain distinct for all hearers whether the native language 

phonemically contrasts alveolar and retrotles stops or not. However. the fully specified 

phonological feature geometry funnels distinct acoustic signals into phonemic cate_eories 

so that if a language exploits renoflex as a dependent of the corona1 node (as in this 

language). then the phonetic sounds [t] and [t] will be perceived as the phonemes it/ and 

it/. Because there is featural structure under the Coronal node. the two distinct acoustic 

signals are filtered into separate phonemic categories. In contrast. if the Coronal node is 

unelaborated. then the two distinct acoustic signals would be shoe-homed into a single 

phonemic category of coronal sounds. The detection of the contrast in the ambient 

language triggers elaboration so that if there is no contrast. then structural elaboration is 

unnecessary, This is the case with English stops that contrast three places of articulation. 

Labial ipl. Coronal It/ and Dorsal /kl but do not have contrast within a single place of 

articulation. 



In this chapter. I have outlined the framework for the acquisition of segmental 

phonology by first language learners. including arguments tbr h e  acquisition of speech 

segments as a process of structural elaboration. The motivation for the inclusion of a 

chapter on chiid language acquisition in a thesis concerned with adult second language 

acquisition is such that understanding the developmental process that children undergo 

when acquiring the phonological contrasts of a first Language aids us in understanding the 

challenges adults face in acquiring the novel sound system of a second language. Also 

discussed was Brown's model linking phonological development and acoustic 

discrimination in first language acquisition. which influences how second language 

learners perceive novel contrasts in the target language. Thus. the assumptions made in 

this chapter provide a background to theoretical assumptions regarding second language 

learners' acquisition of new segmental contrasts to be discussed in Chapter Three 

upcoming. 



CtWPTERTHREE 

SECOND LANGUAGE PHONOLOGICAL ACQUISITION 

0.0 BACKGROUND 

As we saw in Chapter Two. first language acquisition of segmental structure is 

motivated by the interaction between Universal Grammar and the process of structure 

elaboration in response to language specific phonemic contrasts detected in the input. 

The acquisition of the segmentaf sound system of a second language is different. 

however. as the second Ianguage learner comes to the acquisition task with a phonemic 

inventory already established in the L I and must acquire the novel phonemic convasts of 

the L2. 

The existing sound system of the firs language can affect both the perception and 

production of the second language. Research shows that L2 learners make perceptual 

reference to L 1 phonetic categories in order to impose structure on L1 speech (see 

Abramson & Lisker (1970) for VOT; BIuhrne ( 1969) tbr Australian perception of 

German vowels: Strange ( 1992) for Japanese perception of English approximants). Much 

of the work done by Flege (see for example Flege. 1987, 1988. 1990) suggests that L2 

learners project their L I phonetic categories whenever possible on the sounds of the L2 in 

a process of "equivalence classification"; this process of classification occurs even when 

there are detectable acoustic difference between the L1 and the L2. 

As discussed in Chapter Two. in order to produce a sound segment of a language. 

the speaker presumably makes reference to some internal representation of that sound and 

then initiates the appropriate motor command according to production rules. However. in 

order to produce a reIative1y unknown or less familiar sound in the L2. the speaker must 

refer to a less well-formed or even inaccurate mental representation. and then enact the 

motor commands according to that (mis-)representation. Production is thus influenced at 

both the perceptual and the articulatory level. Research in the production of new sounds 

has shown that interference from the L1 phonemic sound system results in L2 speech 

patterns that are marked by non-native phonological patterns in the form of a foreign 

accent 



This chapter nil1 discuss the acquisition of segmental p h o n o l o ~  by second 

language learners. I begin Chapter Three with a theoretical overview of second language 

phonological acquisition. Section 2 discusses theories of language acquisition. including 

criteria of a good theory and discussion of early theories of second language phonoiogical 

acquisition. Section 3 is an indepth look at the model assumed in this thesis. Brow-n's 

( 1997. 1998) model of L 1 interference which links tint language acquisition of 

phonological structures with difficulties encountered by the second language learner. 

1.0 SECOND LANGUAGE PHONOLOGIC.4L ACQUISITION 

Research in second language phonological acquisition requires integrating nvu 

areas of linguistic inquiry: the theory of acquisition and the theory of phonology. This 

integration of two distinct domains of linguistic inquiry has been aided by recent models 

of generative phonolog. which are also inherently models of phonological acquisition. 

Thus. as we saw in Chapter Two. the Continuity Hypothesis assumes that children's 

construction of phonological representations are constrained and guided by principles of 

UG at each developmental stage. Although a child's developing grammar may differ at a 

particular stage From the target adult grammar. at no stage in the acquisition process tvi11 

the grammar violate LIG principles. 

h'hen we turn to the domain of second language phonological acquisition. 

however. a crucial difference benveen L I and L2 acquisition quickly becomes apparent: 

the infant learning his or her first language appears to acquire the p h o n o l o ~  etfortlessly. 

while the phonology of an adult learning a second language is marked by non-native 

phonology in the form of an accent. Thus. two critical (if obvious) factors separate tirst 

and second language acquisition: (i). the fim language learner comes to the task of 

language learning 'fresh'. while the second language learner learner already has an 

established language which can both aid and hinder the acquisition of W e r  languages. 

and (ii). many second language [earners begin to learn the second language past the 

maturational point at which a native language is learned. This chapter is concerned 

primarily with the first point: that is, with the effects of prior linguistic knowledge on 

second language acquisition. speciticalIy in how the existing L 1 sound system impinges 



on the acquisition of novel phonemic contrasts. 

As we saw in Chapter Two, the logical problem of language acquisition led to the 

positing of an innate mental structure known as UG. which consists of a system of innate 

principles and parameters where principles are universal structures underlying all 

languages, and parameters are language specific characteristics triggered by the input 

(Chomsky. 1988). This innate system of linguistic universals greatly simplifies the task 

of first language acquisition in that the child comes to the task equipped with this set of 

universal structures. and thus does not need to overtly learn them. First language 

acquisition is thus seen as a process of the innate, UG-provided, principles and 

parameters interacting with the language-specific input the child is exposed to. However. 

as is made abundantIy clear to anyone who has tried to learn a foreign language. adult 

second language acquisition is different than the relatively painless process of learning a 

first language. Given the difficulties of adult second language acquisition. the question 

arises as to whether or not UG is still accessible to second language learners. and. if so. to 

what extent. These issues are discussed in the following section. 

1.1 Access to UC h Second Language Acquisition 

In arguing that the rapid acquisition of a native language is due largely to the 

complex principles provided by UG interacting with the language specific input. we must 

then consider UG in relation to the slower. more painful acquisition of a second language. 

Is UG accessible to second language learners'? To what extent? Although most research 

on the question of access to the principles and parameters of UG has been in syntactical 

acquisition. the same approach can be applied to phonological acquisition. 

Research in phonological acquisition has shown that. in the area of stress 

assignment at least [earners may arrive at parameter settings that are not present in either 

the L 1 or the L2 but that stress assignment is nonetheless UG-constrained in that learners 

do not arrive at 'wild' or 'impossible' _punmars. However. in assuming the existence of 

UG we need to distinguish between questions of what and how in second language 

acquisition: (1). What is the name of the L2 representation. and (2) How is it acquired 

(White. 1996). 

There are two main positions with respect to UG availability: ti). the No-Access 



clpproach, whose proponents argue that UG is not accessible to language learners after 

the critical period. roughly corresponding to the onset of puberty. has passed: and (ii). the 

.4ccess-.4pproach which claims that learners have some access, whether 111  or partial. to 

UG. From these bvo positions. there are three possible hypotheses as to the role of UG in 

second language acquisition: No-Access: Pardal-Access; and Full-Access. 

The No-Access approach to UG in second language acquisition explicitly denies 

the accessibility of UG after the rust Language has been acquired. For example. both 

Bley-Vroman ( 1990) and Schacter ( 1989.1996) (among others) argue that UG may guide 

language acquisition during a critical period before puberty, but that it is not available to 

an adult. or post-puberty. second language learner after this sensitive period has passed. 

That is. UG has a limited span which cannot be activated after the passing of the critical 

period and thus L 1 and L9 acquisition are argued to be fundamentally different processes. 

Supporters of the no-access to UG position argue that L2 learners often have 

difficulty in learning the _punmar and sound systems of a new language. that acquisition 

is rarely perfect, and that the grammars of LZ learners would be more uniform if they had 

access to UG. Problems in the acquisition o f a  second language are explained by 

assuming that UG is no longer avaitable to the second language learner so that any 

learning that does take place comes a result of inductive Iearning strategies such as 

memorization and problem sotving strategies. and cannot be attributed to an innate 

language module such as UG. Moreover. similarities between child L 1 learners and adult 

L2 learners can be attributed to the fact that there are more similarities than differences 

among languages so that adult L3 learners are familiar with the characteristics of 

language and this aids in acquiring a new language. 

The No-Access approach is problematic in that it fails to account for what second 

language learners know about a language. By relying on inductive learning strategies 

such as memorization in the LZ acquisition process, the No-Access hypothesis is merely 

describing the tools of language acquisition. and not the properties of the end-state 

grammar as it is represented in the brain oC the learner. In contrast. the mental properties 

of the end-state _punmar are precisely what a theory of UG provides us with. Also. the 

no-access approach to UG would predict that we would see wild. or unconstrained. 

grammars in L2 acquisition. However. research has shown that while nonnative speakers 



develop interlanguage grammars that differ from the target grammar, these interianguagc 

grammars are nonetheless constrained by UG; that is. they are not wild grammars (see 

Broselow & Finer. 1991 ; White, 1992). On this basis, in this thesis E reject the No- 

Access hypothesis in favor of the Partial-Access Hypothesis, where UG is argued to be 

accessible to the second language learner in the form ofthe principles and parameters 

instantiated in the L1. 

Proponents of the role of UG in second language acquisition argue that UG is still 

accessible to the aduIt second language learner. Arguments supporting the availability of 

UG (whether partial or full) to second language acquisition focus on the logical problem 

of second language acquisition: since L2 learners acquire complex mental representations 

that are not identical to those of the target Language. how can Lnve account for th~s in light 

of the input'? (White, 1985, 1989). Under the access to UG frameLnvork. language learners 

are seen as constructing their own grammars which are not identical to the target 

language. but are nonetheless subject to and constrained by principles of UG. These 

individual grammars. termed inferlanguages by Selinker ( 1972). may or may not have 

some properties in common with the target language. but they could be possible natural 

languages since they are constrained by UG. Thus. first and second language acquirers 

have different competencies arrived at by the same means of acquisition. .kguments for 

adult access to UG focus on interlanguage prmm of second language learners to see if 

they are constrained by principles of UG. 

Supporters ofthe access to UG approach point to current research which has 

chdlenged the existence of the critical period (Flynn & Martohardjono, 1994). and has 

shown that there may be an underlying commonality to both child L 1 acquisition and 

adult Ll acquisition. Sioreover. it has been shown that linguistic experience 

underdetermines linguistic knowledge for the L2 learner as much as for the the L I (Cook. 

1988: Gregg, 1996; White, 1989.1996). That is. there exists also a IogicaI problem for 

L2 acquisition. so that we shodd expect the L2 acquisition process to be constrained by 

innate principles similar to those of L1. AIthough researchers may largely agree that 

there is a Logical problem in L2 as in L 1 acquisition, there is a difference of opinion as to 

whether the solution to the problem is the same: that ist researchers differ as to whether 

UG is unavaiiable. filly avaiIabIe, or only partidy available. Thus, access to UG 



proponents can be divided into two groups: those supporting the strong version claiming 

tirII access to UG by L2 learners: and those supporting the weak version which argues 

for partial access to UG in the form of parameters instantiated in the L I. 

The Full--4ccess hypothesis claims that all principles and parameter values 

available to the child via UG are still hlly accessible to the adult L2 learner. Under this 

claim. the differences in patterns of acquisition benveen fust and second Ianguage 

learners can be explained in other ways than by positing a lack of access to UG. This 

position is espoused in the work of Finer & Broselow (1986): Flynn ( 1987. I99 1. 1993): 

and Martohardjono ( 199 1. 1993) among others. 

However. the Full-Access approach is problematic in that the ultimate attainment 

of most adult L2 learners is not equal to that of first language learners. Also. in what has 

been called cross-linguistic transfer. the L 1 can either facilitate or hinder the acquisition 

of a new language. depending on the similarities and differences benveen the L I and the 

L3. 

The Pur~iui-Access hypothesis claims that UG is accessible to the second 

language learner only partially: UG is thought to be accessible to the LZ learner only in 

the form of the principles and parameters of the L 1 that are present in the L3. That is. 

UG does not constrain adult L 2  hypotheses as it does for the child L 1 learner: rather the 

grammar constructed by the L 2  learner is mediated by the parameters set in the native 

language. Ultimate attainment is impossible in those cases where L I and L2 parametric 

values are mismatched. As &+I1 be made explicit shortly. the model of LZ phonological 

acquisition adopted in this thesis assumes partial access to UG in claiming that the 

phonological systems of L2 learners are constrained by UG and follow a developmental 

path mediated by the phonological feature structure of the native language. 

In the next section we discuss the requirements of a good theory of language 

acquisition before turning to Brown's (1997. 1998) model of L l  interference in L2 

acquisition. Outlining the characteristics of a good theory of language acquisition will 

allow us to see why Brown's model is able to account for the patterns in the acquisition 

of a second language sound system. 



2.0 MODELS OF SECOND WLYGUAGE FEATURE ACQUISITION 

2.1 Characteristics of a good model of second language acquisition 

While the assumption of the existence of a language learning module such as UG 

helps to account for the logical problems of both first and second language acquisition, 

we still require a theory to account for how language acquisition happens. Gregg (1996) 

proposes three essential criteria for a good theory of second language acquisition: 

I .  The Theoretical Frametvork Criterion: 

The theory must be constructed within the fmework  of a unitied general theory. 

We don't want to have radically different property theories each accounting for 

knowledge at a ditterent development stage. 

7 . The Seauence Criterion: 

The order of acquisition must be explicable. That is. we must be able to account 

for why X occurs before Y and not vice versa in a developmental sequence. 

3. The Mechanism Criterion: 

There must be a detailed specification of the acquisition mechanism. 

Let's go over the criteria in greater detail. The Throrericui Framr\vork criterion 

requires a general learning theory for the acquisition of language. and not various 

unrelated sub-theories accounting for each developmental step. As Long ( 1993) points 

out. there are over 60 theories of language acquisition including theories of variation. 

production. interaction and so on. Given the various subdomains of linguistics. we 

cannot easily assume one single theory to account for all areas. however. a set of 

complementary theories to account for the language learners' competence is required. 

Current linguistic theory has proposed models integrating theoretical linguistics and 

second language acquisition in which the [earners are seen as constructing individual. UG 

constrained grammars. or interlanguages. 

The Sequence Criterion requires that the developmental order of structures must 

be accounted for in any theory of Ianguage acquisition. A good theory must be able to 



explain why a particular order of acquisition reflects the !earnersT internd grammar since 

interlanguages are argued to be constrained by principIes of UG. As seen in Chapter 2, 

phonological modeIs of of phoneme acquisition assume a hierarchical expansion of the 

Feature Geometry based on structuraI relationships of constituency and dependency to 

account tbr the order of acquisition of segments. 

Finally. the itfechanism Criterion requires that there be some learning mechanism 

operating on linguistic input. In a moduiar Framework. the most commonly held learning 

principle is the Subset Principle which constrains hypotheses on the basis of markedness 

assumptions. Because research in fust language acquisition suggests that children either 

do not receive or do not notice negative evidence (e.g. Brown & Hanlon. 1970). it is 

argued that language must thus be acquired mainly on the basis of positive evidence. and 

that the learner must be somehow prevented fiom arriving at over-inclusive grammars 

requiring negative evidence. In a modular generative h e w o r k .  possible hypotheses are 

comuained by UG and the order of acquisition is constrained by markedness assumptions 

based on the Subset Principle (Bewick. 1985; hiianzini & Wexlcr. 1987: Wsxier & 

Manzini. 1957). To illustrate the Subset Principle. consider 2 grammars which are in a 

Subsetr Superset relationship where both grammars generate the same subset of sentences 

and one ol'the grammars generates additional ones. The Subset Condition is shown in 

(1 1: 

The _erammar that generates the set of P sentences dso  generates the Q set of sentences so 

that Q is a subset of P but not vice versa The learnability problem occurs because the set 

of Q sentences are cornpabile with two grammars: the grammar that generates the Q 



sentences as well as the grammar generating the P set. If a Ianguage learner is learning a 

language that contains only the set of Q sentences, the appropriate hypothesis is the 

grammar which generates Q but not P, since hypothesizing the P grammar will result in 

overgeneralizations that cannot be discordiied on the basis of positive evidence. The 

grammar generating the subset is the unmarked, default option while the grammar 

generating the superset is marked and thus hypothesised only on the basis of positive 

evidence. 

[t has been argued that UG generates languages in a subset/superset relationship 

meeting the Subset Condition (Berwick, 1985; Wexler & Manzini, 1987: White. 1989). 

The Iearnability problem is overcome by the Subset Principle which can be seen as a 

constraining mechanism: given input which can be generated by either of two grammars 

meeting the Subset Condition. the learner should adopt the most restrictive grammar 

consistent with the input. The superset grammar shouid onIy be hypothesised on the 

basis of positive evidence. 

Research in the acquisition of phonological parameters has been concentrated in 

the area of stress assignment. investigating the acquisition of EngIish word stress by 

speakers of languages with different parametrical settings to see which aspects of the 

input might act as cues for resetting the metrical parameters (see Archibald. 1992. 1993: 

Dresher & Kaye. 1990: Pater. 1993). 

Having discussed the minimal criteria for a good theory of language acquisition. 

tve now turn to some proposed theoretical models of second lan-page acquisition. 

Discussing the strengths and shortcomings of earlier models tviil give us insight into why 

Brown's model of L 1 interference (adopted in this thesis) provides an improvement over 

previous models. 

2.2 Theoretical Models of Second Language Acquikition 

Over the past three decades as the fields of second language production and 

perception have expanded. researchers have proposed various theoretical modeis in an 

attempt to explain how the novel sounds of a second language are mapped onto. or 

perceived in terms of. the native phonemic inventory. These models focus on linguistic 

explanations for non-native speech patterns in second language speech: however. it must 



be noted that other factors also affect a hmer ' s  progress and ultimate achievement in 

second language speech. These factors may include such things as maturational factors; 

social factors including social acceptance (Brennan & Breman. 198 1) or social distance: 

and individual factors including motivation (Purcell & Suter. 1980), gender (Weiss. 

1970). personality (Heyde, 1979), and ord and auditory capabilities (Locke. 1968. 1969). 

As background to the recent model of phonological interference assumed in this 

thesis. I will describe three earlier models of second language phoneme acquisition which 

revolve around questions of how novel sounds are mapped onto existing L 1 categories: 

the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best. 1993. 1994); the Speech Learning 

Model ( Flege. 199 1. 1995): and the Feature-Competition Model (FCM) ( Hancin-Bhan 

1994). In terms of a language acquisition theory. each of these models has its ONTI 

strengths and weaknesses in characterising the nature of se-mental acquisition. and I will 

eo over each in turn to see how Brown's model offers an improvement to previous - 
theories. 

2.2.1 Percrptuul Assimilation LModel (PAh9 (Best, 1993, 1994) 

Best's Perceptual Assimilation Model (1993. 1994) argues that non-native speech 

sounds are assimilated to L 1 phonemic categories on the basis of their articulatory 

similarity. Ar t~cu la t0~  similarity is defined as the spatial proximity of the location of the 

constriction of the active articulator between the native language and the target languase. 

Based on articulatory similarities. if an L2 sound can assimilate to an existing L 1 

phoneme then the learner will be able to perceive it. 

While this model addresses the relationship between speech perception and the 

native phonological sound system. it fGls the second and third criteria proposed by Gregg 

for a mode1 of language acquisition; namely. it does not identify a developmental 

sequence in which the contrasts may be acquired nor does it provide a mechanism or 

criteria to determine exactly how non-native contrasts assimilate and are acquired. 

2.2.2 Speech Learning Model (Flege, 1991,1995) 

Flege's Speech Learning Mode1 distinguishes between 'new' and 'similar' 

sounds. where the term "sounds" refers to the phonetic rather than the phonemic unit. 



Because the term .'new sound may be potentidly problematic since the dit'fsrence 

between an L 1 and an L2 sound may be a minor phonetic variation. Flege points out the 

importance of explicit and objective criteria for deciding what is a 'new' sound and what 

is a 'similar' sound for the second language learner. 

New sounds in a second language are those that are not identified with any L I 

sounds. while similar sounds are perceived to be the same as a particular L1 sound. Flege 

argues that the 'phonetic distance" of the contrastive sounds predicts which novel 

segments will be acquired: '-new" L2 sounds will be acquirable since they do not 

correspond to a sound in the L 1 while *-similar" sounds are perceived. and thus produced. 

incorrectly as the corresponding L1 sound rather than as the novel L3 sound. Identical 

phonemes are not problematic for acquisition. tt is the process of *equivalence 

classification' (Weinreich. 1953) that hinders the creation of new phonetic categories for 

similar sounds. This process of equivalence classitication accounts for why English 

speakers perceive clicks (new sounds) but not retrotlex segments (similar sounds). 

Flege's Speech Learning Model is problematic. however. as it relies on the 

phonetic unit nther than the phoneme. The question thus arises of how the phonetic unit 

maps to the phonemic level. As Leather and James (1996: 289) note: "A speech signal or 

phonetic interpretation of interlingua1 identifications must make a connection with a 

phonological interpretation of that part of an LZ speech learner's "mental _gamrnar" as 

much as the latter must connect with the former as a specification of pan of a learner's 

speech processing arsenal." 

2.2.3 Feature Competition Model (FCiw (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994) 

Hancin-Bhatt's (1994) Feature Competition Model (FCM) offers a connectionist 

(that is. nonmoduiar) perspective to the modular theories of speech perception and 

phonological acquisition we have been looking at. The Feature Competition Model is 

able to predict which features or segments wiII transfer from the L I to the L2 on the basis 

of Ianguage specific feature prominences, caiculated by a specific metric. The frequency 

of occurrence of a particdar feature dictates its prominence in that language so that 

features do not have discrete values but rather vary in prominence according to Ianguage 

specific phonemic inventories. Features that occur more frequently (and are thus more 



prominent) in a language will have a greater influence on the perception of new sounds in 

the target Ianguage: thus. the feature prominence of the native language phonemic 

inventory guides how novel sounds are mapped onto existing L l categories. 

This theory tiltills all three parameters for a good model of language acquisition: 

it is (i). formulated within an existing Theoretical Framework: (ii). has an explicable 

order of acquisition; and (iii). specifies an acquisition mechanism. However. the FCbl 

does not address the interrelationship between the native language phonological system 

and perception of phonemic contrasts. Brown's model, to be discussed in Section 3 .  

directly addresses the nature of phonological cranstier from the L 1 to the L3 by linking 

speech perception to the L 1 phonological system. 

3.0 BROWN'S MODEL OF L1 INTERFERENCE (1993,1997,2000) 

In Chapter Two we discussed Brown's model [inking phonological development 

and acoustic discrimination in the native language. WIat are the implications of this 

model for the acquisition of a second language sound system? The basic assumption of 

Brown's model is that it is the language-specitic hierarchical structure of the native 

language that constrains or delimits which contrasts the Iearner will be able to accurately 

perceive. and hence acquire. Acquisition of second Ianguage phonemic contrasts is thus 

dependent on accmte perception of those contrasts. guided by the L 1 kature _geometry. 

Because the L I feature structure is constrained by UG. so too bill the interphonology of 

the L2 learner be constrained. based on the hierarchical stnrcture of the feature geometry. 

Brown's model of L 1 interference thus integrates insights from speech perception 

and fust language acquisition and applies them to second language acquisition in 

addressing how the LI phonological system affects L2 speech perception. Her 

experimental goal is to provide evidence for UG accessiblity and the role of the L 1 in 

second language phonological acquisition. Three questions are addressed: 

1. If LJG is indeed active. how can we account for the failure of second language 

learners to acquire the phonological properties of the LZ? 

2. Which aspects of the first language interfere with L2 phonological acquisition? 



3. Can L2 learners acquire new phonological representations under the right 

conditions? 

To address these questions, Brown develops a model of second language 

phonological acquisition based on L1 interference whereby the intake to the language 

acquisition device is determined by the phonological structure of the first language. A 

crucial distinction is made between intake and input (see Corder (1967) for the 

distinction; also Carroll (1999) for an alternative position) where input refers to the 

language surrounding the Learner while intake is the part of the input to which the learner 

is sensitive. or. in other words. the actual input to the language acquisition device. 

The claim of the mode1 is  at the monotonic acquisition of the language specific 

feature geometry of the native language restricts sensitivity to. or intake of. non-native 

speech sounds by children acquiring a language. Furthermore. it is this existing 

phonological structure that then constrains which non-native phonological contrasts a L2 

learner will be sensitive to. and hence able to acquire. Put another way. the L 1 

phonological system or feature hierarchy constrains the boundaries within which the non- 

native phonemes are defined. Thus. the phonoIogica1 structure of the L 1 acts as a sort of 

template defining the categories within which the L2 sounds are perceived. However. it 

is not the segments themselves that determine perception, rather. it is the segmental sub- 

units. or features, of segments that play an essential role in the acquisition of L2. 

Whether or not a L2 learner can perceive the non-native phonological contrasts is 

dependent on the specitic feature structure of the L I. 

As the perception of a noveI contrast is essential to establishing the structural 

representations phonologically characterising the two segments. the L 1 set of 

phonological contrasts may actuaIly impede accurate perception of the new phonemes. 

thereby inhibiting the acquisition of new structural representations. SpeciticalIy. if a non- 

native segment is characterised by a particular feature. then the learner will be able to 

perceive the non-native contram if he or she manipulates the feature elsewhere in the L 1 

erammar. That is. speakers o fa  given LI can perceive non-native contrasts distinguished - 
by a feature present (elsewhere) in their L I grammar- As Brown notes: "despite a lack of 

acoustic. phonetic or phonemic experience with apartimlar non-native contrast. a 



speaker's experience perceiving native phonemic contrasts along an acoustic dimension 

defined by a given underlying feature (for example. voicing) permits him or her to 

accurately discriminate any non-native contrast that differs along that same dimension." 

(22). Perception of a new phonemic contrast is facilitated by the presence of the 

distinguishing feature elsewhere in the [earner's L I inventory. However. if a particular 

feature is lacking in the representation of any phonemic contrasts in the learner's native 

feature geometry, then perception of the novel phonemic contrast should not occur. 

Moreover. because perception is crucial to establishing new phonological representation. 

the learner will not be able to construct a new representation for that segment. 

3.1 The phonological f i k r  

As we saw in Chapter 3 and Section 3.0 above. Brown argues that it is the 

featural. rather than the segmental level. which determines the perception of a phonemic 

contrast. Thus. the mapping of the acousric s i p 1  into phonemic categories is guided by 

language specific featural makeup. In the acquisition of the native language. the feature 

structure is used to h e 1  the distinct phonetic variations into individual phonemic 

categories so that perception of non-native contrasts gradually declines as the novel 

sounds are interpreted as phonetic variants of existing categories. The model 

representing the phonological fiIter is repeated here as Figure 3. I :  
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Recall that the model illustrates how the language-specific phonological structure 

channels the distinct acoustic signal into phonemic categories. decreasing sensitivity to 

non-native contrasts in the process. In the acquisition of second language phonemic 

system. the same process of filtering occurs. At the phonetic level. the signals for the 

phonetic sounds remain distinct for a11 hearers. regardless ofthe native language. This 

claim for ilniversal discrimination at the phonetic level is supported Werker & Logan 

( 1985) who found that the speech s i p d  is processed at three distinct levels (auditory. 

phonetic or phonemic) depending on the length ofthe interval behveen stimuli. 

Specifically. Werker & Logan showed that under certain conditions English speakers 

could discriminate the Hindi alveolar it/ versus retrotlex it/ contrast at greater than 

chance levels. 

Although the acoustic signal is initially divided into distinct phonetic sounds. 



once at the phonemic level the feature geometry h e l s  the distinct signals into 

phonemic categories according to the language-specific feature geometry. This 

channeling of various phones into discrete phonemic categories is thought to aid in the 

rapid processing and comprehension of speech. Given that the primary goal upon hearing 

a speech signal is to access higher level information at the semantic or lexical level. it is 

desirable that as little effort as possibIe is given to deciphering the lower level speech 

signal. Categorical perception dtows us to filter out phonetic variation provided by 

coarticulation effects or inter-speaker variability to redirect attention to other tasks. 

However. this filtering of the acoustic signal to aid processing can negatively intluence 

the perception of a non-native language. As Brown (2000: 19) states: '.variation in the 

acoustic signal which is filtered out by the native phonological system (is.. is treated as 

inrra-category variation) may. in fact, contribute to differences in meaning in the foreign 

language (i.e.. actually constitute inwr-category variation)." Thus. the representations 

developed in the course of first language acquisition affect how the non-native phonemes 

are perceived. 

3.2 Implica f ions for L-7 acqztisi f ion 

Brown's model makes different predictions tbr the acquisition of novel phonemic 

contrasts depending on whether one. both. or neither member of a phonemic contrast is 

present in the native language. There are three ways in which a non-native segmental 

contrast can correspond to the L I inventory. 

The first type of L2 phonemic opposition occurs when both members of a non- 

native contrast correspond to segments in h e  native language. The two segments may 

either match exactly the corresponding segments in the L 1 : for example. the voiceless 

bilabial stop Cp] may contrast with the voiced counterpart [b] in both the L 1 and the L2. 

It may also be the case that the contrastive pair in the L2 is similar to but not exactly the 

same as the contrasting phonemes in the L 1 : for example. for an English speaker 

learning Salish. the English /t/ - /k/ contrast would correspond to the Salish glottalised 

It'/ versus glottalised k'/. In this case. the native English speaker would categorise the 

contrastive Salish glottalised stops /t'/ - /k'/ as members of the English contrastive 

phonemes /ti- /k/, In any case. a between-segment contrast is maintained acoustically 



even though the non-native segments are likely represented by the existing L I structuraI 

representations and no new structure is being added. 

The second type of non-native contrast encountered in L2 acquisition occurs 

when neither phoneme of a non-native contrast is present in the L I phonemic inventory. 

Due to constraints on possible phonological contrasts, it is quite rare to find a phonemic 

opposition where neither member is present in the L 1; however. one such opposition can 

be seen in the acquisition of Zulu clicks by native English speakers. Because clicks do 

not correspond to any segment in the English phonemic inventory. English speakers will 

not have a featural structure to represent the segments and so the perception of the 

contrast will not be inhibited by existing L1 structure. Two predictions based on UG 

access are made as to whether the novel phonological representation can be acquired: if 

UG is still active in L2 acquisition. then the learner will be able to build a new fearual 

representation for the segmental contrast on the basis of perception of the novel contrast. 

If. however, UG is not active then the learner will not be able to construct the new 

phonological representation despite perceiving the conml.  

The third type of L2 phonemic opposition is where one of the members of a non- 

native contrast is present in the native phonemic inventory. b*tt the other segment is not. 

Leather & James ( 1996: 276) note that it is probable that 'rhe adult's L2 phonetic 

learning task is harder for a sound classified as equivdent to one found in L 1 than for one 

for which a phonetic category must be constructed from scratch -- because the influence 

of the L 1 category may cause leamers to develop inaccurate perceptual targets for the 

L2". 

With respect to this third type of phonemic opposition. Brown's model makes hvo 

predictions as to the likelihood of acquisition of the non-native phoneme depending on 

the feature structure of the native language. As the L1 feature geometry h e l s  acoustic 

signals into phonemic categories. perception of the novel L2 contrast is determined by the 

presence or absence of the reIevant feature in the first language. If the native language 

feature geometry does not manipulate the distinguishing feature. then perception of the 

L2 contrast wit1 be inhibited by the L I  phonotogical smcture. It must be emphasised 

that the feature need not be used in representation of the same segment: it can be used in 

the representation of another segment and will still be present as a building block for the 



represzntation of a new segment. However. if the L1 feature geomea-4. lacks absolutely 

the relevant feature in the structure of any segment. then perception of the novel segment 

will be blocked. Thus the possibility of acquisition is dependent on the featural. not the 

segmental. level of the L1. If the feature does exist in the native feature geometry. then 

it can be used as a building block in the perception other segments. 

This third type of phonemic opposition is most relevant to Brown's work. as 

predictions are made on the basis of present or absent features. In the next section we 

will look at examples of this type of opposition and. as a precursor to the acquisition of 

the Czech alveolar versus palatal stop contrast discussed in Chapter Five of this thesis. 

we tvivlll look at Brow's ( 1998) experimental work supporting the hypothesis that the 

particular feature geometry of a native language guides the acquisition of an L2 

segmental contrast. 

3.3 Tlre experimental data (Brown, 1998) 

3.3.1 Erperimenf I :  Japanese and Chinese speakers' acq~rtsirion of '/he English I 

versus . r/ conrrusr 

[n order to provide experimental evidence tbr the claims of the phonoiogicd tilter 

model. Brown (1998) investigated the acquisition of the English lateral approximanc .:Ii 

versus the central approximant /rl by native speakers of Japanese and Mandarin Chinese. 

Speakers of these two languages were chosen because, crucially. neither Japanese nor 

Chinese phonemically contrasts /I/ and Irl but both languages have a single phoneme that 

corresponds to one of the English liquids. 

Japanese has a single liquid phoneme. described by Maddieson ( 1984) as a tlap 

Irl: the phonetic realization of this segment as an [I] or an [r] varies freely (International 

Phonetic Association. 1979: Vance. 1987). Because the two phonetic variants are in free 

variation in Japanese. they require only a single underlying representation (unlike the 

English /V versus Irl contrast). The Mandarin Chinese inventory contains the lateral 

approsirnant phoneme /I/. whose phonetic variants do not vary benveen!V and hi'. 

1 This claim requires some comment. The Mandarin Chinese inventory contains a segment which is often 
transcribed in romanized script as "i'. However. linguists (see Maddieson. 1984) classify this "r" as a 
voiced retrotlex fricative. lzl and not as a retroflex sonorant 



Because Japanese and Mandarin each have a single approximant. they do not require 

complex structural elaboration to distinguish between two approximants. The underlying 

representation of both the Japanese /rl and the Chinese lateral /L/ is shown in (2): 

( 2 )  Japanese approximant /r/ and Mandarin approximant 111 

ROOT 

SV PLACE 

approximant 

Because there is no phonemic contrast between approximants in either Japanese or 

Mandarin. all approximants are perceived as approximant segments with no tiner p i n e d  

distinction behveen them. However. because English does contrast a late& approximant 

and a central approximant it requires fi.uther structural elaboration to distinguish benveen 

the hvo segments. Brown argues that the feature distinguishing the lateral approximant ili 

from the central approximant lri is the feature [coronal] under the PLACE node in the 

representation of /r/. Structures for the English approximants are given in (3): 

( 3 )  English structures for /I/ and /r/: 

(3) .'V 

ROOT 

A 
SV PLACE 

(b) :r/ 

ROOT 

SV PLACE 

approxinant coronal 



Thus. native speakers of Japanese and Mandarin learning English will have to acquire the 

more elaborate structural representation for approximants in order to accurately produce 

the phonemic contrast benveen English /I/ and irl. But in order to acquire the 

representations. they must first be able to perceive the contrast benveen the two 

segments. Brown's model claims that if a language manipulates a feature elsewhere in 

the inventory (independently of the segment at hand). then the learner should be able to 

perceive the contrast between the two non-native segments since they will have the 

building blocks required for the representation of that segment. Brown found ha t  

Mandarin but not Japanese requires the featwe [coronal] in the representation of other 

phonemes: specitically. Mandarin requires the feature [coronal] 3s a dependent of the 

Place node in order to distinguish between two coronal sibilants. the alveolar 19 and the 

reuotlex Is / .  The phonemic inventory of Japanese does not require the feature [coronal] 

anywhere. The inventories of Japanese and Mandarin are in (4): 

Mandarin Chinese inventon 

P t k 

ph th kh 

As it is the composition of the language-specific feature geometry. and not the individuat 

segments per se, that determines whether or not a novel L2 segmental contrast will be 

acquired. I present the M y  specified adult feature geometries for Mandarin Chinese and 



Japanese in ( 5 )  and (6), respectively: 

rn C hiese Feature Geomem 

ROOT 

LARYNGEAL 

voice SV PLACE continuant 

A 
nasal approx labial coronal dorsal 

ROOT 

LARYNGEAL SUPRUARYNGEAL 

I 
voice 

n 
SV PLACE continuant 

nasal approx labial dorsal 

On the basis of these language-specific feature geometries. two predictions are made with 

respect to the acquisition of the English /I/ versus !r/ contrasts by native speakers of these 

languages. Even though neither Japanese nor Mandarin contrasts /U vs 'd phonemically. 

ti). Mandarin speakers should be able to distin-euish English /I/ and /r/ since they have the 

k a m e  [coronal] elsewhere in inventory and so the acoustic signals for iV and !r/ will be 

mapped onto separate phonemic categories and (ii). Japanese speakers won't be able to 

distinguish English iV and /r/ since they lack the fiture [coronal] in their featuraI 



inventory. For Japanese speakers, the acoustic signals for /L' and /r/ will be shoe-homed 

into a single phonemic category of approximant, in the way that phonetic variants of a 

single phoneme are filtered into a single phonemic category. 

To test these two predictions. Brown ran two tasks on two experimental groups: 

10 native Chinese speakers Iearning English as a second Ianguage and 10 native Japanese 

speakers learning English as a second language. as well as I0 monolingual English 

speakers as a control group. 

The first task was an AX discrimination task where subjects are presented kith 

recorded cues of minimal pairs distinguished by the phoneme in question and asked to 

indicate whether the words are the same or dit'ferent. This tests the subjects' ability to 

ucowrically discriminate English iU h m  /r/. 

The second task was a Forced Choice Picture Selection task where subjects are 

presented with two pictures as well as a verbal cue corresponding to one of the pictures: 

their task is to indicate which of the pictures the verbal cue is naming. This task tests 

whether or not the subjects who were acoustically able to discriminate the nvo segments 

can identifj tokens of a particular phoneme. thereby indicating that they had acquired the 

phonological structure necessary to discriminate the wo segments. 

Brown's findings supported her hypothesis that it is the presence or absence ofa 

distinguishing feature in a language learners native phonemic inventory that determines 

sensitivity to a novel contrast: although neither Japanese nor Mandarin Chinese contrasts 

the lateral approximant /U with the central approximant ~ d .  the two groups differed 

greatly in their ability to discriminate these contrasts. -4 factorial .AiiOVA showed 

highly significant differences between h e  two groups for both the onset condition ( F  

(2.27) = 171 . O X .  p= -000 1) and the cluster condition (F (2.27) = 7 1.38 1. p = -000 1 ). 

Post hoc Scheffe tests (p < .05) indicated that there was no si-pificant difference benveen 

the Chinese and control groups. while the Japanese group pertbrmed si_gnificantly worse 

than both the Chinese and the control groups on these bvo conditions'. Mean results for 

the AX Discrimination task are presented in Table 3.1 : 

Cmll(1999) takes issue with Brown's claim that the Japanese subjects were unable to acoustically 
connast English :I/ vs lri. Carmll notes that the Japanese subjecrs were e.memely accurate on the rask 
when the segments occurred in coda position; she takes his as evidence that they seemed to be encoding 
the acoustic distinction in some way but are not employing the information for lexical selection. 



Ta6k 3.1: .Clean Resrtlrs of Discrimination Task: English :U rts r; 

Results from the Picture Selection task support the findings of the Discrimination 

task: the Japanese speakers performed significantly worse than the Chinese speakers. -4 

factorial .LVOVA revealed highly significant differences between the nvo groups for 

both the onset condition (F (2.27) = -13.74. p= -000 1)  and the cluster condition (F ( 2 . 2 7 )  

= 41 574. p = .000 1 ). Post hoc SchetTe tests (p < .O5)  revealed that the Japanese group 

dit't'ered signiticantly from both the Chinese and the control group on these two 

conditions. while the Chinese and control g o u p  did not differ signiticantly from each 

other. Mean results are presented in Table 3.2: 

Tc~ble 3.2 .Mean Rrstrlrs 01-Picrtrrr Seiecrion rusk: English 1: rs r ,  

[n sum: the results of these two experiments indicate that Japanese speakers are 

unable to contrast Engiish /V versus irl either acoustically or phonologicaIIy while 

Mandarin Chinese speakers perceive this contrast with native-like accuracy. These 

results support Brown's hypothesis that it is the L 1 feanue inventory which determines 

whether or not a novel segmental contrast will be perceived by L2 Iearnes. Brown 



f i e r  tests this hypothesis by comparing Japanese speakers' acquisition of other non- 

native English contrasts differing in a single feature. We look at the results of this 

experiment in the next section. 

3.3.2 Eperimenr 2: Japclnese speakers' acqrtisition of English %r/, : 6. v/ and v! 

On the basis of the results discussed in Section 2.3.1 above. Brown ran a second 

experiment to test the hypothesis that perception of an L7 phonemic contrast is dependent 

on features present in the L 1 rather than on the precise segmental inventory of the native 

language. Because features appear to provide the basis for acquisition of non-native 

phonemic contrasts. Brown rested Japanese speakers' acquisition of various English 

phonemic contrasts that differed on the basis of a single feature. Some features were 

required in the Japanese feature geometry for the representation of other segmental 

contrasts while others were not. (See (6) above for the hlly specitied. adult feature 

hierarchy tbr Japanese.) 

The English contrastive pairs 11 - r/. !b - VI and /f - vr were chosen as 

experimental stimuli because none of the three pairs contrast in Japanese and each pair 

differs in the level of difficulty it creates for the learner. Crucially. each of the 

contrasting pairs minimally differs on the basis of a single feature. In (7) I present the 

structural representations tbr each of the pairs with the contrasting feature indicated in 

bold to the right3: 

( 7) Reuresentations Contrasting feature 

a. mi 

ROOT 

ivl 

ROOT 

labial labial 

3 The superordinate nodes SUPRALARYNGEAL and LARYNGEAL have been omitted for ease of 
exposition as they are not relevant to this discusion. 



ROOT ROOT [voicel 

PLACE continuant 

I 
labial 

N 

ROOT 

A 
SV PLACE 

approximant 

voice PLACE continuant 

labial 

ROOT 

sv PLACE 

approximant coronal 

(Brown. 2000: 22) 

Two of the three contrasts represented in (7) require a feature manipulated in 

Japanese for the representation of another phoneme while the third contrast does not: the 

English segments /b/ versus /v/ are distinguished by the feature [continuant] which 

Japanese requires to distinguish stop versus continuants such as Is/ versus It/: the 

segments !f - vl are distinguished by the feature [voice] which is required in Japanese to 

distinguish between the segments /p - b/: and the segments A -  r/ require the feature 

[coronal]. which. as we saw in E-qeriment I. Section 3.3.1. is not required in the 

representation of any segment in Japanese. Brown's claim is that Japanese speakers 

should be able to acquire those contrasts. specifically 1% - v/ and /f - v/. that require a 

feature manipulated elsewhere in their native grammar. 



To test this hypothesis, B r o ~ n  tested thirty adult ESL students using the same two 

task described in Experiment 1 in Section 3 -3. I. The stimuli included the Ip - b/ contrast 

found in Japanese as a foil: also. the stimuli were limited to syllable onset position due to 

the increased number of contrasts to be tested. Results are presented in Table 3.3: 

Table 3.3 Mean Reszilfs of Discrimination Task: English Phonemic Connasrs 

Results indicated that Japanese speakers' performance on the English :I - r: 
contrast was significantly worse than performance on the other three contrasts. as 

predicted by the hypothesis. Pertormance on the other three contrasts ip - bl. 'b - v:. md 

'f - vI. however. was near pertkct. Moreover. the pehrmance on these three contrasts 

was not significantly diRerent from one another. as we would predict given that each of 

these three contrasts requires a feature manipulated elsewhere in the Japanese hierarchy. 

As in Experiment 1. performance on the Forced Choice Picture Selection task 

supported the finding of the AX discrimination task. The subjects performance on the 

11 - r/ contrast was significantly poorer than performance on the other three contrasts. as 

predicted. Results are presented in Table 3A: 

Table 3.4 .Wean Reszllts of Picwe Selection Task: English Phonemic Conrrusrs 

Results from this experiment thus appeared to support the proposal that the 

perception of non-native phonological contrasts is constrained by features. not segments. 



present in thc: Isamers' native phonemic inventory. Even though learners lack acoustic. 

phonetic or phonemic experience with a non-native contrast. if they utilise the particular 

distinguishing feature to contrast other segments in their native inventory. then this 

experience should dlow them to perceive other contrasts along the same dimension 

represented by that feature. The feature is in place to filter the incoming acoustic signal 

into the appropriate phonemic category. 

We now turn to a tirnher piece of evidence in support of Broh-n's feature theory 

of L I intert'erence in L2 perception: Manhews' ( 1997) experimental research showing the 

varying intluence of pronunciation training on novel segmental contrasts that both are. 

and are not. characterized by features present in the L 1. 

. The InjZurncr of. Proniinciarion Training on the Percrpiion uj'Second Lungtrcrgr 

C'ontrusts /.L/u~hr\v.~, 1 99 7 

To address the broad question of whether second language Iemers can acquire 

novel segmental contrasts. blarthews investigated the et'fects of pronunciation training on 

the acquisition of segmental contrasts- Following Brown (1993, 1997). Matthews argues 

that the crucial factor in determining successt'ul acquisition of novel segmental contrasts 

is the native language feature eeometry which imposes a template within which the novel 

segmental contrasts are perceived. Since the critical factor in acquiring novel segmental 

representations is the features present in the native language feature hierarchy. klatthews 

argues that the learner ~i-irI only be sensitive to those non-native contrasts that are 

distinguished dong dimensions corresponding to features in the native k a m e  geometry: 

if a novel phonemic contrast requires a contrastive feature that is manipulated elsewhere 

in the geometry. then the learner will be able to perceive its contrastive use in the input 

and will subsequently be able to acquire the noveI representation. Conversely. if a feature 

is not represented anywhere in the native structure. perception - and hence production - 
of that contrast will be precluded. 

To test this hypothesis. Matthews studied the effects of pronunciation training on 

Japanese speakers' production of various English segmentaI contrasts. He noted that 

Japanese and EngIish have segnental contrasts other than the much studied IV vs irl 



contrast, and divided the contrasts into three categories: those contrasts in which both 

members are present in Japanese: those contrasts where one member of the pair is present 

in Japanese while the other is absent; and those contrasts where both members are absent 

tiom Japanese. The contrasts are presented in Table 3.5: 

Table 3.5 Relarionship Benveen English Contrasrs andJupanese Inventory 

Matthews argued that the presence or absence ofthe segment in the native 

inventory was not enough to determine the positive intluence of pronunciation training on 

perceptual categories: rather. it was the feature representation established in the course of 

L 1 acquisition. The results of the experiment supported this argument: contrasts 

indicated in bold shadow outline in Table 3.5 showed improvement after pronunciation 

mining. Post-hoc Scheffe F-tests indicated significant differences benveen pre- and 

post-test scores for the [b] - [v] connast and the [8] - [fj contrasts (F(65.11) = 1.037: p = 

-000 1. While the pretest to post-test improvement on the [s] - [f3] contrasts resembles 

that of both the [b] - [vj and the [€I] - [fl contrasts. the difference was not significant. 

Both the [p] - [bj contrast. which does occur in Japanese. and the Ell - [r] contrast. which 

does not. showed oniy negligible change. 

Matthews concluded that the L 1 phonoIogicat system constrains L3 development 

of novel segmentd categories and that instruction in the pronunciation of non-native 



segmental contrasts is 2Efective in establishing novel segmental representations which can 

then be used to perceptually contrast novel segments if and only if the non-native contrast 

is characterised by a feature present in the L 1 inventory. 

In this chapter I have outlined the requirements for a good theory of LZ 

acquisition. I then presented one such model that fulfills all three requirements: Brown's 

model of L l  interference. This is the model adopted in this thesis. We have also looked 

at research supporting the argument that it is the katural rather than the segmental level 

determining L2 perception. and subsequent production of novel L2 sounds. Having 

looked at the tield of L2 acquisition in a broad sense. it is time to move to the specifics of 

English speakers' acquisition of the Czech sound system. In the following chapter I 

present the phonological hierarchies of Czech and English. followed by Chapter Five in 

which I present the experimental data and analysis. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SEGMENTAL, PHONOLOGY OF CZECH AND ENGLISH 

0.0 BACKGROUND 

This chapter establishes the Feature Geometries tbr Czech and English as a 

ti.amework for the experimental data on English speakers' acquisition of the Czech 

alveolar versus palatal stop contrast examined in Chapter Five. Under the phonologicd 

model of L I intertkence assumed in this thesis. it is the L 1 feature inventory that dictates 

whether or not speakers of a particular language will be able to acquire a new phonemic 

contrast in the L2. Thus. in order to determine whether or not English speaking learners 

of Czech will have difficulty in acquiring the novel Czech segmental stop contrast of 

aIveoIar It. d/ versus palatal Ic. jl. tve must first establish the language-specific featud 

inventories of these two languages. 

Chapter Four begins with an overview of the segmental phonology of Czech with 

a focus on alveolar and palatal plosives. We then turn to the articulatory and acoustic 

characteristics of alveolar and palatal segments. followed by a discussion of the 

phonoIogical features required for to represent the contrast between alveolar and palatal 

segments and the phonemic representations for Czech /t. dl and lc. jl. Finally. in Section 3 

we look at the segmental inventory of English. focusing on the feature specification of the 

three Coronal places of articulation for English fricatives. 

1.0 THE SEGMENTAL, GYVENTORY OF CZECH 

Czech is a member of the Western branch of the Slavic FarniIy. spoken by about 

10 rniIlion native speakers in the Czech Republic (Short. 1993). There are also fairly large 

Czech-speaking communities in North America and small. isolated pockets in neighboring 

European countries. The two closest related languages are Polish and Slovak. which is 

mutually intelligible with Czech. 



1.1 vowelk 

The Czech vowel system consists of five short vowels !I, E, a. o. ul and a 

corresponding set of five long vowel counterparts /i:, E:. a:. 0:. u: 1. Short and long 

vo~vels contrast in all positions. There are also three falling diphthongs /ou/. !au/ and fed. 

With the exception of the pair /I/ and /i: !. the quality of short and long vowels differs only 

siightiy. [n the case of /I/ and /i: !. the short vowel is more centraI and substantially less 

close than the long vowel !i: / (DankoviEovi. 1999). 

1.2 Consonants 

As ths thesis is primarily concerned with the acquisition of the segmental 

contrast between the alveolar and palatal stop consonants of Czech by native English 

speakers. I will not go into details of each segment in the Czech inventory. Instead. [ 

present a chart of the segmental inventory of Czech followed by a brief overview of 

Czech plosives. before getting to the heart of the matter. alveolar versus palatal stops. 

Table -I. 1 below presents the segmental inventory of Czech consonants. For each place 

of articulation. the voiceless member of a pair is presented on the lefi and the voiced 

member to the right: 
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Table 4 I Phonemic Inventory of Czech Consonanrs (Dankovieovi 1999) 

1.2 1 PIosives 

.All Czech stops occur in voiced-voiceless pairs and x e  not normdly aspirated. 

Czech contrasts four places of articulation for each voicslsss-voiced pair of stops: bilabial 

!p. b/. alveolar It. dl. velar Ik. gl. and palatal Ic. jl. .As wilI be discussed in detail. a key 

difference between the Czech and English consonant inventories is in the palatal area of 

articulation. Czech has a phonemic contrast between two Coronal places of articulation: 

alveolar ft. d. n/. which do occur in Engiish. versus palatal lc. j. fl. which do not. To 

acquire this new segmental contrast. then, English speakers must (i). be able to articulate 

palatal sounds and (ii), establish new segmental representations for the novel phonemic 

contrast benveen alveolar and palatal. 

-4lthough we are concerned here with phonology and not orthozsaphq-. a note is 

needed on the orthographic conventions of Czech before I present tokens of minimd pairs 

contrasting alveolar It. dl or palatal Ic. j/. Czech has a highIy consistent sound - spelling 

correspondence where the ortho_erphy of words containing either alveolar it. dl or palatal 

ic. ji is determined by the quality of the following vowel. To accustom the reader to 

Glottal 

fi 

Velar 

k g  

I 

Posralveolar 

~2~~ 

ts 

-------- 

PIosive 

Nasal 

Fricative 

Affricate 

Trill 

TrilI Fricative 

Palatal 

c j  

P 

j 

Labiodental 

f v 

Bilabial 

P b  

m 

Alveolar 

t d  

n 

ts 

r 

r 

1 

Xpproximant 

Lateral 

Approximant 



these conventions before I present the experimental data, as well as to show that alveolars 

and palatals can precede any vowel. I will present five sets of minimal pairs contrasting 

alveolars and palatals. Minimal pairs will be presented with the following vowels in 

alphabetical order: 'a'. -e'. 'i'. '0'. 'u'. 

In Czech. both alveolar It, d/ and palatal /c, jl are represented orthographically by 

the the letters 't' and 'd': however. when the stop is a palatal then it is indicated by 

means of a diacritic or a different vowel symbol, depending on the quality of the following 

vowel. When the following vowel is an 'a'. the palatal sound is indicated by an 

apostrophe after the 't' or 'd'. In (1) I present minimal pairs contrasting alveolar It. :'d 

and palatal /c, j/ with a following 'a': voiceless It- cl is given in ( la-b): voiced Id - j~ is in 

( Icd): 

( I ) Orthographic Form 

a. vriu 

b. Vrtit'a 

Phonetic form gloss 

[ vra:ta ] 'gate ' 

[ vra:ca ] '(proper name) ' 

[ da:s ] 'gum ' 

[ jas 1 'tiezice ' 

When the following vowel is an 'e', the palatal sound is indicated by means of the 

Czech diacritic 'hatek' over the 'e': that is. '6 ' .  hlinimal pairs contrasting alveolar :t. id 

and palatal Ic. jl with a following 'e' are given in (2): voiceless It- c! is in (2a-b): voiced id 

- ji is in (2cd): 

(2) Orthographic Form 

a teka 

b. ttka 

c. dekovat 

d. dtkovat 

Phonetic form gloss 

[ teka ] 'run ' (3.p.s) 

[ ceka ] ~~vancier' (3.p.s) 

[ dekovat ] 'to steal ' 

[ j~kovat ] 'to thank ' 



With respect to the following vowel 'i', the pattern is slightly different than for 

either 'a' or -e' in that a different character rather than a diacritic is used to indicate the 

palatal stop. When the foIIowing vowel is an 3'. the palatd sound is indicated by the 

character *iT whiIe alveolar 't' or -d' are followed by the letter 'y'. It is important to note 

ha t  the vowel quaIity does not change: the use of a different vowel character indicates 

only that the preceding consonant is either alveolar or palatal. In (3) I present minimal 

pairs contrasting alveolar it. /d and palatal Ic, j l  with a following 'i / y': voiceless It- cl is 

given in (3a-b); voiced Id - I/ is in (3cd): 

(3) Orthographic Form Phonetic form gloss 

a ty ka [Qkal *(to) tick ' 

b. tika [ c k a  1 '(to) spy ' 

c. mlady [ mlndi: I ptrng (u4. ) ' 

d mladi [ miaji: ] yunrh ' 

When the tblIotving vowel is either an -0' or a 'u'. the palatal sound is indicated 

by an apostrophe after the 't' or 'd' as we saw for the vowel 'a'. In (4) I present minima1 

pairs contrasting alveolar /t. id and palatal /c. j/ with a t'ollorving '0': voiceless it- c/ is 

given in (4a-b): voiced /d - f/ is in (4c-d). Minimal pairs contrasting aiveolar It. /d and 

palatal /c. j/ with a following -u' are given in (5); voiceless It- GI is in (5a-b): voiced id - jt 
is in (5cd): 

(4) Orthographic Form Phonetic form gloss 

a ~ O P Y  [ topi: j 'hearing ' 

b. t'opy [ copk ] 'mrring ' 

c. do bu [dobu] 'time ' 

d d'obu [fobul picking' I1.p.s)' 



(5) Orthographic Form Phonetic form gloss 

a. tuk [ tuk 1 Tar' (norm) 

b. t'uk [ c k ]  'rap ' (norin) 

c. dub [ dub 1 'oak ' 

d. dtub [ ~ u b  1 'nudge' (norin) 

Word-tinally, the palatal stop is also indicated by means of an apostrophe. 

Examples of word-final alveolar !t - cl are given in (6a-b). No tokens of !d - jl are given 

as voiced stops devoice word-tinally in Czech. 

( 6 )  Orthographic Form Phonetic form gloss 

a. plet [  PIE^ I 'to knit ' 

b. plet' [ I 'compir.rion ' 

At this point. it should be clear that Czech contrasts alveolar versus palatal stops. 

[n subsequent sections. I will argue that the Coronal place node in Czech requires more 

complex elaboration ofthe Place node to represent these two contrasting coronal places of 

articulation, A bare unspecified Place node for the unmarked coronal segment would be 

insutlicient to distinguish between the two segments as the contrastive distinction would 

be conflated. However. before we establish which feature is required to elaborate the 

Coronal Place node to represent this contrast. let's first look at the articulatory and 

phonetic characteristics of alveolar and palatal sounds in Czech before taking a closer Look 

at the features used to represent them. 

2.0 CZECH CORONALS 

As we saw in Chapter One. coronal segments are sounds which are produced with 

the fiont part of the tongue including the tongue tip and blade (Maddieson. 1984). Czech 



has two places of Coronal aharticulation, alveolar and palatal, which we will Iaok at in some 

detail in &is section. 

2.1 Alveolars 

Alveolar segments are those sounds which have their point of constriction on the 

aIveofar ridge just behind the upper front teeth. Alveolar sounds are classified as 

[anterior] sounds along with linguolabials. interdentals, and dentals ( Keating, 199 1 ): the 

class of anterior sounds may vary in terms of the apicality. Keating (199 t:33) points out 

that in both French and English. there is inter-speaker variation in both place and manner 

for dental and a1veolar sounds, 

2.2 Palatals 

2.2. I P a i d  nrriculat ions 

Palatal sounds are made with the point of constriction behind the dveolar ridge on 

the hard palate. The hard palate. however. is quite a large area with a corresponding large 

number of possibIe constriction points. As palatal sounds can vary as to reIative 

tiontness or backness wi th  respect to constriction. no consensus exists among 

phoneticians as to the precise articulatory specification. 

Due to the variety of articulatory constrictions subsumed under the name 

'palad'. and based on X-ray and palatographic data showing that palatal consonants can 

be more finely controIled than previously thought, Recasens (1990) expanded the 

traditional two palad zones. palato-alveolar and palatal, into four classes: alveolo- 

palatals. front palatals, mid palatals and back palataIs. The term palatal serves as a cover 

term tbr dl four of these cIasses. Looking at palatograms (ChlumsL~. I941 : Hda. 1923. 

1962) for the voiceless Czech pdatal stop /c/. Recasens notes that complete contact 

occurs at the postalveolar and prepdatal zones, which is substantially more front than for 

other palatal sounds. As a resuit, he calls Czech /c, j/ dveoio-palatal as does Hall (1996). 

Keating & Lahiri (1993) looked at palatograms & hguograms to compare Front 

velars. palatalised velars and palatals. They found that Czech palatals had a wide 

occlusion, and that the central contact of this occlusion was made with the tongue blade. 



and not the tongue tip or body: Czech coronals looked like a Iong coronal stop. 

In sum: the work by both Recasens (1  990) and Keating & Lahiri ( 1993) shows 

that. phoneticalry, Czech palatal segments are coronal pIaces of articulation. [n h e  next 

section we turn to phonologicaI evidence to N e r  support h s  claim. 

2.2. I Palatcrls us Cc'oronal sounuk 

We now turn to the phonological characteristics of palatal segments and the 

features used in their representation. As background, I will start with a brief overview of 

Features traditionaIly used to characterise palatar segments before stating my position in 

Section 2.3. 

The original feature theory (see Jakobson. 1938f 1962: Jakobson. Fant & Halie. 

1952) used the binary acoustic kature [grave] to differentiate between [-grave] peripheral 

sounds such as /p. b/ and /k. gl versus [-grave] non-peripheral sounds such as /t. dl. 

This binary acoustic feature [gravel was replaced by Chomsky and Halls in the 

SPE by the binary miculatory feature [coronal]. Chomshy & Halle claimed that palatal 

segments are non-coronal. or [-coronal] sounds. since they were considered to involve 

tongue-body articulations. Under this definition. dental. alveolar. retrotlex. palato- 

a1veola.r. and alveolo-pdatal segments are grouped together as [+coronal] while labial. 

palatal and velar sounds are classified as [-coronal]. 

However. the classification of palatal sounds as [-coronal] proved controversia1 as 

it fails to capture the fact that alveolars such as it. d. ni and palatals such as ic. j. p/ otien 

pattern together phonologically. For example (as discussed in Chapter One. Section 3.3). 

in Sanskrit an alveolar [n] is retroflexed to b] if it tbllows a retroflex continuant as long as 

there is no intervening alveolar. retroflex or palataI sound (Whitney. 1885: Odden. 1978). 

SimiIarly. in Hungarian the coronal fricatives [s, z, S,3] assimilate to [ts. d z  tJ, ds] 

respectiveIy when they are preceded by either alveolar [t. d] or palatal [c. j] (Vago. 1989: 

Hume, 1992). 

To better reflect the common patterning of alveoIars and palatals. palatals were 

redefined by post-SPE phonologists as coronal sounds. Initially, post-SPE phonologists 

argued against the replacement of [grave] in favor of [coronal] since the feature [-grave] 



can capnue the natural class of alveolars and palatals (see Vememann & Ladefoged 1973; 

Vago. 1976; and Odden. 1978). A resolution was reached by redeftning palatals as 

Coronal sounds on the basis of the articulatory affinity between alveolar /L d. n, and 

palatal Ic, j, JIl (see for e.g. Lahiri & Blumstein. 1984; Keating 1988, 199 1. This 

redefinition of defining features was prompted by Pagliuca & Mowrey (1 980) who noted 

that the phonological patterning of alveolars with palatals has an crrricrrlatory motivation 

(thus eliminating the need for the acoustic feature _gave). 

Currently. most phonologists are in agreement that palatal sounds are indeed 

coronal. The classification of palatals as coronal is justified on several bases. First. 

palatals pattern phonologically with alveclars as we saw above in the Sanskrit and 

Hungarian examples. Since partial motivation for feature based analyses is to represent 

natural classes. alveolars and palatals require a common feature to capture this pattern. 

Secondly. palatal sounds in general are articulated very far fonvard in the mouth. Keating 

( 1991 : 38) notes that --palatals are articulated much fiuther fonvard in the mouth. and on 

the tongue. than has often been assumed" so that theoretically palatals are 'next to' 

velars. but rather far apart in practice. Thirdly. and crucially. in the articulation of 

palatals the tongue blade touches just behind alveolar ridge so that the point of 

constriction itself is coronal. 

2.3 C d  Feature Hierarchy 

We have seen that Czech convasts two stop places of articulation that are 

phonologicaily coronal: alveolar It. dl versus Ic. jl. Given. then. that Czech has two 

coronal places of articulation. the Place node Coronal needs to be elaborated for one of the 

segments in order to distinguish behveen the two segments. We now need to establish 

and motivate the dependent feature of the Coronal node. The question is: What is the 

contrasting feature between alveolar and palatal places of articulation? Stevens ( 1972. 

1989) points out that some articulatory gestures are easier to make than others for 

physiological reasons, and that considerations of ease of articulation and auditory 

distinctiveness can influence the phonetic structure of a Ian-wee. He notes that this may 

account for the comparative lack of palatal sounds among the world's lanilIlgages. If we 



assume that marked sounds are less frequent, then palatals are more marked than 

alveolars. 

Moreover. the historical development of palatal segments in Czech would support 

the assumption that palatals are more marked than alveolars. At some point. Proto-Slavic 

had three places of articulation for stops: /p, t, W. However. the palatalization of alveolar 

consonants occurred when an alveolar was followed by a tione vowel (Carlton. 1991). 

Rice & .\very (1991) have shown that marked sounds are structurally more 

complex. In the phonological framework of feature geometry, segment complexity is seen 

in as a more elaborate feature structure. Thus, we would expect palatal segments to have a 

feature structure with more featural representation than alveolar segments. 

Therefore. based on markedness and historicai considerations I will argue that 

palatal. rather than alveolar. se-ments in Czech are more structurally complex and require 

W e r  elaboration of the Place node by a dependent feature. In the next section we 

discuss the feature [anterior]. commonly used to distinguish between anterior and 

posterior coronal segments. as well as its converse, [posterior]. I then present arguments 

for the representation of the marked palatal segments by the dependent feature 

[posterior]. 

2.3.1 Anterior versus posterior 

Assuming that palataIs are more marked than alveoIar segments and consequently 

require further elaboration of the coronal node. we now need to determine which feature is 

contrastive in the representation of these two coronal segments. I will present an 

overview of features that have traditionally been used to distinguish coronal segments 

before I present arguments for the feature I assume in this thesis. 

In the SPE. Chomsky & Halle used the binary features [+anterior] and [-anterior] 

(replacing the feature [compact]) to distinguish between anterior and posterior coronal 

segments in languages that contrast more than one coronal place of articulation. The 

feature [+anterior] described sounds produced at or in fiont of the alveotar ridge such as 

labial. interdentat. dental and alveolar sounds; these are distinguished fiom [-anterior] 

segments produced behind the alveoIar ridge such as palato-alveolar. retroflex. alveolo- 

palatal. palataI. velar, and uvular. 



Since Sagey (1986), however, the use of [anterior] in Feature Geometry theory has 

for the most part been limited to being a terminal node for the coronal place of articulation 

only, and is thus used primarily to distinguish more front coronal segments such as Is. zl 

from more back coronal segments such as /I, 9. One possibility, then. would be to define 

Czech alveolar segments as [anterior] and palatal segments as [-anterior]. However. as 

discussed in Chapter 1 on phonological theory and feature geometry. recent empirical and 

theoretical evidence has argued that all features are monovalent (see Anderson & Ewen. 

1987: FLvery & Rice, 1989: van der Hulst, 1989). which is the stance I take in this thesis. 

I argue that articulator features are monovalent. or privative. with contrasts represented 

with the presence or absence of a node rather than by binary [+] or [-] values. 

Assuming a monovalent feature [anterior] would force us to define the more front 

alveolar segments as [anterior], while palatal segments would be less elaborated 

structurally and would be captured by the feature coronal. without further elaboration by 

a dependent feature. However. representing the marked palatal segment with less 

structural elaboration than alveolar segments is undesirable. given that marked sounds are 

considered to be structurally more complex. 

To avoid the undesirable consequence of having a more marked segment less 

structurally elaborate than the unmarked segment. I propose that the converse of the 

feature [anterior] be used. That is. the place feature [posterior] will be used as a 

dependent of the Coronal node to characterise the marked palatal sounds so that they are 

structurally more elaborate than aIveolar segments. This has the desired result of marking 

structural complexity directly in the representation. Unmarked sounds. in this case 

alveolar segments. need not be overtly represented in the featural structure but are instead 

defined by the absence of the opposite marked feature. [posterior]. Thus. I propose that 

the Czech palatal /c, j/ require elaboration of the coronal node by the feature [posterior]. 

while the alveolar pair I t  d/ are characterised by only the articulator feature coronal' . 

' Alternatively, it has been suggested that the contrastive f e a m  could be [distributed]. The feature 
[distributed] refers to manners of articulation with reference to the length of conmiction in the airflow and 
differentiates between apical sounds (made with the tongue tip) and lamina1 sounds (made with the tongue 
blade). I avoid the use of this feature as, however. as it is a constriction based feature whereas [posterior] is 
an articulator feature. 



Alveolar segments would be interpreted by the absence of the dependent feature 

[posterior]. The representations for Czech palatal and alveolar segments are given in (7): 

-4lveolar Palatal 

Root Root 

Coronal coronal 

[posterior] 

The representations in (7) correspond to markedness relations found cross-linguistically 

between alveolars and palatals. Now that we have the defining feature representins the 

contrast between alveolar and palatal stops in Czech. we can make a hypothesis as to 

English speakers' acquisition of the Czech alveolar versus palatal contrast: 

ffvporhrsis 1: If English does represent the feature [posterior] somewhere in its 

inventory. then English speakers should be able to perceive the phonemic stop contrast 

between Czech alveolar It. dl and palatal ic. j/. and hence. will be able to establish new 

segmental representations. 

As we will see in the next section. I argue that English does in fact represent the feature 

tposterior] in its inventory. 

3.0 THE PHONOLOGY OF ENGLISH 

We now turn to the segmental inventory and phonoiogical feature structure of 

English. As with the Czech inventory. I will not go into details of each segment in the 

English inventory: instead. I present a chart of the segmental inventory followed by an 



overview of English Fricatives. Tab& 4.2 below presents the segmental inventory of 

English consonants. For each place of articulatioq the voiceless member of a pair is 

presented on the left and the voiced member on the right: 

Table 4.2 Phonemic Inventory of Englkh Consonants 

As discussed extensively in Section 1. this chapter. English has a three-way stop contrast 

in comparison to the four-way stop contrast in Czech. Because English has a single 

Coronal place ofarticulation for stops. it requires oniy a bare Place node to represent this 

contrast. Further elaboration is redundant: English does not require the dependent feature 

[posterior] to characterise stops as does Czech. However. as we will see in the next 

section. English does contrast three places of Coronal articulation for tiicatives: the 

alveolar Is. z/, the alveo-palatd /I, 3/. and the den& 10, d/. 

3.1 English Coronal Fricatives 

English contrasts three places of articulation for each voiceless-voiced pair of 

fricatives: alveolar Is, 21. alveo-paIatal IS, 9, and dental 10. d/. Phonologically speaking. 

all three pIaces of articulation are Coronal pIaces of articulation so that English contrasts 

three coronal fricatives. Clearly, Coronal as place of articulation is not specific enough to 

Glottal 

h 

Velar 

g 

Palatal 

J 

PIosives 

Fricatives 

Affricates 

Nasals 

Approximant 

Lateral 

Approximant 

Alveolar 

t d  

s z 

n 

r 

1 

Alveo- 

palatal 

J 3  

tr d3 

Bilabial 

P b  

m 

w 

Labio- 

dental 

f v  

Inter- 

dental 



distinguish between them: some other feature(s) must be used. Thus, Further elaboration 

of the Coronal node is essential a s  a bare Place node of Coronal would codate  the 

phonemic distinction. Which sepental  pair is more structurally elaborate? In the next 

section, I present evidence for my claim that alveolar Js, zl are the default. underspecified 

phonemes. and that dveo-palatal /I, 31, and dental 18, d/ require hrther elaboration of the 

Place node by a dependent feature. 

3.2 Feature Rrpraentations of English Fricatives 

A review of a number of longitudinal and detailed cross-sectional studies of 

English speaking children's order of acquisition of phonemes (see for e.g. Templin. 1957: 

Pnther. Hedrick & Kern, 1975: Arlt & Goodban. 1976) reveals three consistent patterns 

\kith respect to the English coronal liicatives alveolar Is. zl. alveo-palatal /J, 9. and dental 

4. dl:  (i). there is a consistent order to children's acquisition of EngIish coronal tiicatives. 

with the alveolar 1s; being acquired first folloived by the dveo-palatal ~j'i and. somewhat 

later. the (inter)dental/0/: (ii). the Fricatives IS/ and /0/ are among the last sounds to be 

acquired. and (iii). :'J/ and 101 are among the most common sounds mis-produced by 

children with language delays (Grunwell. 1982: Stoel-Gammon & Dunn. 1985: Vihrnan st 

al.. 1986)'. 

Grunwell ( 1982) synthesized data fiom a number of first language acquisition 

studies in order to delineate a set of stages indicating which phonemes are expected at 

each stage. She points out that the alveolar Is/ is the first of the coronal fricatives to be 

acquired (fairly early) at approximately age 3;O. At this stage. the contrast benveen Is/. /J/ 

and 181 is neutralised. so that a child may produce [sip] instead of the adult form Eip] for 

'sheep' and (bzes] instead of [bae] for 'bath'. 

The second coronal Fricative to appear is the alveo-palatal /I/. which is not 

' It should be noted that these studies represent developmental norms based on large numbers of children; 
individual children may vary in their production. However. Jakobson (197 I) notes that while the pmicular 
age of acquisition of a particular phoneme may vary, the general order of acquisition is quite consistent 
across childten. 



acquired until approximately ages 3;6 to 4;5. 

Finally, the last coronal fkicatives to be acquired are the (inter)-dental 101 and Id/. 

which appear quite late at around age 4;6 but are not often not acquired consistently until 

age 5 or 6. 

Under the segmental acquisition as structural elaboration framework argued for in 

this thesis. the three patterns above can be attributed to the underspecitication of !s. d for 

Place. As discussed extensively in Chapter Two. the acquisition of segmental structure 

can be seen as a process of expanding the initial, basic feature structure provided by UG 

to the language-specific feature geometry used to differentiate native phonemes by adult 

speakers. Thus. structurally less complex (default) phonemes are acquired before those 

requiring further featural elaboration. The alveolar segments Is. zl are acquired before 

either alveo-palatal is, sf, or dental 18, dl as alveolar Is. zl require less structural 

elaboration. I argue that alveolar Is. d is the underspecified default phoneme. specitied 

only for Corona1 (the coronal node itself being triggered by contrast). while both aIveo- 

palatal /J, 9. and dental i0. d/ require further elaboration of the Place node to differentiate 

them tiom Is. z/. and from each other. Because the initial structure is minimally specified 

and elaboration (prompted by detection of phonemic contrast in the input) is necessary 

for contrast. the segments Ill and lo/ are acquired somewhat later than Is/. 

Which features are required to distinguish alveo-palatal /1,3/. and dental !0, d/ 

tiom is. z/. and tiom each other? A number of features have been argued for as being the 

key feature distinguishing between these English coronal tiicatives. including [strident], 

[grave]. [anterior] and [distributed]. Moreover. the debate does not stop at the level of 

deciding precisely which feature is the contrastive feature: phonologists differ even in 

ascribing a consistent value to each segment. I will not go into details of each of these 

proposals: instead. I present arguments for the feature [posterior] as representing dveo- 

palatal IJ, 9 and [distributed] as the contrastive feature separating dental 10. d/ from the 

other tsvo coronal fricatives. 



3.2.1 Fearzve Rrprrsrnrarion of Alvro-palard /II: 3' 

.As discussed in Section 7.3.1, Chomsky & Halle ( 1968) used the binary features 

[+anterior] and [-anterior] to distinguish beween anterior and posterior coronal segments. 

pointing out that anterior sounds have a constriction before the palato-alveolar region of 

the mouth while nonanterior sounds are produced without such a constriction. This 

proposal was rejected in this thesis as features are assumed to be privative. Thus. we 

cannot use these binary features to distinguish between the more front English Is/ and the 

more back Ijl. 

In the same section. I argued for structural representations of markedness by 

representing the more marked Czech palatd with the dependent of the Corona1 node. the 

feature [posterior]. On the same grounds. propose that because English alveo-pa1araIs ij. 

3/ are acquired later (and are thus more marked segments). they are more structurally 

complex than alveolar Is. d and must be represented by the elaborated Coronal Place 

node. That is. representing the English aIveolar fricatives Is. zl with a dependent feature 

[anterior] would result in an unmarked segment with more structural elaboration than the 

marked segment. I argue that it is the marked aiveo-palatal IS. 3/ which requires further 

structural elaboration. Alveolar Is. z/ as the default segments need not be overtly 

represented in the feanual structure but are instead defined by the absence of the 

opposite marked feature. [posterior]. Thus. I propose that the English alveo-palatds IS. 

3/ require elaboration of the coronal node by the feature [posterior]. while the alveolar 

pair /s. z/ are characterised by onIy the articuiator feature Coronal. Representing English 

alveo-palatals IS, 31 with the feature lposteriorj marks structural complexity directly in 

the representation. The representations for English alveolar and alveo-palatal segments are 

given in (8): - 



Alveolar 

Root 

Coronal 

Root 

Coronal 

[posterior] 

3 .2  2 Fearlire Represenration of' Denral ,O, dl  

The SPE defines the feanue [distributed] as a manner property differentiating 

apical (pronounced with the tongue tip) and lamina1 (articulated with the tongue blade) 

manners of articulation with reference to the length of constriction in the airtlow: in fact. 

the term apical-laminal is sometimes used in place of [distributed] (Clements. 1989). 

Sounds that are [-distributed] have shorter constriction and (usually) apical articulations 

whereas [+distributed] sounds have longer constrictions and larninal articulations. Many 

post-SPE researchers have limited [distributed] to the coronal place of articulation only. 

making the feature less controversial. However. the debate is ongoing as to which pair of 

coronal fricatives. alveolar /s. t/ or dental 10. dl. are [+distributed]: the debate hinges on 

the varying definitions of the term distributed with those claiming that Is. z/ are 

[distributed] focused on its apical production and not the length of the constriction. while 

those arguing for 10. dl as [distributed] focus on the extended length of the constriction as 

well as the apical production. 

Under the Underspecification theory of S e h k  (1988.1993). the feature 

[distributed] refers to degree of stricture. which is the position I take in this thesis in 

arguing for /0, dl as [distributed] due to the extended constriction of the active articdator. 

I argue that (inter)dental 18, dl contrast with Is, zl on the basis of the Feature [distributed] 

as a dependent of the Coronal node. The feature representations for the three English 



Coronal fricatives are in (9): 

(9) 

Alveolar 

is. Z/ 

Root 

Coronal 

Root 

Coronal 

[posterior] 

Dental 

Root 

Coronal 

[distributed] 

We have seen that English contrasts only one place of articulation h r  stops. 

thereby making further elaboration of the featural structure redundant. However. English 

does contrast three coronal places of articulation for fricatives and tfius requires W e r  

elaboration of the structural representation for one of these segmental pairs. Follotving 

work in child language acquisition I argue that the later acquired segments dveo-palatal :'J: 

3/ and dental /€I. dl are more structuraIly complex and required huther elaboration of the 

PIace node. Following arguments for Czech I argue that the marked a1veo-palatal /I, 3/ 

was represented by the dependent feature [posterior], while the marked dental segments 

10, d/ required the feature [distributed]. English thus does represent the feature 

Iposterior] somewhere in its inventory. Under Brown's model of L 1 interference in L2 

segmental acquisition, if an L3 learner manipulates the feature representing a particular 

phonemic contrast somewhere in the inventory, they should be able to perceive any 

contrast requiring that feature. In other words. the contrasting feature need not be utilised 

for the same contrast in the L 1 as in the L2. Thus. although Czech requires the feature 

[posterior] to maintain a distinction between alveolar and palatal stops which is 

meccesary in English. English speakers do represent the feature [posterior1 to 

distinguish between alveolar and alveo-paiatal fricatives. Consequently. English speakers 

should be able to perceive the distinction between alveolar and palatai. and hence. will be 



able to establish new segmental representations. 

In sum: this chapter establishes the feature geometries for Czech and English as a 

tiamework for the experimental data on English speakers' acquisition of the Czech 

alveolar versus palatal stop contrast examined in Chapter 5. 1 argued that English does in 

fact contrast the dependent feature [posterior], albeit for a different phonemic contrast 

than in Czech. However, even though English and Czech require the dependent feature 

[posterior] for different phonemic contrasts, perception of the novel L2 contrast should 

occur. Having established the feature inventories for Czech and English, we are now 

ready to turn to experimental data on English speakers' perception and production of the 

Czech alveolar versus palatal stop contrast. 



cx3wrERFNE 

THE ACQUISITION OF CZECH PALATAL STOPS 

0.0 Background 

At this point in the thesis. we have covered the theoretical assumptions of 

generative phonology and both first and second language acquisition upon which I have 

based the experimental research on English speakers' acquisition of the Czech palatal 

versus alveolar stop contrast. Now that the background and motivation for the 

experimental design and research has been established. it is time to look at the 

experimental data itself. In this chapter. I outline the two experiments and results of 

native English speakers' perception and production of Czech palatal stops. 

Two types of tasks were used to determine whether or not English speakers had 

acquired the non-native phonemic stop contrast of Czech alveolar It. dl versus palatal 

'c. j t :  production and perception tasks. Both types of tasks are required as reliance on 

either perception or production data to the exclusion of the other can be misleading in the 

area of adult second language acquisition. While production tasks can provide evidence 

that a learner has acquired the phonemic structure. there are pitfalls inherent in relying 

solely on production tasks for adutt Ianpage learners. as adult learners. unlike children. 

have a fully developed motor control system and so can often produce the segment in 

question without having developed a mental (phonological) representation for the 

contrast. Experimental evidence has shown (e-g. Flege. 1995: Goto. 1971 : Sheldon & 

Strange. 1982) that some adult second Ianguage learners can appropriately articulate the 

novel sounds in particuIar tasks while being unable to perceptually contrast the novel 

phonemes. For example. Goto (197 1) found that Japanese subjects' production ability for 

the English /I/ versus !r/ contrast exceeded their perceptual abilities to distinguish the two 

phonemes. even for their own utterances: Sheldon and Strange (1981) replicated and 

extended these fmdings. By d y i n g  soIeiy on production data. then. we may assume that 

the learner has acquired the appropriate phonological structure when in fact he or she has 

not. 

SimilarIy. reliance solely on petceptuai data can be misleading as some learners 



are unable to produce a novel segment despite accurately perceiving the phonemic 

contrast. In order to avoid under- or over-assessing a learner's competence, then. it is 

necessary to look at perception data as well as at production data. 

1.0 EXPERIMENT ONE: FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

The first experiment was the Forced Choice Phoneme Selection (henceforth 

FCPS) task. The FCPS task is designed to investigate learners' perceptions of non-native 

c o n m t s  in which one member of a contrasting pair is found in the L 1. while the other 

member is not. In this case. the FCPS task was used to test native English speakers' 

perceptual abilities in distinguishing the Czech segmental contrast between the alveolar 

stops ft. dl. which do occur in English, versus the palatal stops /c. jl. which do not. Thus. 

the motivation for this experiment is to establish whether or not English speakers can 

prrcepntuiiy contrast palatal and alveolar stops. or if they will tend to perceive the non- 

native palatal stops as tokens of alveolar stops). 

There is abundant research in cross-linguistic perception showing that L2 Isarncrs 

make perceptual reference to existing L1 categories in attempting to impose structure on 

LZ speech (see for e.g. Bluhme (1 969); Schouten (1975); Strange (1992)). bluch of this 

research is in the area of voice onset time (VOT). which. in many languages (including 

English). is an acoustic cue used to distinguish between word-initial stop consonznts. For 

example. Abramson & Lisker (1970) showed that L3 learners separate a VOT-varying 

continuum of stimuli into categories corresponding to the VOT of stop consonants of 

their L1. Similarly. Flege (1987. 1988. 1990) has shown that L2 learners project their L I  

phonetic categories whenever possible on the sounds of the L2 in a process of 

-equivalence classification": only if the novel sound cannot be fit into an existing L 1 

catego? will a new phonetic category be constructed. 

Given that production of a phonemic contrast depends in part upon accurate 

perception of a contrast (the learner must be aware that two sounds are in contrast). and 

that LZ learners appear to make perceptual reference to existing L I categories to impose 

structure on novel L2 sounds. it was important to first establish English speakers' Ievel of 

perceptual acuity for the Czech phonemic stop contrast of alveolar It. Id versus palatal 



/c, j /  before looking at their productive competence. Under the phonological model of L 1 

interference developed throughout this thesis, learners of a second language should be 

able to perceive a novel segmental contrast if that contrast is distinguished by a feature 

utilised in the native inventory for some phonemic contrast, If the native language does 

not utilise a pmiculw feature on which the novel segmental contrast is based. then 

perception of that contrast should be precluded. The absence of the distinguishing feature 

in the L 1 inventory means that both the novel segment as well as the familiar sefaent 

will be fumeled into a single L 1 phonemic category. In the case of English speakers 

learning Czech. the palatal stops /c. jl would be perceived as tokens of alveolar stops It. dl 

much in the same way that allophones of It. dl in English are perceived as belonging to 

the phonemic category of alveolar stops. As learning is error-driven. without accurate 

perception of the novel phonemic contrast new segmental representation cannot be 

established. 

As I argued in Chapter Four. the distinguishing feature between Czech alveolar 

It. dl and palatal /c, j/ is the monovalent feature [posterior] as a dependent of the Coronal 

Place node for the palatal segments /c. j / .  Moreover. while English does not have palatal 

stops in its phonemic inventory and therefore requires only a bare Place node in its 

representation of coronal stops (without W e r  elaboration of the Coronal node by the 

feature [posterior]). it tlors require the feature [posterior] to distinguish between the 

front. or anterior. Fricatives !s, z/ and back. or posterior. Fricatives. !J. 1. Thus. 

English speakers shorild be able to perceptually contrast alveolar It. dl and palatal !c. ji 

since they manipulate the distinguishing feature for another phonemic contrast in their 

inventory. This gives us the hypothesis: 

~vporhesis: Since English does utilise the feature Cposterior] in its inventory for some 

phonemic contrast. then English speakers should be able to perceive the distinction 

between Czech alveolar and palatal segments. They will subsequently be able to 

establish a new segmental representation for palatal segments. 



I .  1 ~l.lethodology 

1. I .  1 Subjects 

Eight adults self-reporting normal hearing participated in this experiment. The 

experimental group consisted of six addt  North-American English speaking learners of 

Czech. All six subjects were living in Prague. Czech Republic and were enrolled in 

Czech language courses. Despite living in a Czech-speaking environment. all subjects 

reported that their main language of communication at work and socially was primarily 

English; Czech was used minimally. The subjects were between 25 and 40 years of age. 

There was a wide range in length of eqmsure. to the Czech language. ranging from three 

months to ten years. Ages and length of exposure to Czech for each subject is indicated 

in (1) .  (Note that length of exposure is marked From the time of first arrival in the Czech 

Republic and not %om the start-of-study date: moreover. some subjects had returned to 

the United States and back to Prague at least once.) 

( 1 ) Subject 1: kIL. age 26 

Length of exposure to Czech: 3 months 

Subject 2: JD. age 37 

Length of exposure to Czech: 5 months 

Subject 3: AD. age 2 1 

Length of exposure to Czech: 11 months 

Subject 4: SW. age 31 

Length of exposure to Czech: I 1 months 

Subject 5: JA. age 25 

Length of exposure to Czech: 1 year 

Subject 6: RK, age 40 

Len_& of exposure to Czech: 10 years 

There was also a control group consisting of one female and one male native 

speaker of the Prague dialect of the Czech language. The ages of the two control subjects 

were 26 and 28 years, respectiveky- 



1.1.2 Stirnuli 

The stimuli consisted of 100 individual mono- and bi-syllabic words in which one 

of the four Czech test segments, i.e. voiceless alveolar It/, voiced alveolar /dl. voiceless 

palatal /c/ or voiced palatal Ijl, occurred. Test segments appeared either word-initially. 

word-medialIy. or word-finally. with the exception that the two voiced segments /d/ and 

91 did not appear word-finally. As voiced consonants devoice word finally in Czech. the 

contrast between /t - d/ and /c - jl codlates at the surface level so it was impossible to 

include tokens of word-tinal /dl and I]/. The breakdown of stimuli by word position of 

the test segmenr is show-n in (2): 

( 2 )  (a)  40 tokens with a word-initial stop; 10 each of word-initia1 [[I. [c 1. [dl. It] 

(b) 40 tokens ttlh a word-medial stop: 10 each of word-medial [tj. [c 1. [dl. b] 

( c )  30 tokens with a word-final stop: 10 each of word-final [t]. [ c ]  

[n order to examine the effect, if any. of folIowing vowels (or preceding vowels in 

the case of word-final test tokens). vowel quaIity was varied with equal numbers of the 

vowels fa/. /E/. /I/. /o/. and /u/ following (or preceding) the test segments. For 

consistency. an effort was made to use only short vowels: however. in some instances a 

lexical item containing a short vowel did not exist so a word with a long vowel was used. 

This should not affect the task as English does not have contrasting vowei quanriv. 

Thus. each of the tour stop segments wouid have two tokens of each following vowel for 

word-initial and word-rnedial stimuli. and two tokens of each preceding votvei in the case 

of word-final tokens. The breakdown according to word-position as well as vowel 

quality is given in (3): 



(3) (a) 40 tokens with a word-initial stop 

= 10 tokens each of word-initial [t], [c], [dl, It] 

= 2 tokens each of following vowel [a]. [E]. [I]. [o]. [u] 

(b) 40 tokens with a word-medial stop 

= 10 tokens each of word-medial [t]. [c]. [dl. It] 

= 2 tokens each of following vowel [a], [E], [I]. [o]. [u] 

(c) 20 tokens with a word-final stop 

= 10 tokens each of word-final [t], [c] 

= 2 tokens each with preceding vowel [a]. [E]. [I]. [o]. [u] 

To illustrate. a single token of each cype of stimuli for the segment It/ is siven in (4). 

(The complete list of test stimuli in orthographic and phonetic forms can be found in 

,Appendix One.) 

(4) 

[a1 

Word-initial [t] t a b  

Word-medial [t] jota 

Word- tinal [t] bElat 

CEI 
tebe 

jete1 

ojet 

Erl [ol [ ~ l  

ty ka tolik t&a 

v e ~  beton potuk 

nosit jekot ochut 

The stimuli were all tokens of natural Czech words. To ensure that the stimdi 

were identical for all subjects. the stimuli were recorded using a Sony TCD-100 Digital 

Audio Tape (DAV Recorder and a Universd ECM-MS908C Stereo Microphone by a 

female %-year old. University-educated native speaker of the Prague dialect of Czech. -4 

timer was used during recording in order to teave a 10-second break between each token. 



Before the experiment proper began. the experimenter prepared the subjects for 

the task tvith an overview of the four test segments as  well as a five-token practice 

session. The overview consisted of a brief presentation of the four segments ltl. id/. Ic!, 

and /f/ in which each sound was produced in isolation and then in word-initial position. 

This was repeated three times for each segment, for a total of six repetitions of each 

segment. Following the overview presentation of sounds, subjects were given a practice 

run consisting of tive tokens to familiarise them with the procedure and symbols. 

Subjects were told that each item they would hear contained one of the four target 

sounds. and that the sound could come at the beginning, middle. or end of the word. The 

subjects were told that they would be required to fill in blanks in the written words 

indicating which of the sounds they had heard. using the symbols shown in (5) for each 

sound: 

( 5 )  If you hear: Then write: 

[ t I t 

[cl t' 

[dl d 

It1 d' 

The subjects were asked if they understood the test procedure: if they indicated that they 

understood. then tve proceeded to the practice stimuli. Subjects were given a practice 

sheet on which to mark the perceived sounds. The practice sheet is shown in (6): 

Practice: 

a. u-ek 

b. o l e  

c. chres- 

uka d- - 
e. o i v  



Follou~ing the practice, we proceeded to the experiment proper regardless of the 

correctness or incorrectness of the subject's responses on the practice tokens. Subjects 

were not given feedback on their responses. For the experiment, the subjects were 

presented with a sheet of paper with a list of words numbered from 1-100. As in the 

practice. a blank was left in each word indicating where the subject was to mark the 

perceived segment. (A sample of the test sheet can be found in Appendix One.) The 

words were in random order. The aural stimuii for both the five practice tokens and the 

test proper were presented over headphones attached to the DAT recorder at a 

comfortable listening level as determined by the subject. After each 25 words. the 

subjects were given a 30 second break to avoid test fatigue. 

1.2 Resrrltr 

For the Forced Choice Phoneme Selection task. tokens were marked on place of 

articulation and not voicing quaiity so chat if a subject marked alveolar -t ' rather than 

alveolar 'd'. it was considered to be correct. .As alveolar stops occur in English. 

performance on alveolar tokens was not counted in the tabuIation of percentages as 

accurate perception on these items wouid be consistent with the subjects' L1. Only one 

subject perceived a token of an aIveolar stops as a palatal. Results show that the subjects 

could perceive the Czech alveolar it. d/ versus palatal ic. ji distinction at greater than 

chance levels. and results varied with lengh of exposure to Czech. (Individual and group 

results for the FCPS task can be found in Appendix Two.) The nvo Czech controls both 

scored 100%. Table 5.1 illustrates the percentage of correct tokens for each subject. by 

word position: 
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Tuble! 5- I Prrcrn luge of* Palatal S f p  Tokens Perceived Correctly 

Let's Iook tirst at the overall performance ofthe group. Overall. all six subjects 

had the greatest perceptual acuity for tokens with word-initial palatal stops: palatals were 

perceived as alveolar :'t. df less frequently in word-initid position. Percentages comcr 

for word-initial palatal tokens ranged horn a low of 70% for Subject 1. ML. a beginner 

with only three months of exposure to Czech. to a near perfect score of 95% (only one 

token perceived incorrectly) for RK with 10 years of exposure to Czech. Higher 

pertbrmancs on word-initial tokens can be seen as a result of greater saliency for word- 

initial consonants. as place of articulation cues are provided by the change t?om 

consonant to the foilowing vowei. 

Conversely. word-fmaI pdatd stops were correctly perceived as palatals at a 

much Iower rate. This can be expected as acoustic cues for place are less salient word- 

finally without recourse ro place of articulation cues provided by transition effects of the 

shift from consonant to vawei. The two subjects with the least amount of exposure to 

Czech were at Iower chan chance LeveIs on word-fmal palatal stops: Subject I. ML. 

perceived 20% of the tokens containing word-fmal voiceless palatal [c] correctly while 

Subject 2. JD. has a slightly higher score with 30% of the word-find voiceless palatal [c] 

perceived correctly. However, these two scores on word-final tokens were the only 

scores below chance of the entire FCPS task. A third subject. AJ3. correctly perceived 

the word-final pdaM stops at chance leveis of 50%. These three scores on word-find [c] 

are much lower than the overall scores for ail tokens. Subjects 4. 5 and 6 with relativeiy 

more exposure to Czech than Subjects 1,2 and 3 perceived word-final palatal stops at 

Word 

Position 

Initiuf 

.CIediul 

Final 

Subject / Length of Exposure 

Subject I 

ML 

3 months 

70 

70 

10 

Subject 5 

JA  

I year 

80 

8 5 

70 

Subject 6 

RK 

10 years 

95 

90 

80 - 

Subject 2 

JTI 

5 months 

90 

70 

3 0 

Subject 3 

-4D 

1 1 months 

80 

80 

50 

Subject 4 

SW 

I I months 

85 

90 

70 



greater than chance levels. The highest percentage of correctly perceived word-hd 

stops was 80% by RK. the subject with the most Czech experience. With respect to 

follo~ving vowel quality. overall all subjects performed significantly worse on palatal 

tokens with a following high fiont vowel unrounded /I/. 

We now take a look at individual performances. tn general. individual 

pel"rbrmances corresponded to the overall results in that all six subjects showed greatest 

perceptual acuity for word-initial palatal /c, j / ,  and worn acuity for word-final /c. 11. I 

will go over the subjects in order of increasing length of exposure to Czech. 

Subject I. ML. had three months of Czech exposure and misperceived a total of 

twenty palatal tokens out of a possible fifty. As did all subjects. she pertorrned 

significantly worse on tokens with a following high Front unrounded /r/; however. in 

ML's case the difference between performance on tokens with a high tiont vowel /I/ and 

other vowel qualities was markedly different. ML made two errors on following vowel 

/a/ and a single error on each of the following vowels /d. loi and id: but she had seven 

errors on tokens with a high front unrounded Id. ML also had difficuln; perceiving word- 

tinal palatal stops. w i t h  eight out of ten word-find palatds perceived incorrectly as 

alveolar stops. As noted above. lower perceptual acuity for word-final consonants is 

expected as word-final consonants lack place of articulation cues provided by the 

transition from consonant to vowel. ML's performance on word-initial and word-medial 

palatal stops was at above chance levels. with six out of twenty errors tbr each position, 

In terms of perceptual differences between voiceless and voiced palatal stops1. there was 

no difference in perceptual acuity between voiced palatal /'/ versus voiceless palatal /c/: 

ML. made six errors on each type. 

The second subject. JD. had 5 months of exposure to Czech. He misperceived a 

total of 17 palatal tokens out of the total possible fifty. ID'S perceptual acuity for the 

Czech stop contrast was similar to the other five subjects in that his score for word-initial 

' Error calculation on the basis of voicing quality of the palatal (i.e fc] - 1) is calculated only for word- 
initial and word-medial tokens. Ward-fmal tokens were not inciuded in the calculation as stops devoice 
word-finally in Czech: including only word-final voiceless stops would skew the results. 



palatal tokens was higher than his score for word-final tokens. As with the other 

subjects. he made four errors on the most commoniy misperceived group of palatal 

tokens with a following high Front vowel unrounded Id and a single error on each of the 

tokens with tbllo~ving back vowels lo/ and /d. With respect to differences in 

performance on voiceless Icl versus voiced ljl. .ID had greater perceptual acuity for 

voiced palatal Ijl in making three errors on voiced exemplars compared to five on 

voiceless tokens. 

JD's results were idiosyncratic in a number of ways. JD was the only subject to 

incorrectly perceive alveolur tokens as pularal stops in two instances: (i). word-rnedially 

before a high front vowel unrounded /I/ as in token number 47. -kz~Lj'' [ kud~ 1: and (ii). 

before a mid-tiont vowel /E/ as in coken number 27. 'nPkdo' [pegdo 1. ID was also 

unusual in that his perceptual acuity for word-medial palatal tokens was substantialIy 

worse than his acuity for word-initid palatals. While most subjects had equal or near- 

equal scores on word-initial and word-medial tokens of lc. j. ID incorrectly perceived two 

out of twenty word-initial palatals incorrectly in word-initial position and six out of 

twenty word-medial palatals. In terns of vowel quality. when the vowel following the 

palatal stop was a low-front vowel la/, JD incorrectly perceived palatal Ic. jt as alveolar :t. 

d/ at a higher rate than did the other subjects: while four of the six subjects correctIy 

perceived all instances of palatals with a foIIowing /a/. JD incorrectly perceived three 

palatals tokens with a following la/. 

Subjects 3.4.5 and 6 had similar results in that they correctly perceived uN 

palatal tokens with follotving front vowels /a/ and /d. Subject 3. AD. came to the task 

with 1 1 months exposure to Czech. She made a totaI of 13 errors out of the fifty 

exemplars containing palatals. or 26% incorrect. AD made an equal amount of errors on 

word-initial and word-medial palatals stops with four out of 20 palatds. or 20%. 

perceived incorrectIy. She made substantially more errors on tokens with a follo~ing 

high front vowel unrounded Id than on other vowel qualities. incorrectly perceiving five 

palatals as alveolars with a following id as compared to a single error with a following 

mid-back vowel lo/ and two errors with a foUowing high-back vowel /u/. In terms of 



perceptual differences on voiceless versus voiced palatals, AD had the opposite tendency 

from Subject 2. JD, in that she misperceived three voiceless palatals /c/ and five voiced 

palatals If/. 

The fourth subject. SW. had the same length of exposure as AD at eleven months 

yet performed significantly better than AD on the perception task: she misperceived onIy 

eight out of the fifty palatal tokens. or 16%. as compared to the I3 tokens. or 26%. 

incorrectly perceived by AD. Moreover. SW provided the single exception to the general 

finding that perceptual ability to distinguish Czech alveolar /t. d/ and palatal !c. j/ 

increased as a function of exposure to Czech in that she madeferver perceptual errors 

than did Subject 5. JA. with one year of experience. Like Subject 3. PLD. she made no 

perceptual errors on tokens with following Front vowels /a/ and /E/. However. she 

incorrectly perceived three palatals with a following high front voweI unrounded ir l as 

compared to the tive errors made by AD. and a single error on each of the palatal groups 

with a following back vowels lo/ and 1 ~ ' .  Her performance on word-initial and word- 

medial palatals was similar with three out of hventy errors on word-initial palatal stops 

and two out of twenty errors on word-medial palatals. SW's performance was not 

significantly influenced by voicing quality of the palatal with three errors on voiceIess 

palatal /c/ tokens compared to two on voiced palatal 111 tokens. 

JA. the fifth subject with one year of experience. had a total of ten errors on the 

palatal tokens out of a possible fifty. or 20% incorrect. As with Subjects 3 and 4. Jtl  

made no perceptual errors on tokens with following front vowels la/ and !E/. She had 

similar performance on the three other preceding vowel qualities with three errors on 

palatal stop tokens preceding the high fiont vowel unrounded /r/: and two errors on tach 

of the foilowing vowels back 101 and /u/. JA showed a marked difference in perceptual 

acuity with respect to voicing quality of the palatal: she made two errors on exemplars 

with a voiceless palatal /c/ and five with a voiced paIatal /j/. 

The sixth subject. RK. had substantially more exposure to the Czech language 

than any of the other five subjects and had the best overall score. The number of 

misperception errors was correspondingly lower: he had a totaI of five misperceived 



palatal tokens out ofthe fifty exemplars, or 10%. Out of the total errors, mo of the five 

rnisperceptions were on word-fmal tokens on which place of articulation cues are less 

salient: he incorrectly perceived the word-final pdatal /c/ in tokens number 53 "havPt "' 

and number 80 "pler "'. RK made hvo errors on word-medial tokens and one on word- 

initial. In terms of vowel quality. RK incorrectly perceived two tokens with following 

high front vowel 111 and one with following high back vowel /u/. 

1.3 Dkcussion 

The overall results of the Forced Choice Phoneme Selection task showed that 

~nglish speakers can perceive the distinction between Czech alveolar it. dl and 

palatal lc, jl at greater than chance levels. These perception results supported the 

hypothesis proposed in this thesis. Thus. if Brown's mode1 is correct. English speakers 

should be subsequently able to establish new segmental representations for the palatal 

segments !c. jl. That is. they wilt be able to contrastively perceive and produce aIveolar 

it. d/ versus palatal Ic. jl. In the next section. we wiII see if the production tasks support 

this hypothesis. Before turning to the production experiments. however. we will discuss 

the tindings and implications of the FCPS task in more detail. 

.4n interesting result was obtained in the perception experiment in that the 

subjects' scores on the FCPS task were reiated to their length of exposure to Czech: the 

more exposure. the higher the score. These results are encouraging: recall From Chapter 

Three. Section 3.3 that Brown's (1998) Japanese subjects showed no increase in 

perceptual acuity on the English lateral approximant /I/ versus central approximant !rl 

contrast with increased exposure to English which Brown linked to the absence of the 

feature [Coronal] in the Japanese feature inventory. 

As the speakers 1 tested were able to phonemically contrast alveolar It. d/ and 

palatal Ic, 31 with _grater acuity with increased exposure to Czech. they may be able to 

improve on their productive ability with time. Theu experience in perceiving the 

phonemic contrasts between the aIveo1a.r fr-icatives 1s- zl and the alveo-palatal fricatives 



/J, y' along the acoustic dimension defined by the feature [posterior] enables them to 

discriminate non-native contrasts dong that same dimension. 

Recall also from Chapter Three, Section 3.4 that Matthews (1997) measured the 

effects of pronunciation training on non-native contrasts in which the Japanese subjects 

showed no increase in perceptual acuity on the English /I/ versus /r/ contrast following 

pronunciation training, while they showed sigificant improvement on the non-native 

contrasts such as Ib - v/ and 1s - 0/. Matthews argued that the segmental contrasts 

showing improvement were distinguished along dimensions corresponding to features in 

the Japanese L 1 feature geometry. whiIe the segmental contrast showing no improvement 

after training was characterised by an feature completely absent tiom Japanese. Thus. if 

the English speakers I tested can show increased acuity for the segmental contrast as a 

result of increased exposure. it is predicted that their production will improve. 

Carroll (1999) points out that L2 perceptual abilities to detect properties of the L2 

signal appear to vary as a function of the Lexicon. She notes that English speaking 

learners of French. Greek or Spanish will initially -hear' word-initial voiceless stops as 

voiced stops so that the Greek -pino k r ~ ?  "I drink wine" will be heard as either 'bino 

p i '  or 'bino k z i '  due to the long-Iag VOT of English. Once the learner realises that 

the word 'bino' would not make sense in that context he or she will realise that a slip of 

the ear has occurred. 

In sum: the six English-speaking learners of Czech tested in the Forced Choice 

Phoneme selection task were able to perceive the Czech alveolar /t. dl  versus palatal /c. j/ 

distinction at greater than chance levels, Word-position of the palatal played a role in 

perceptual acuity. with word-initial palatal /c. j/ tokens perceived correctly more 

frequently than word-tinal /c. j i due to place of articdation cues provided by transition 

effects from consonant to following vowel. Under Brown's phonological model of L 1 

interference assumed in this thesis. learners of a second language should be able to 

perceive a novel segmental contrast if that contrast is distinguished by a feature present 

elsewhere in the native inventory, as the presence of the contrasting feature in the L 1 mil! 

allow them to perceive any contrasts along that dimension. As the subjects were able to 



perceptually contrast Czech alveolar versus palatal stops, the results of this experiment 

thus appear to support the hypothesis that English does manipulate the feature [posterior] 

in its inventory. Because English does manipdate the contrasting feature. English- 

speaking learners of Czech should e v e n m y  be able to productively contrast Czech 

alveolar It. di versus palatal Ic. j / .  In the next section we turn to production tasks to see if 

these English-speaking learners of Czech can contrastively produce the Czech alveolar It. 

dl versus palatal !c. J/ distinction. 

2.0 EXPERIMENT TWO: PRODUCTION TASKS 

.4s noted in the inuoduction. in order to avoid over- or under-estimating adult L2 

learners' phonological or mental representations for novel segmental contrasts. we 

require nvo types of tasks to determine whether or not second language learners have 

acquired a non-native phonemic contrast: production and perception tasks. In 

Experiment 1. I established that English speaking learners of Czech can perceptually 

contrast alveolar stops It. d/ with palatd stops /c. J/ at greater than chance levels. and that 

perceptual acuity increased with length of exposure to Czech. Now it is time to turn to 

production evidence for the Czech alveolar !t dl versus palatal Ic. j/ segmental contrast. 

Research has shown that both speakers who can perceive the novel phonemic contrast 

and those who cannot are abIe to produce the novel segment. 

2.1 ~bfcthodology 

21.1 Subjects 

A random four adult Czech learners from Experiment I participated in 

Experiment 2. including both the subjects with the least and the most amount of exposure 

to Czech. Two subjects. AD and SW. each with eleven months of experience did not 

participate. Subjects. ages. and length of exposure are given in (7): 



(7) Subject 1: ML, age 26 

Length of exposure to Czech: 3 months 

Subject 2: JD. age 37 

Length of exposure to Czech: 5 months 

Subject 3: JA. age 25 

Length of exposure to Czech: 1 year 

Subject 4: RK, age 40 

Length of exposure to Czech: 10 years 

2.1.2 Stimuli 

To elicit speech data tbr the production experiment. subjects were recorded in several 

situations: reading a list of 15 sentences: responding to questions in casual conversation: 

and spontaneous speech whenever possible. The stimuli for the sentence reading task can 

be found in Appendix Three. The stimuIi sentences varied in length; each contained a 

minimum of three tokens of test segments It/. !dl. /c/. or 41. up to a mavimum of seven. 

The token-containing words consisted of both high and low freq~ency words. I will tirst 

discuss tokens obtained in tiee speech before moving on to the Sentence Reading task. 

2.2 Results 

2.2. I Free Prodtiction 

The samples for the free production task were obtained by either questioning in 

conversation or random samples of spontaneous speech recorded when possible. Over 

the course of the data elicitation, the four subjects produced a variety of words containing 

tokens of alveolar and palatal stops. In the interests of ctarity and comparison. I present 

only those words that were produced by d l  four speakers. Results are given in Table 5.2 

below: 



Table 5.2 English Speakers' Produc~ion of Palatal Stops in Free Speech 

Let's look at the group patterns fm. A crucial finding was that no subject 

produced native-sounding palatal stops. Both inter- and intra-speaker variabilip was 

common. with all subjects producing more than one substitution in place of palatal stops 

!c. 11- There were three cypes of substitution for palatal stops. The b e e  patterns of 

substitution are given in (8) in descending order of frequency of occurrence across 

subjects: 

Orthographic 

Form 

I. d e l h  

3. rodinu 

3. vid5t 

4. diky 

5. vGdE1a 

6. divadlo 

7. dEti 

8. ti 

9. jest5 

10. ted' 

1 I .  mest8 
)r 

Phonetic 

Form 

belann] 

[rojmu] 

[vrjet] 

bikr] 

[ v j ~ j e ~ a ]  

b~vadlo] 

~ E C I ]  

[ 

[ jEbE] 

[~Ec]  

[mjEscEI 

Gloss 

'do' (1.p.s) 

jfbmil~' 

'(0 see' 

'thanks ' 

'knew'(3.p.s. I 

'theatre ' 

'kids' 

;vort(cicrr.)' 

's~ill' 

'now ' 

'(in) torvn' 

Subject / Length of Exposure 

Subj.4 

RK 

I0 yrs 

Ed1 

Ed1 

[dl 

Subj.1 

LML 

3 mo. 

[il 

[dl 

Lil 

Lil 

[dl 

Dl  

[d I t] 

[tl 

[tl 

[t 1 

[ t ~ j ~ ]  

Subj. 2 

JD 

5 mo. 

[dl 

[dl 

[dl 

Subj.3 

JA  

1 yr 

[dj 1 

[dl 

[djl 

[dl 

[dl 

[dl 

[djl 

[dl 

[djl 

[djl 

[dj ! t] 

It] 

It 1 

[tl 

[tj 1 

[dl , [dl 

[d 1 t] 

[t 1 

[ t 1 

Etl 

[t1 

[dj !' t] 

it] 

[tj 1 

[t I 

[tj 1 



(8) Substitution for Czech Palatal ic, j/ in Free Production 

(i) Alveolar [t, d] 

(ii) Alveolar stop plus palatal glide sequence [tj, dj] 

(iii) Palatal glide ti] 

The most common pattern was alveolar substitution, with all subjects substituting 

dveolar [t. d] for palatal [c, j ]  in at least some instances. The second most common 

pattern was alveolar stop plus palatal glide sequences [tj] and [dj] as produced by 

Subjects 3 and 4. The third pattern of substituting a palatal glide b] for the voiced palatal 

stop b ] w a  produced by only one speaker. IML. 

Now let's look at individual performances. Both inter- and intra- speaker 

variation in production were common. yet the variation showed consistent patterns. For 

each subject. I will present individual patterns of production in the natural speech task. 

foIlowed by a comparison with performance on the tokens elicited on the reading task 

discussed in Section 2.2.1. Individual performances are discussed in ascending order of 

length of exposure to Czech. 

ML, the subject with the least amount of exposure to Czech at 3 months. 

systematically produced different segments for the voiced and voiceless palatals. For the 

voiceless Czech palatal. ML had a single substitution: she produced voiceless alveolar 

stops [t] in place of the voiceless palatal stop [c] in all instances. There were no instances 

of palatal glides replacing voiceless palatal stop which I attribute to the hct that English 

does not have a phonemic voiceless palatal glide. Examples of ML's production for 

voiceless palatals are presented in (9). (For this example and all the following examples 

in this section on free production. the number in square brackets directiy to the left 

indicates the token number on the list in Table 5.2): 

(9) orthographic form Czech production ML's production 

a. [8.] ti LC11 [hl 

b. ~9.1 jeW L~ESCEI CieJtel 

c. [lo.] ted' [~Ec] kt ]  



However, for the voiced palatal stop [t] EvIL alternated between production of the palarai 

glide [i] in place of a stop of any kind. and the voiced alveolar stop [dl. Examples of 

ML's production of the palatal glide [i] in words containing the voiced palatal stop It] are 

given in (10a-t): samples of her production of voiced alveolar [dl in place of the voiced 

palatal b] are in ( 10d- t) 

(10) orthographic form Czech production IML's production 

a [I.] d E l h  b ~ l ~ m ]  Uelarn] 

b. [3.] videt [ V Y E ~ I  [vrjet] 

c. [4.] diky fjik ] Ijikr] 

The two patterns of production for Czech palatal segments /c. j/ indicate that iL[L is 

beginning to productively contrast alveolar versus palatal stops although her production 

is not nativelike. However. this productive contrast is not consistent as she is still 

producing alveolar !t. dl in place of palatd Ic. j/ in some instances. 

At five months of exposure to Czech. Subject 2 JD did not produce any palatal 

glides or alveolar stop plus glide sequences. but instead substituted alveolar stops for both 

voiced and voiceless palatals stops in aII instances, In doing so, JD hlly conflated the 

phonemic distinction between alveobar It. d! and palatal !c. jl. Thus. JD produced 

alveolar [t] for both alveolar [t] and palatal [c] as  shown in figure ( 1 la-b); he produced 

voiced alveolar [dl tbr both dveolar [dl and palatal lf] as shown in (I lcd):  



( 1  1 )  orthographic form 

a. tY 

b. 18.1 ti 

c. jdu 

d. [I . ]  d t l h  

Czech production 

[Ql 

Ic11 

JD's production 

[hl 

[ti1 

Thus. while JD's results on the FCPS task showed his perceptual acuity to be at greater 

than chance levels. he does not appear to productively contrast the phonemes in 

production. 

The fourth subject JA. at one year of exposure to Czech. produced both alveolar 

stops /t. dl as well as alveolar plus glide sequences /tj. dj/ for both voiced and voiceless 

palatal segments. However. of all four subjects JA was the most consistent in her 

production of alveolar plus palatal glide sequences in place of palatal stops: that is. JA 

conflated the distinction between alveoiar It. dl and palatal /c. jt less often than did the 

other subjects. Vowel qualiry intluenced production: JA consistently produced an 

alveolar stop plus glide [tj, dj] in piace of both vaiceless and voiced palatal stops when 

the following vowet was a mid Eront unrounded /d. JA's production for voiced palatat 

stops before the mid front unrounded vowel id is shown in tigure ( l2a-d): her 

production for voiceless palatal stops before the mid front unrounded vowel id is sholn 

in ( l2e-t): 

( 12) orthographic form 

a. [I.] dE1h 

b. [3.] vidst 

Czech production JA's production 

h ~ l ~ n ]  [djelam] 

[V4 [mdjet] 

[ Y ~ E F I ~ ~  [ v j ~ d j ~ l a ]  

G 1 E ~ t l  [dj~fil 



In tiont of all other vowels- JA produced a plain alveoiar It. d] rather than a palatal stop 

or alveolar plus glide sequence for both voiceless and voiced palatal stops. Tkis is 

presented in ( 1 3): 

( 1 3 ) orthographic form Czech production JA's production 

a [2 . ]  rodinu [rojmuj [rodmu] 

b. [8.] ti [ell [a 
c. [6.] divadlo hrvadto] [d~vadlo ] 

The fourth subject. RK. dso  varied in production between alveolar and alveolar 

plus glide sequences. In place of Czech palatal stops /c. d. RK otien produced alveolar 

plus pdatal glide sequences [tj. dj] as shown in ( 14): 

( 14) orthographic form Czech production R K ' s  production 

a. (5.1 vEdEla [vj ejela] [vj~djelal 

b. [6.] divadlo Ijcvadlo ] [djwadlo I 

C. [7.1 d ~ t i  Cf~c~l Edj~nl 

d. [I I.] mbtE [mj~sce] [mjestj~] 

However. RKs alternation between dveolar stop and dveolar stop plus glide 

sequences did not appear to be influenced by the foUowing vowel q d i t y  as we saw 



earlier with Subject 3. JA. As discussed above, JA consistently produced an alveolar plus 

glide sequence when the following vowel was a mid front mounded vowel /el and an 

alveolar stop at other times: RK was not as  consistent in that he produced both alveolar 

stops and alveolar plus glide sequences when &e following vowel was a mid front /el. 

Exemplars of RK's production on words with a palatal followed by a mid fiont vowel / E /  

are given in (15); voiced and voiceless alveolar plus glide sequences are given in ( I ja-b): 

voiced and voiceless alveolar stops are given in (1 3cd): 

( 1  5) orthographic form Czech production RK's production 

a. [ j . ]  vedEla [vj E j€ [a] [vjedj~la] 

b. [ I  1.1 mtstt [mjesce] [mjestje] 

2 . 2 .  Sentence Rending Task 

For the sentence reading task. tokens were marked on place of articulation and not 

voicing quality so that if a subject said alveolar [dl rather than alveolar [t]. it was 

considered to be correct. As with the perception tasks. performance on alveolar tokens 

was not counted in the tabulation of percentages as accurate perception on these items 

would be consistent with the subjects' LI.  The two Czech controls both scored 100%. 

Results are in Appendix Three. The stimuli were initially transcribed by myself. with 

firther consultation with two native speakers of Czech. 

Turning first to the goup patterns. the most noticeable finding was that no subject 

produced a native-sounding Czech pdatal stop /c! or If/- The closest production to a 

Czech palatal stop was a sequence of an alveolar stop followed by a palatal glide. PaIatal 

stops [c] and It] were consistently replaced by one of two patterns: (i). alveolar [t. dl; or 

(ii). alveolar stop plus palatal glide sequences [tj, dj]. The first pattern whereby palatal 



[c. j ]  were replaced with alveolar [t. d] was significantly more frequent than the second 

pattern of alveolar plus glide sequences. The determining factor as to whether an 

dveolar stop or an alveolar plus glide was substituted appears to be lexical knowledge: 

palatal stops in common or high frequency words (for example. "deti" [jet1 ] 

('children')) were replaced with alveolar plus glide sequences. while the palatal stops in 

less common words (for example, "chot' " [ xoc ]('morher-in-lmv 7) were replaced \kith 

alveolar stops. In some instances. all palatal tokens in an entire sentence were replaced 

with alveolar stops by all subjects. 

AS we saw in Chapter 4. Section 1.2.1. the distinction between alveolar It. itl and 

palatal /c. 11 is marked directly in the orthography in Czech: however. the cues can be 

confusing for a non-native speaker. This may be attributed partidly to the fact that the 

orthographic cue indicating palatal /c. jl varies with respect to the following vowel so that 

palatal segments are marked in three different ways. If learners of Czech are 

disregarding the orthographic curs to place of articulation. then they cannot be expected 

to produce the palatal stop in unfamiliar lexical items in a reading task. As we nil1 see 

shortly in the discussion of individual results. one subject. JA. did appear to be sensitive 

to the orthographic cue for palatal stop on tokens with a fotlowing 'e'. i.e 'Z'. 

Now let's look at individual perfbrmances. Inter-speaker variation was common. 

yet within this variability there was a consistent pattern. The four subjects fell into two 

categories in terms of production for palatal stops: Group I contlated the phonemic 

distinction between Czech alveolar I t  d/ and palatal /c. j/ while Group 3. maintained a 

phonemic distinction between Czech alveolar and palatal nops in some (but not all) 

cases. by producing both alveolar [t d] and alveolar stop plus glide sequences [tj. dj] for 

the Czech palatal stops fc. j/. Production for the two groups is given in ( 16): 



( I  6 )  Paiatd Production in the Sentence Reading task 

Group One: Alveolar It, dl produced as: [t, dl 

Palatal Ic. j l  produced as: [t. d] 

Grozrp Two: Alveolar /t. d/ produced as: [t, d] 

Palatal Ic. j l  produced as: (i) [t. dl 

(ii) [tj. dj] 

Groups 1 and 2 were divided by amount of exposure to Czech. Group I consisted of the 

nvo early beginner subjects with the least amount of exposure to Czech: K. with 3 

months of exposure to Czech. and JD. with 5 months of exposure to Czech. Both 

subjects in this group produced alveolar [t. d] for palatal [c. j ]  in all instances in the 

reading task. thereby completely contlating the phonemic distinction between alveolar 

and palatal stops. 

Group 2 consisted of the two subjects with more exposure to Czech: JX. with one 

year experience with Czech. and RK. with 10 years of exposure. The two subjects in the 

second group had two tendencies when faced with Czech palatal stops: they produced 

either an alveolar stop [t. d] or an alveolar stop pIus glide sequences [tj. dj]. However. 

within this alternation was a consistent pattern. Both JA and RK appeared to produce an 

alveolar stop when the word containing a palatal segment was unfamiliar. and an aiveolar 

stop plus glide sequence when the palatal-containing word was known to them. 

Moreover. JA consistently produced an alveolar stop pius glide sequence in place of a 

palatal stop when the palatal stop was followed by an 8 in the orthography. As we saw in 

Chapter Four. Section 1.2.1 and discussed above. when the following vowel is [E] the 

palatal place of articulation is more obviousty indicated in the orthography by means of 

the 'haEek' on the vowel. i.e, E. The -hatek' above the -e' appears to be a more saiient 

cue than the alternating ily or apostrophe used to indicate a palatal stop before other 

vowels. 



2.3 Discussion 

The resdts of the production experiments showed that English speaking learners of 

Czech can productively contrast alveolar It, d/ versus palatal Ic, jl. although their 

productions of Czech palatal stops /c, jl are not Mly nativelike. Subjects 3 and 4 who 

were able to contrast alveolar versus palatal stops produced alveolar plus glide sequences 

Itj, dj/ in place of simple palatal segments Ic, jl. The question arises as to the distinction 

between /tj/ and a palatal /c/. which may not appear to be a significant difference to a 

non-native speaker of Czech. Native speaker informants responded that the aIveolar pIus 

gIide sequence sounded much longer. they were readily able to distinguish between 

alveolar It. dl versus palatal /c. jl versus the alveolar-glide sequence /tj. dj/ for a three- 

way contrast. 

The nvo native speakers who performed as control subjects noted that while the 

alveolar plus glide sequence [tj, dj] was understood as a palatal stop due to lexical cues. 

they did not consider it to sound "Czech-like". They also noted that both the alvsulu 

plus gIide and the alveolar substituted for the palatal were preferable to substituting a 

palatal glide [i] which they considered to be unrecognizable as an exemplar of a palatal 

stop. Without contextual cues. the lexical item would be unrecognizable if produced with 

a palatal glide rather than a voiced palatal stop. Thus. while h e e  of the four English 

speaking subjects could phonemically contrast alveolar versus palatal stops. the challenge 

is tbr them to move their articulations back to the palate rather than producing the 

substantially more front alveolar plus glide sequences. 

Because the production experiment involved both a reading task as well as 

production in Free speech. I was able to compare subjects performance across production 

tasks. In the sentence reading task. knowIedge of orthographic conventions played an 

important role in subjects' productions. As we saw in Chapter Four. Section 1 .I. 1. both 

alveolar It .  dl and palatal Ic. jl sounds use the symbols 't' and 'd' in orthogaphy with the 

palatal being distinguished orthographically from the aIveolar by means of a diacritic. 

Thus. the distinction between alveolar It. d/ and palatal Ic. j/ is marked directly in the 

orthography in Czech however. comparing the results of the Sentence Reading task with 

results obtained in free speech these orthographic cues do not appear to be especially 



salient to a non-native speaker of Czech. As I noted above, the problem may be that the 

orthographic cue are not consistent across segments, but rather vary with respect to the 

following vowel so that palatal segments are distinguished from alveolar in three 

different ways: with a following apostrophe, a change in vowel symbol, and a Czech 

'h8ek'. If the subjects are disregarding the cues, then they cannot be expected to 

produce the palatal stop in unfamitiar words in a reading task. 

Another confounding variable may be that the Czech diacritic 'hatek' is used 

orthographically for purposes other than indicating a palatal stop before an .e'. First. the 

'hii:ek' is used above the letters 's', 'z' and 'c' (i.e. '5 ' .  '2'. and ' 5 ' )  to indicate that they 

are pronounced 01, [3]. and [tfl, respectively: it is also used above the 'r' (i.e. '1' )to 

indicate the trill ficative k]. Secondly, and more importantly for our purposes. the 

-hatek' is also used following the bilabial and labiodental segments [b]. [p]. [vj, [ f l  and 

[m] to indicate that the stop or Fricative is followed by a slide: that is. the letters 'b'. 'p'. 

'v'. 'f and 'm' followed by an '5' are pronounced [bj]. [pj]. [vj]. [tj] and [mj]. 

respectively. Short (1993: 459) notes that the "5 after b. p. f. v denotes not palatalised 

labials (lost in the fifteenth century) but a fully developed palatal element Lj]." Examples 

are _riven in ( 17): 

(17) Orthographic form Phonetic form Gloss 

a. bdat [ bjelat 1 ' ro groan' 

b. pet [ ej~t  1 Pve ' 

c. miisto [ mj~sto  ] Tity ' 

d. vEdiila [vj~jela] 'know' (3.p. s) 

The use of the 'hatek' as a cue to the palatal glide tbllowing the stops [p], [b], [rnl 

and fricatives [ f l  and [v] may shed some light on why the native English speaking 

subjects I tested produced palatal /c, j l as alveolar-glide sequences in many instances. 



even after ten years of exposure to Czech as in the case of RK. In terms of frequency. 

the majority of cases where an 'e' with a 'Mek '  over it occurred were for instances other 

than palatal stops Ic. j l. Moreover, there are many word pairs that differ orthographically 

only by the consonant preceding the vowel so that they appear to be minimal pairs. 

Examples are shown in ( 1 8): 

( 18) Orthographic form Phonetic form Gloss 

a. mesto [ mj~sto 1 'ciry ' 

b. test0 [ c ~ s t o  ] 'dough 

Recall that the tbur subjects who participated in the production tasks kll into two 

categories with respect to production for palatal stops in the Sentence Reading mk: 

Group 1 fully collapsed the phonemic distinction between Czech alveolar and palatal 

stops while Group 3 maintained a phonemic distinction between Czech alveolar and 

palatal stops in some (but not alf) cases. by producing both alveolar [t d] and alveolar 

stop plus glide sequences [tj. dj] for the Czech pafatal stops Ic. jl. 

Group 1 consisted of the two subjects with the least amount of exposure to Czech: 

ML. with 3 months of exposure to Czech and JD. with 5 months of exposure to Czech. 

Both subjects in this group produced alveolar [t d] for palatal [c. j ]  in all instznces in the 

reading task. Given that both subjects had very little exposure to Czech. it is not 

surprising that they did not pick up on the ortho_mphic cues to the alveolar versus palatal 

distinction. Moreover. as much of their experience was in a conversational setting. they 

may not have recognized the written form of the lexical items they were familiar with 

only in spoken form. Several of the words containing palatal stops which appeared in the 

sentence reading task were also produced by ML and JD in the course of casual 

conversation. While JD l l I y  collapsed the distinction between alveolar It, d/ and palatal 

Ic. j/ in Free production as we11 as in the sentence reading task. ML did show some 

variation in production of voiced pdatal tokens in free speech, indicating an awareness 



hat  alveolar /dl and pdatal i j /  are in contrast. For the voiced paiataI stop b], hIL 

occasionally produced the voiced palatal glide Ij] in place of the palatal stop b]. For 

example. ML produced the palatal stop b] in the word "~ l6 .m"  belim] ('I do') with a 

voiced alveolar [dl in the Sentence Reading task white in the course of conversation she 

produced it as fielin-11 with a voiced palatal glide Dl. However. for the voiceless palatal 

counterpart /c/. blL consistently produced only voiceless alveolar stops [t] in place of the 

voiceless palatal stop [c]. There were no instances of palatal glides replacing voiceless 

palatal stops which I attributed to the fact that English does not have a phonemic 

voiceless palatal glide. 

Group Two consisted of the two subjects with relatively more exposure to Czech: 

JA. with one year experience with Czech. and RK, with 10 years of exposure. The two 

subjects in Group Two productiveiy contrasted alveofar it. d/ with palatal Ic. jl. although 

their productions for /c. j/ were not 100% consistent or nativelike. Group Two had two 

tendencies in production when faced with Czech palatal stops: they substituted either an 

alveolar stop [t. d] or an alveolar stop plus glide sequences [tj. dj]. The alternation was 

consistent in that they produced an alveolar stop plus glide sequence when the palatal- 

containing word was kno\vn to them (as evidenced by their production of the same lexical 

items in natural speech) and an aIveolar stop when the word containing a palatal segment 

was a low frequency word. JA also appeared to be aware of orthographic conventions to 

some extent in that she produced an alveolar aop  plus glide sequence in place of a palatal 

stop in all instances in the reading task when the palatal stop was followed by an t in the 

orthography: this occurred even in low-frequency words such as the old-fashioned word 

"dtvte" b e v t l ~  ] ('lass'). 

3.0 STAGES OF ACQUISITION: CZECH PALATAL STOPS 

The results of the Forced Choice Phoneme Selection task showed that the English 

speakers tested couId percepmily contrast the Czech alveolar /t, dl versus palatal lc. at 

greater than chance levels. On this basis, a prediction was made that learners of Czech 



could productively contrast these two phonemic pairs, rather than producing palatal stops 

as tokens of alveolars. I found that English speaking iearners of Czech with some 

experience were able to productively contrast alveolar !t, d/ with palatal !c. j l, but that 

production varied as a result of experience and length of e.xposure to Czech. No speaker 

was able to produce a native sounding Czech palatal stop. However. within the variety 

there is a consistent pattern. The production of Czech palatal stops Ic. j/ by the native 

English speakers I studied can be broken down into two stages: 

Stage 1: Alveolar stop [t. d] 

Conflating phonemic distinction benveen aIveolar It. d/ and palatal Ic. j/ 

Both it. dl and ic. $ funneIed into alveolar category 

Stage 2:  .Alveolar stop plus palatal glide sequence [tj. dj] 

Phonemic contrast between aIveolar it. 6' and palatal i'c. ji 

Stage One is preceeded by a "pre-acquisition" stage. in which the voiced palatal stop !I/ is 

percieved and produced by native English speakers as a voiced palatal glide 01. The 

substition of fi] in place of /J/ is frequently produced by native speakers of English on 

initial exposure to the language. However. the voiceless palatal counterpart icl is 

generally produced as an alveolar [t]. I attribute this to the fact that English has a voiced - 
palatal glide Li] in its phonemic inventory. but no voiceless phonemic counterpart. 

Native-speaker informants reported that producing the glide [j] rather than a 

voiced palatal stop renders the word uninteiIigibie. They noted that this b-pe of 

substitution occurred when the Engiish speaker had little or no prior knowledge of the 

Czech language and was repeating a word uttered by the native Czech speaker. The 

common example cited was the Czech word for "thank you". i.e. -dekuju' b~kuju]. Thus. 

if they knew what the speaker was trying to produce (if. for example. the person had 

asked how to pronounce a word and was subsequently repeating it), then they cotiid 



recognize it as an instance of that particular lexical item. othenvise. substituting a palatd 

elide for a palatal stop renders the word unintelligible. - 
Subject One. ML is appears to be at this pre-acquisitional stage: she can 

perceptually contrast alveolar It. dl and pdatai /c, 31 at greater than chance levels in word- 

initial and word-medial positions, but is producing the palatal glide lj/ in place of the 

voiced palatal stop Ijl in some instances. However, it appears ML is moving on to the 

first stage of acquisition as she is also producing the alveolar It. dl in place of palatal 

Ic, jl. 

Stage One is represented by learners of Czech with some experience. Learners of 

Czech at this stage produce alveolar It dl for both the alveolar stops /t. d/ and the palatal 

stops /c. j/. They are able to perceptually contrast tokens of alveolar and palatal stops but 

are not yet contrasting them productively. Subject Two. JD appear to be at this stage: he 

scored higher than chance levels on the perception task but completely conflated the 

phonemic distinction between alveolar it. dl and palatal ic. ji in free production. in terms 

of Brown's model. learners of Czech at this stage appear to be accessins thcir L 1 

representations for corond so that both It. d/ and /c. jl are funneled into the alveolar 

category. At this stage, no new phonemic structure has been acquired. Flege's Speech 

Learning Model would cast this in terms of 'new' sounds versus 'similar' sounds. with 

palatal Ic. jl being perceived as tokens of the similar sounding L 1 alveolar stops it. d/. 

Native-speaker informants reported that when the English-speaking learner of 

Czech substitutes an alveolar stop in place of the pdatal. meaning is generally retained. 

In terms of comprehension. they indicated that substitution of the alveolar for the paIatal 

was greatly preferred over substitution of a palatal glide. 

At Stage Two. learners appear to productivety contrast alveolar It. dl with palatal :c. 

31 although the production is not yet M y  native-like. Learners at Stage Two produce 

alveolar stop plus palatal glide sequences /tj. dj/ in place of palatal stops to maintain a 

phonemic contrast between alveolar It. d/ and palatal /c. j/. Native-speaker informants 

reported that ltj, djl sound substantidly longer than a simple palatal segment [c. j] and 

they classify it as a t + j sound. 



.4lthough none of the four subjects for whom I rvas able to gather production data 

were able to produce what could be considered a native-like palatal stop (by producing 

instead the sequences alveolar stop plus palatal glide), under the phonological model of 

L I interference developed in this thesis, native English speakers should be able to 

eventually develop new segmental representations for the palatal stops /c. j l  as they have 

the required featural "building block" of [posterior] with which to do so. I propose. then. 

an eventual third stage of acquisition for native Engiish speakers: 

Sruge Three: Czech palatal stop /c. j l  

Able to productively contrast alveolar /t. d/ versus palatal /c. d 

Unfortunately. none of the four subjects tested in the production experiments 

reached this third level of acquisition. However. if we accept the arguments presented in 

this thesis that (i). the ability to establish new segmental representations for a novel LZ 

segmental contrast relies on the L1 inventory of features. and (iij. English speakers do 

have the underlying feature [posterior] with which to contrast the novel segmental stop 

contrast of alveolar /t. d/ versus palatal /c. j / .  then we are faced with two questions. First. 

why were the speakers in the study unable to produce a native sounding Czech palatal 

stop? Can they be taught to produce true palatal stops [c. j ]  and not an alveolar stop plus 

glide sequence? 

Although none of the four subjects I tested had acquired a native-sounding palatal 

stop pronunciation. I have encountered native English speakers who are able to 

pronounce palatal /c, J/ rather than the alveolar plus glide sequence produced by my 

subjects. These speakers were highIy motivated and used Czech as a language of 

communication. As I noted in chapter Five. the subjects I tested did not use Czech as 

their language of communication and did not appear highIy motivated. The move fiom 

Stage Two. where alveolars and palatds are in contrast (albeit in a nonnative manner), to 

Stage Three, where alveolars and native sounding palatals are in contrast may thus be 

motivated by extra-linguistic factors such as motivation and identification with the target 

language group. 



The second question is: Why were the subjects' productions of alveolar ptus glide 

sequences inconsistent in that they poduced both alveolar it, d/ and alveolar plus glide 

sequences Itj, dj/ for the palatal stop /c,j/? I attribute this non-native production pattern 

to two factors: orthography and rnorpho-phonemic considerations. As discussed in 

Chapter Four. Czech uses the symbols 't' and 'd' to indicate both alveolar /t. dl and 

palatal /c. j /  with the palatal being distinguished fiom the alveolar by means of three 

orthographic conventions. depending on the following vowel quality. 

The acquisition of the Czech alveolar versus palatal distinction may be further 

complicated by morphophonemic patterns. which may be misleading. Consider for 

example the difference benveen nominative versus locative forms in words ending with 

an alveolar consonant shown in (19): 

( 1 9 )  .Vominurive Locative 

(a) tiida [w:dal 'classroom' ve t'iidi5 [fni:je] 'in rhe classroom' 

(b) segit [sesrt] 'notebook' v se9itE [ ~SEJICE] 'in the nolebook' 

(c) obchod [opxot] 'store' v obchode [vopxoj~] 'in the srorr' 

Because a lexical item may have an alveolar in its nominative form and a palatal in the 

locative. native speakers are likely to understand through context what nonnative Czech 

speaker is referring to even if he pronounces an alveolar stop in place of a palatal. If 

communication is not hampered by the nonnative speakers' misuse of the alveolar stop in 

place of the palatal. he is not likely to change his pronunciation; 

In this chapter I presented the results of experiments designed to test native 

English speakers' perception and production of the Czech alveolar ft. d/ versus palatal ic. 

j /  contrast. 

Results showed that English speakers can perceptuaUy contrast Czech alveolar 

versus palatal stops at greater than chance levels. but that production varies as a r e d t  of 

experience and length of exposure to Czech. These results generally supported Brown's 

model of L 1 interference in L2 phonological acquisition discussed extensively in this 



thesis. However, while Brown's mode[ makes broad predictions as to the acquisition of a 

novel phonemic contrast based on the presence or absence of a contrasting feature in the 

L 1 feature inventory, I found that the learners of Czech I studied varied in their 

production depending on length of exposure. Based on these varied yet systematic 

productions. I proposed a series of three stages of acquisition of Czech palatal stops by 

native English speakers. 



c m  SIX 

AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH N D  CONCLUSlON 

0.0 B A C K G R O W  

In this tinal chapter I will discuss avenues for t-urwe research and conclusions. 

1.0 .AVEiiUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The results of the perception and production experiments reported in this thesis 

open up many avenues for future research. One such avenue is motivated by the limited 

pool of subjects tested: it would be illuminating to study fluent nonnative speakers of 

Czech as to their production of palatal stops. The subjecrs [ tested here self-reported 

that. despite living in a Czech speaking environment. English was their main language of 

communication; they had little external motivation to l r m  Czech as their work and social 

communities were English speaking. I would predict that motivated speakers with more 

experience would be able to produce native-like Czech palatal stops. 

.Another avenue of research suggested by the assumptions and research in this thesis 

would be to test children learning Czech as their L1. [n the model of segmental 

acquisition as a process of structure elaboration discussed in Chapter Two. Section 3.0. 

children Iearning language elaborate the UG-provided. minimal structure on n language- 

specific basis in a aep-by-step manner follo\c-ing reiationships of dependency and 

constituency encoded in the structure. The goal of the language learner is to expand the 

minimal language-specific structure untiI all the features that are necessary to distinguish 

all phonemes in the ambient Ianguag are present. Thus. we would predict that children 

learning Czech as their L I should acquire the segmental structure for alveolar 't d/ before 

the more stntcnually complex palatal /c, I/. Recail the feature structures presented in 

Chapter Four for the dveolar versus paIaial contrast. given here in (20): 



(90) Alveolar 

Root Root 

Coronal Coronal 

While I was not able to experimentally test this assumption. I did have the opportunity 

to informally observe a nearly three-year-old child (35 months) over a period ofa  week. 

This child tvas producing alveolar It. d/ segments in place of palatal stops , c. j/. as tvould 

be predicted by the model of suucnuaI elaboration. Once contrast is detected in the 

input. he will elaborate the Coronal Place node to contrast alveolar 4. cti with pafatat c. y.  

Further research on children's acquisition of Czech would be illuminating. 

2.0 CONCLUSION 

This thesis combined the fields of theoretical phonolop and second language 

acquisition (specifically. second language phonoIo_py). Following Browin (1993: 1997). I 

presented the hypothesis that the phonologicd acquisition of novel L2 segmental 

contrasts is mediated by the system of features. rather than the segments per se. which 

are found in the L 1. 

As background. in Chapter One I presented the theories of Feature Geometry and 

Underspecification in support of the claim that the acquisition of segmental structure in 

both f i  and second language acquisition is a process of structure building. 

Segmental structure building was introduced in Chapter Two on First Langwge 

Acquisition. where features are added on a step-by-step basis following relationships of 

constituency and dependency encoded in the hierarchy. Because features are added on a 

node-by-node basis in response to contrasts detected in the input. I argued that features 



are monovalent, or privative. 

As described in Chapter Three. the acquisition of the feature geometry of the first 

Ianguage is claimed to influence the acquisition of the L2 phonology. Thus. I argued for a 

Pmial-Access approach to Universal Grammar. where UG is thought to be accessible to 

the L2 learner oniy in the form of parameters (here. the features) instantiated in the L 1. 

The model developed in this thesis argues that if a particular feature is present in 

anywhere in the L 1 feature hierarchy. then any novel L3 phonologicai contrast based on 

that feature can be acquired. Perceptual experience with the acoustic dimensions dctined 

by a particular feature allow the learner to accurately discriminate any contrast based on 

that feature. However. if the L I does not contrast a particular feature. perception of the 

novel L1 contrast will be precluded. Thus. UG is partially accessible to the L2 learner in 

the form of the features present in the L 1. If UG was hlly accessible to L2 learners. we 

would expect learners to be able to acquire uny novel phonemic contrast. I presented 

work by Brown (1998) and Matthews ( 1997) showing that Japanese speakers have 

dificulty. even after training. in acquiring the English liquid contrast /!-ti because they 

lack the requisite feature in their inventory. 

In Chapter Four I argued that the contrasting feature for the Czech dveolar versus 

palatal dininction is the feature [posterior!. and that this feature is present in English to 

contrast the alveolar Fricatives /s. z/ with the alveo-paIatal fricatives /J, 9. 

In Chapter Five I presented the perception and production experiments I 

conducted to test the hypothesis that English speakers should be able to contrast Czech 

alveolar it, dl versus palatal /c. j/ since Enghsh has the tearural building block of 

[posterior] in its inventory. Results showed that. (i). subjects could perceive the 

phonemic contrast between Czech dveolar It. d/ and palatal /c, j/ at greater than chance 

levels; (ii). perceptual acuity increased with length of exposure to Czech: and (iii). 

subjects who were not absolute beginners were abie to productively contrast a1veolar:t. di 

and palatal /c, y', although their productions of palatal stops were not Wly native-like. 

Based on the subjects varied yet systematic productions. proposed a three-stage outline 

for the acquisition of the Czech palataI stops !c. j/ by native English speakers in which 



subjects at the third stage are able to produce native-sounding palatal ic, ji. The 

likelihood of attaining this stage appeared to be influenced by a number of external factors 

such as learner motivation, reliance on the L I ,  and the learners' identification with the 

target language community. 

In Chapter Five I also found that performance on the reading task was highly 

influenced by orthography. Czech has a system of diacritics indicating the presence of an 

alveolar or palatal segment. The results of the sentence reading task showed that the early 

Learners of Czech did not appear to be sensitive to these orthographic cues and thus 

produced palatal segments as alveolars even when they were able to produce a 

(nonnative) sounding palatal in the same lexical item in fiee production. I thus argued 

that. although the sentence reading task was a test of orthographic knowledge and not of 

phonology. the unfamiliar Czech orthography can cause confusion tbr nonnative speakers 

and may negatively influence their contrastive production of the alveoIar versus palatal 

segments. 



APPENDIX ONE: FORCED CHOICE PHONElME SELECTION T U K  

TEST STIMLJLI - ORTHOGRAPHIC FORM 

duben 

mladh 

kost 

t'opka 

basta 

tomu 

schody 

doba 

tolik 

nejdu 

fot'ik 

t'i5e 

prd'uch 

t'uhy I 

prut 

d'ubim 

tanec 

&lej 

teze 

rodu 

t ao  

matEj 

d k d o  

d a a z  

debil 

d'aha 

tebe 

jrkot 

ty ki 

din 

dskan 

t ' u k h  

tedok 

tisic 

pod'ub 

bilat 

jetei 

stud 

tezky 

ty kev 

nadej 

bat'uIe 

deka 

havet' 

t'opli 

doma 

d'abel 

hilet 

taky 

hut' 

ruika 

mad'ar 

potom 

klonit 

tukm 

sit' 

pat); 

rod'& 

nat'uk 

Stuk 

d'obu 

jader 

ojet 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

so. 
81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

dyrnal 

t'apka 

hodil 

ud'ob 

plet' 

t'atka 

ji& 

nosit 

beton 

zat' 

d' obal 

piti 

daleko 

pot'oh 

srnrad'och 

vid' 

bodej 

chata 

podiv 

nas tup 

divik 

22. hudE 47. kudy 72. vtty 97. peti 

23. zirat 48. bat'oh 73. loukot' 98. dykal 

24. sut' 49. chot' 74. d'ubal 99. ket'as 

25. otez 50. pate? 75. c k k  100. bat' 



APPENDDC ONE 

FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

TEST STIMULI - PHONETIC FORM 

[ dubm ] 
[ mlada : ] 
[ kost 1 
[ coeka I 
[ basta 1 
[ tomu ] 
[ sxodr ] 
[ doba ] 
[ tolk ] 
[ nejdu ] 
[ foca:k 1 
[ crse ] 

[ PrfUY I 
[ cuhi:l ] 

C Pr'Jt I 
[ jubann 1 
[ tanec ] 

[ jeiej 1 
[ teze ] 
[ rodu ] 
[ ~€10 ] 

1 
[ z i n t  ] 

[ sue I 
[ oce3 I 

[macej] s t .  
[pegdo] 52. 
[dukaz] 53. 
[deb11 1 54. 

[ jaha I 55. 
[ t ~ b ~  ] 56. 
[ j~kot ] 57. 
[ &a: ] 58. 

[ ~ i m  I 59. 
[ Fkan 1 60. 
[ cukam I 61. 
[ t j~dok]  62. 
[ crsrTs ] 63. 

[ ~ j u b  1 64. 
[ bjelat 1 65. 

I 66. 
[ mt I 67. 
[c~3ki: ] 68. 

[&!=I 69. 
[ n w j  1 70. 
[batule] 71. 

I kud11 72. 
[ bacox ] 73. 

I 74. 
[ Paqq  I 75. 

[ deka ] 

[ havj~t 1 
[ copla: ] 
[ doma ] 
[ja:bel ] 
[ kvi:let ] 

[ I 
[ hut I 
[ m3ka I 
[ m a F  I 
[ potom 1 
[ klonrt 1 
[ tukan ] 
[ si:c ] 
[ pati: 1 
[ roja:k ] 

[ Ilacuk I 
[S&l 
[ p b u  1 
[ jader ] 

[ oja 1 
[ vjea I 
[ loukoc ] 

[ jubal I 
[ daxek ] 

[ dimal ] 

[ caeka I 
[ ho31l I 
[  UP^ 1 
[ 1 
[ cafka ] 
[ ji:da:m 1 
[ nosrt 1 
[ beton I 
[ zac 1 
[jobal I 
[ prci: I 
[ dal~ko 1 
[ pocox ] 

[ S m P X  1 
[ vrc I 
[ bodej ] 
[ xata ] 

[ p0.P 1 
[ nasw I 
[ jrva:k 1 
[ peci: ] 

[ I 
[ kecas 1 
[ bat I 



APPENDIX ONE: FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 
TEST STIMUU: BREAKDOWN BY VOWEL AND WORD POSITION 

W O R D - I N I T I A L  

/to/ 

6. tomu 

9. tolik 
/do/ 

8. doba 

54. doma 
/co/ 

4. t'opka 

53. t'opla 

69. d'obu 
86. d'obal 

Itt/ 
33. tyka 

44. tykev 
/dd 

76. djhnal 

/ta/ 

1 7. tanec 

57. taky 
Ida/ 

75. direk 

/tul 

59. tuika 
63 - tukan 

Idul 

I .  duben 

28. dikaz 
lcul 

14. t'uhyl 

36. t'ukim 

16. d'ubjm 
74. d'ubal 

Itd 
19. teze 

31. tebe 
I d d  

29. debil 

W O R D -  M E D I A L  

88. daleko 
/cat 

.. 
77. t'apka 

8 1. t'atka 

30. d'aha 
55. d'abel 

Itul 

68. 5tuk 
95. nastup 

/du/ 

10. nrjdu 

20. rodu 

I c d  

46. bat'ule 

67. nat'uk 

ijd 
13. prd'uch 

39. pod'ub 

51. deka 
Ice/ 

21. 3 1 0  

43. tEZky 

/j€/ 

18. &lej 

35. &kan 

/to/ 

61. potom 

84. beton 

/do/ 

27. nzkdo 

37. tedok 
/co/ 

48. bat'oh 

89. pot'oh 

/lo/ 
79. ud'ob 

90. smrad'och 

/ta/ 

5. basta 
93. chata 

Ida/ 

2. rnladi 

82. j idm 

/a/ 

11. fot'ik 

99. ket'as 

/ja/ 
60. mad'ar 

66. rod'ik 

98. ilykd 
/cI/ 

12. t'Ee 
3 8. tisic 

34. din 
96. divik 

W O R D - F I N A L  

/td 
41. jetel 

50. pate': 

Itd 

65. pat$ 

72. vsty 

lut l  

15. prut 
42. stut 

/ud 

24. sut' 
5 8. hut' 

/otl 

3. kost 
32. jekot 

/od 

49. chot' 
73. loukot' 

/a t.1 

23. zirat 

40. bdat 
/ad 

" 

85. zat' 
100. bat' 

L 

/ d d  
70. jader 

92. bodej 

Ice/ 

25. otei 

26. matEj 

If€/ 
22. hud5 

45. nadEj 

Idd 
7. schody 

47. kudy 

/cd 
87. piti 

97. peti 

ljd 
78. hod'il 

94. pod'iv 

let/ 
56. kviIet 
71. ojet 

led 
52. havet' 
80. plet' 

Irtl 
62. kIonit 
83. aosit 

ird 
64. sit' 
91. vid' 



APPENDIX ONE 

FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

TEST STIMULI 

- uben 
mla-a 
kos- 
- opka 
b6-a 

- omu 
s c h o v  

oba - 
olik - 

n e J u  
f o a k  

- Ge 
pr-uc h 
- uhy i 
Pru- 
- u b h  

anec - 
claj - 
- eze 
r o u  

- elo 
hu-e 

o e i  

ma__sJ 
nek-o 

ukaz - 
ebil - 
aha - 
- rbe 
jeko- 

v ka 

- ira 

- ekan 
7 ukam 
f e o k  

- isic 
PO- ub 
bela - 

el Je- 
stu- 

- ezky 
vkev 

"a-rJ 
ba-ule 
k u v  
ba-o h 
cho - 
pa-ei 

eka - 
have- 

opIa - 
orna - 
abel - 

kvile- 
- aky 
hu- 
- uika 
m-= 
Poem 
kloni- 

- ukan 
st- 

pa-+ 
ik fO- 

na- uk 
L uk 
- obu 

Ja-e= 
ole- 

v ve- 
louko- 
- ubal 

k k  - 

<ma1 - 
a p h  
ho-il 

ob u- 
ple- 
- aih -. . 
J 1 a m  
nosi- 
be-on 

za- 
- obal 

i Pi- 

aleko - 
PO- oh 
s m o c h  
vi- 
b o e j  
c ha-a 
p o i v  
n = u P  
- ivik 
p e v  

v kill 
d 

k e a s  

ba- 



APPENDIX TWO 

FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 
RESULTS 

SUBJECT ONE: iW, 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

I .  - uben 
7 -. mla-a 

3. kos- 

**.I. -t-opka 
5. ba5-a 

omu 6. - 
7. s c h o v  

oba 8. - 
olik 9- - 

LO. nej- u 

**11. f o t - a k  
**12. -t-ise 

**13. pr -- t uch 
I-!. - uhyl 
IS. pru- 

16. - ubam 

17. - anec 
18. - elaj 

19. - eze 

20. ro- u 

21. - el0 

**22. hu-d-e 
23- dra- 
24. su- 
25. o e i  

26. ma-ej 

17. n e k o  

28. - ukaz 

29. - ebil 
30. - aha 

31. - ebe 

33. jeko- 

33. - vka 
**3J. -d-ira 

35. - ekan 

36. - ukarn 
37. t e o k  

**38. -t-isic 
39. PO- ub 

40. bela- 

4 je- el 

42. stu- 
43. - ezky 

. - vkev 

45. na-ej 

46. ba-de 

47. ku-v 

48. ba-oh 

**J9. cho-t- 
50. pa-ei 

eka 51. - 

**52. have-t- 
53. - opla 

oma 54. - 
55. - abel 

56. kvile- 

57. - ak y 

58. hu- 

59. - uika 
60. ma-ar 

6 p o o m  
61. kloni- 

6;. - ukm 

**6J. si-t- 

65. p a v  

ak 66. ro- 

67. na- uk 
68. 5- uk 

obu 69. - 
70. ja-er 

71. oje- 

v 72. ve- 

**73. l o u k o t -  
74. - ubal 
75. - arek 

vmal 76. 

77. - apka 

**78. ho-djl 
79. u- ob 

**SO. ple-t- 

""81. -tab 
. . 

82. 11-kn 

83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

**SS. zn-t- 
86. o bal 

* .  
87. pl-I 

88. - ale ko 

89. p o o h  

90. s m r a o c h  

**91. v i t -  
97. bo-ej 
93. cha-a 

**94. po-d-iv 
95. n a s u p  

**96. -d-ivak 
""97. pe-t-v 

v kal 98. - 
99. ke-as 
**loo. ba-t- 



APPE'YDLX TWO 

FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

15. 
16. 

17. 
IS. 

t 9. 

- uben 
mla-a 

kos- 

opka 

ba5-a 

- omu 

sc ho-v 

- oba 

- olik 

n e J u  
f o t a k  

- ise 

pr-uc h 

- uhyl 

Pm- 
- ubam 

- anec 

- elaj 

- eze 

r o u  

- eio 
hu-e -- 
sup 
o e i .  

SUBJECT TWO: JD 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

* "26. ma-t-ej 

**27. nekj-o 

28. - ukaz 

29. - ebil 
30. - aha 
3 1 .  - ebe 

32. jeko- 

33.  - v ka 
34. - ira 
j 5 .  - rkan 

36. - ukam 
37. Ee-ok 

38. - isic 
**39. po-d-ub 

40. bela- 

41. je-eI 

42. stu- 
43. - ezky 

. v kev 

45. na-ej 

-16. ba-ule 
**J7. k u ~ y  

-18. ba-oh 

**49. cho-t- 
50. pa-e'r 

51. - cka 
**S2. have-t- 

5;. - op16 
54. - oma 

55.  - abel 
56. kvile- 
57. - ak y 

**58. hu-t- 

59. - uika 

60. ma-ar 

61. p o o r n  
62. kloni- 

63. - ukm 

**64. si-t- 

65. pa-v 

66. ro- ak 

67. na- uk 
68. 5- uk 

69. - obu 

70. ja-er 

72. oje- 

72. ve-v 

73. louko- 
74. - ubal 
75. - arek 

76. - vmal 
**77. t apka 

78. ho- il 
79. u- ob 
**80. p l e t -  

81. - &a 
* * 

rim 82. 11- 

83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

**85. za-t- 

86. - o bal 

**87. pi-t-i 

88. - aisko 

89. PO- oh 
90. smramraoch 
91. vi- 

92. bo-ej 
93. cha-a 

**94. PO-d-iv 

95. n a s u p  

**96. - d i v a k  
97. p e v  

v kal 98. - 
""99. ke-t-as 
** 100. ba-t- 



APPENDIX TWO 

FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

1. - uben 
1 . mla-a 

3.  kos- 

4. - opka 
5. bG-rt 

6 .  - omu 

7. scho2 

8. - o ba 
9. - olik 

10. n e j u  

11. tb-ak 
**12. -- t ise 

**13. pr-d-uch 

14. - uhy l 
15. pru- 

16. - ubam 
17. - anec 
18. - elaj 

19. - rze 

20. r o u  

21. - elo 

22. hu-e 

23. zira- 

24. su- 
-- 7% . o e i  

SUBJECT THREE: AD 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

26. ma-ej 

27. nek-o 

28. - ukaz 

29. - ebil 
aha 30. - 
ebe 31. - 

32. jeko- 

33. v ka 
**3J. - d - ira 

35. - e kan 

36. - ukam 
37. C e o k  

38. - isic 

""39. po-d-ub 

40. bela- 
41. je-el 

42. stu- 
33. - tzky 

44. - vkev 

45. na-ej 

46. ba-ule 

47. ku-v 

48. ba-oh 
49. cho- 

50. pa-e? 

51. - ska 
**52. have-t- 

**53. -t-opla 
54. - oma 

abel 55. - 
56. kvile- 

57. - ali y 

58. hu- 
59. - uika 

60, rna-ar 

61. p o o m  
62. kloni- 

63. - ukan 

""64. si-t- 
65. p a v  

66. ro- ak 

67. na- uk 
68. 5- uk 

69. - obu 

70. ja-er 

71. oje- 

72. v e v  

73. louko- 

74. - ubal 
75. - arek 

vmal 76. 

77. - apka 

78. h o i l  

79. u- ob 
**80. ple-t- 

81. - aika 
.. , 

82. 11-am 

83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

85. za- 

86. - obal 
. . 

87. Q I I  

88. - aleko 

89. p o o h  

90. smra-och 

**91. v j t -  
91. b o e j  
93. cha-a 

**94. PO-d-iv 
95. n a s u p  

**96. - d - ivak 

**97. pe-t_v 
v kal 98. - 

99. ke-as 
**IOO. ba-t- 



A P P L i l x  TWO 
FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

SUBJECT FOUR: SW 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

- uben 
mla-a 

kos- 

- op ka 
b&-a 

omu - 
sc ho-v 

- oba 

- olik 

n e J u  
f o a k  

- i se 

pr-uc h 

- uhyl 

pru- 
- ubarn 

anec - 
elaj - 
eze - 

r o u  

- elo 

hu-e 

zin- 

su-f- 
ope% 

26. ma-ej 

27. nek-o 

28. - ukaz 
ebil 29. - 

30. - aha 

ebe 31. - 
32. jeko- 

vka 33. - 
34. - ira 

ckan 35. - 
**36. -t-ukam 
37. Z.e-ok 

**38. - t i s i c  

39. p o u b  

40. bela- 

el 4 1  je- 

42. stu- 

43. - ezky 

4. v kev 

45. na-ej 

46. ba-de 

47. ku-v 

48. ba-oh 

49. cho- 
eF 50. pa- 

eka - 
have- 

- op1a 
o m  - 
- abel 

kvile- 

- aky 

hu- 
- u&a 
ma-ar 

obu - 
Ja-er 

OJe- 

- v be- 

louko- 

- ubal 
arek - 

76. - vmal 

77. - apka 

78. h o i l  

**79. u-d-ob 
**SO. ple-t- 

81. - a k a  
. . 

82. JI- h 
83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

85. za- 

86. - o brtI 
**87. pi-t-i 

aleko 88. - 

89. p o o h  

90. sm-och 

**91. vi-t- 

92. b o s j  
93. cha-3 

94. p o i v  

95. n a s u p  

**96. -d-ivak 
97. pe-v 

v kal 98. - 
99. ke-as 

100. ba- 



llPPELiIX nvo 
FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

1. - uben 
7 . mla-a 
1 
J .  kos- 

4. opka 
5. b a i a  

omu 6- - 
7. s c h o y  

oba 8. - 
9. - olik 

10. n e j u  

11. to- - & 
**12. -t-ise 

** 13. pr-d-uch 

14. - uhy 1 
15. pru- 

16. - u barn 

17. - anec 
18. - elaj 

19. - eze 

20. ro- u 

21. - el0 

22. hu-e 

23. zin- 

24. su- 
25. o-ei 

26. ma__ej 

27. nek-o 

28. - ukaz 
29. - cbil 
30. a h a  

31. - ebe 

32. jeko- 

vka 33- - 
**34. d i r a  

35. - rkan 
**36. -t-ukam 
37. t e o k  

38. - isic 

39. PO- ub 

40. bela- 

4 je-e1 

42. stu- 
4 e z k y  

44. vkev 

4 .  na-ej 

46. ba-de 

47. ku-v 

48. ba-oh 

49. cho- 
50. pa-ef 

- eka 

have-t- 

- opla 

- oma 
abel - 

h~ile- 

- aky 

hu- 
- uika 

s1- 

P a v  
ak m- 

na- uk 
5- uk 
- obu 

vmal 76. - 
77. - apka 

78. h o i l  

**79. u - d - ob 
**80. p l e t -  

8 1. - atlia 
.- . 

82. 11-am 

83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

85. za- 
o bal 86. - 

. . 
87. p1-I 

deko 88. - 
89. p o o h  

**90. smra-d-och 

**91. vi t -- 
92. b o e j  
93. c h a a  

94. PO- iv 

95. n a s u p  

**96. t - i v a k  

97. p e v  

vkal 98. - 
99. lie-as 

100. ba- 



APPENDIX TWO 
FORCED CHOICE PHONEME SELECTION TASK 

RESULTS 

SUBJECT SIX: RK 

(** indicates incorrect response) 

- uben 26. 
mla-a 27. 

kos- 28, 

- opka 29. 
b a 3 a  30. 

- omu 3 I. 

s c h o v  33. 

oba - 33. 
olik - ""34. 

n e J u  35. 
fo-ali j6. 

- ise j7. 

**pr-d-uch 38. 

- uhy l 39. 

Pru- 40. 
- ubam 41. 

anec - 42. 
elaj - 43. 

eze - 44. 

r o u  45. 

- elo 46. 

hu-e 47. 

48. 

sup 49. 

0- e i  50. 

ma-eJ 
nek-o 

- ukaz 
- ebil 

aha - 
ebe - 

jeko- 
vka 
A 

d ira - -  
r kan - 

- ukam 
C e o k  

- isic 

p o u b  
bela- 

je-el 
stu- 

- ezky 
vkev - 

na-eJ 
ba-uIe 

ku-v 

ba-oh 

c ho- 
w 

Paper 

opli - 
- oma 

abel - 

obu - 

Ja-er 

OJ=- 

v ve- 
louko- 

ubal - 
arek - 

76. - vrnal 

77. -- apka 
78. h o i l  

79. u- ob 

**SO. p l e t -  

81. - atka 
. . 

82. J L ~  

83. nosi- 
84. b e o n  

85. za- 

o bal 86. - 
. . 

87. PI-I 

58. - aleko 

89. PO- oh 

90. s m r a o c h  

91. vi- 

92. b o e j  

9;. cha-a 

**94. PO-d-iv 

95. n a s u p  

96. - ivak 
97. pe-v 

98. - v kal 

99. Ice-as 

100. ba- 



APPENDIX THREE 
EXPERIMENT TWO: PRODUCTION 

STIMULI AND RESULTS 
SENTENCE READING TMK 

Tati, udElej to ced'. 

Toto telatko je hrdina rodinu. 

Videla d'abei a nadavala ho. 



Co mEla dElat, podEkovat ti? 

JeitE ti to nedoilo? 

Delam to diky tobe. 

Videla jsem. Ze p'i ijdeg poidE. 

Veue&la jsem. ie pfij[d]eS po?[dlE. 

[dl Id1 [dl 

[dl [dl [dl 

[dj 1 [dl fdjl 

[djl [dl Edjl 



Vidim chot' a rodinu. 

Vratirn se jest* v sti.edu. 

Otec je Eestan. matka ne. 

TSim se davno na ticho. 



hlrvrc, [ d ] h  [cli vehltftl zi[tlm. 

L [dl [dl PI  [dl [tl [tl 

JD [dl Id1 Dl [dl P I h l  
[djl [dl [tl [djl [[I [[I 

RK [djl Id1 [tl [djl it1 [ t l  

13. Tyden budcte chovat deti. 

14. Scdime n d i v h e  v divadie.\ 

15. Ted' je tT-i Ebn& na deset. 
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